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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is to account for distributional patterns of given and new items in
Czech, especially their word order. The system proposed here has four basic components:
(i) syntax, (ii) economy, (iii) interpretation, and (iv) reference set computation. The ap-
proach belongs to the family of interface driven approaches.

The syntactic part of the thesis introduces a free syntactic movement (G-movement).
The movement causes very local reordering of given elements with respect to new elements
in the structure. G-movement is licensed only if it creates a syntactic structure which leads
to a semantic interpretation that would not otherwise be available. The economy condition
interacts with the way givenness is interpreted. I introduce a recursive operator that adds
a presupposition to given elements. The distribution of the operator is regulated by the
Maximize presupposition maxim of Heim (1991). The reference set for purposes of this
evaluation is defined as the set of derivations that have the same numeration and the same
assertion.

Finally, I argue that the licensing semantic conditions on givenness in Czech are not
identical to the licensing conditions on deaccenting in English. The givenness licensing
conditions are stronger in that they require that for an element to be given it must not only
have a salient antecedent but also satisfy an existential presupposition.
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Chapter 1

To Be Given

Consider the Czech sentences in (1).1,2

(1) a. SVO: Chlapec nagel lfiztko.
boy.Nom found lollipop.Acc

b. OVS: Lizitko navel chlapec.
lollipop.Acc found boy.Nom

c. SOV: Chlapec lfizitko NASEL.
boy.Nom lollipop.Acc found

d. OSV: LIZAtko chlapec nagel.
lollipop.Acc boy.Nom found

The sentences in (1) describe a similar situation. In each of them the speaker asserts that

there was a time interval in the past such that an event of finding took place in that interval.

Furthermore, we learn that the event of finding had two participants (a finder and a findee)

'Capital letters here and throughout the text stand for a contrastively stressed syllable.
2The four combinations given in (1) are the only combinations that can be used as declarative clauses. The

remaining permutations, given in (i) and (ii), are grammatical but only as questions. The following chapters
will deal with declarative clauses only.

(i) VSO: Nagel chlapec lfzdtko?
found boy.Nom lollipop.Acc

'Did the boy found the lollipop?'

(ii) VOS: Nagel lizdtko chlapec?
found lollipop.Acc boy.Nom

'Was it the lollipop what the boy found?'



and we also learn who these participants were (some boy and a lollipop). The sentences in

(1) nevertherless differ in their meaning and in the set of contexts they are felicitous at.

To see this, let's first concentrate on the first two orders, i.e., the SVO and the OVS order.

Corresponding English translations of the Czech sentences are given in (2).3

(2) a. SVO: Chlapec navel lizditko.
boy.Nom found lollipop.Acc

(i) 'A boy found a lollipop.'

(ii) 'The boy found a lollipop.'

(iii) 'The boy found the lollipop.'

(iv) #'A boy found the lollipop.'

b. OVS: Lizaitko nalel chlapec.
lollipop.Acc found boy.Nom
'A boy found the lollipop.'

As we can see in (2-a), the SVO order in Czech is compatible with several different interpre-

tations. The very same Czech string can correspond (i) to a situation where neither a boy,

nor a lollipop are given, in the sense that there is no referent determined by the previous

context, i.e., the existence of the referent has not been asserted yet; (ii) to a situation where

only a boy has been previously determined by the context; or (iii) to a situation where both

the boy and the lollipop have a unique referent but they have not been introduced by the

previous context. Crucially, however, the SVO order is not felicitous in a situation in which

only the lollipop has been introduced by the previous context, (iv).

To achieve the missing interpretation, i.e., the interpretation in which only the object

has been determined by the previous context, the word order must be OVS, as in (2-b),

translated as 'A boy found the lollipop.'.

3The hash sign # stands for an utterance that is not felicitous in the given context. In this particular case,
it stands for an infelicitous translation.



What is the nature of the reordering? Notice that in order to capture the intuition about

meaning differences corresponding to different word orders, I used indefinite and definite

articles. Since Czech does not have any overt morphological marking of definiteness - with

the exception of demonstrative and deictic pronouns - we could understand the different

word orders as a strategy to achieve the same interpretation that English can achieve by

using overt determiners. This would be, however, a simplification. The object in the OVS

order does not need to correspond to a definite description. It is enough that it has been

introduced in the previous discourse, as in (3).4

(3) a. We left for kids in the garden some cookies and lollipops. Who found a lol-

lipop?

b. Lizitko na'la Maru'ka a Jani'ka.
lollipop.Acc found Maru'ka and Jani'ka
'Little Mary and little Jane found a lollipop.'

We will see in chapter 4 though that the correlation with definite articles is not accidental. I

will argue that the purpose of both reordering for givenness and definiteness marking is to

maximize presupposition (Heim, 1991). While the two strategies are in principle different,

their realization may be sometimes identical.

I thus argue that the nature of the reordering found in (2-b) is indeed to mark that

something has already been introduced in the discourse. An interesting fact to observe

is that even though the SVO order has multiple interpretations, certain interpretations are

excluded and they can be achieved only by reordering. This suggests that the purpose of

the reordering is to achieve an interpretation that would not be available otherwise. 5

4The reordering observed in (2-a) and (2-b) might remind the reader of the Mapping Hypothesis of Diesing
1992 or of a more general discussion-of specificity as in Enq 1991; van Geenhoven 1998; Farkas 2002, among
many others. One might think that for a DP to become specific (whatever it means) such a DP must move to
(or it must be base-generated in) a certain syntactic position. As we will see shortly, not only referential, but
also predicational or propositional elements can be introduced in a discourse in the same way as the object in
(2-b). I do not know at this point whether there is any connection between specificity and the data discussed
here. In general, I will ignore possible relations between quantification and information structure here.

5We will see in this chapter and especially in section 1.2 that SVO is the basic word order in Czech. I will
argue that a basic word order in general allows more flexibility in interpretation than a derived word order.



I will argue shortly that this ordering correlates with a requirement that given (old, pre-

supposed) elements linearly precede elements that are new (asserted, non-presupposed) in

the discourse. While in (2-a) this requirement can be satisfied within the SVO order, in

case of the (2-b) examples, reordering is needed.

The examples in (1-c) and (1-d), repeated below as (4-a) and (4-b), are rather different.

While in the examples in (2-a) and (2-b) at least one participant has not been introduced in

the discourse yet, the examples in (4-a) and (4-b) contain only previously introduced par-

ticipants. In other words, the utterances in (2-a) and (2-b) correspond to an assertion that

combines something already presupposed with something that has not been presupposed

yet. In contrast, the utterance in (1-c)-(1-d) operates on an already asserted proposition.

The meaning of the SOV order in (4-a) can be either verification of the true value of the

proposition, or correction of a part of the proposition by excluding other alternatives.6

Similarly, the example in (4-b) corresponds to an utterance about already introduced par-

ticipants and it comments on their relation (contrastive topic or topic).

(4) a. SOv: The boy did find the lollipop. (He did not steal it.)

b. OSV: As for the lollipop, the boy found it (but as for the chocolate, he got it

from his mother).

The study presented here concerns mainly the type of examples given in (2). Before

I undertake a closer investigation of these cases I want to provide the reader with some

further observations that will help to clarify why it is useful to treat the examples in (2) as

a separate case from the examples in (4). We have already seen that the type of reordering

witnessed in (2) may teach us something about the way presupposed and non-presupposed

elements are marked in a language that does not have overt articles. Everything being

equal, the English translations of the Czech examples in (2) differ only in the use of the

articles. There are no other obvious changes in syntax, prosody or morphology. The En-

6In literature on information structure, this type of construction is often referred to as verum focus, i.e.,
a construction where the speaker verifies or denies that an already presupposed proposition is true, or con-
trastive focus or correction, in case the speaker asserts an exclusion of an alternative that might have been
introduced by the previous context.



glish translations of the Czech examples in (4) are in this respect very much different. Both

have marked prosody (pitch accent on the auxiliary did in (4-a) and pitch accent on the

lollipop in (4-b), both followed by optional deaccenting). Furthermore, the (4-a) example

contains additional morphological material (did) and the (4-b) example may correspond in

English to a cleft, i.e., to a structurally rather complex structure. I suggest that Czech is

like English in that the processes that lead to the reordering in Czech (2-b) are of a very

different nature than the processes that lead to the reorderings witnessed in Czech (4). If

we want to understand these processes we should study them separately.7

There is another parallel between Czech and English worth mentioning. It concerns dif-

ferences between prosodic properties of (2) versus (4). As in English, the Czech intonation

of the examples in (2) is neutral. Furthermore, there are no relevant differences between

(1-a) and (1-b). Compare figure 1-1 and 1-2. In contrast, the intonation of (4) is marked.

In (4-a), the verb naAel 'found' is distinct in its duration and intensity. As we can see in

figure 1-3, the duration of the bisyllabic verb is roughly doubled in comparison with the

pronunciation of the same word in other syntactic environments. In (4-b), the sentence ini-

tial object lizdtko 'lollipop' is pronounced with a higher tone and the sequence is followed

by deaccenting and an optional intonational break, as in figure 1-4.

Before we get to the actual proposal there is another empirical observation to be estab-

lished. Notice that in the examples in (2) the verb occupies the second position. In contrast,

in the examples in (4) the verb linearlyfollows the arguments.8 As we will see shortly, two

factors turn out to be crucial for understanding Czech word order variations: the relative

position of arguments and the relative position of the verb with respect to the arguments.

7Reordering processes, superficially similar to those seen in (2) and (4), are often referred to as scram-
bling. The term originated in Ross 1967 as a term for stylistic reordering. In the more recent literature,
scrambling may refer to A-movement, A-bar movement or base generation (for example, Williams 1984;
Saito 1989; Webelhuth 1989; Grewendorf and Sternfeld 1990; Mahajan 1990; Lasnik and Saito 1992; Saito
1992; Corver and van Riemsdijk 1994; Miyagawa 1997; Bogkovid and Takahashi 1998; Bailyn 2001; Karimi
2003; Sabel and Saito 2005). I will avoid the term scrambling here in order to minimize possible confusion
that might come from various interpretations the term has been assigned in the literature.

8To make the picture complete, in questions the verb precedes the arguments.
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In the rest of this chapter and in the following chapters I will closely investigate the

nature of the reordering witnessed in (2). I will argue that this type of reordering is derived

by short A-movement that is sometimes parasitic on verb head movement. I will call this

movement G-Movement. This movement happens, I will claim, only in order to derive a

semantic interpretation that would not be available otherwise. As such this kind of move-

ment is driven by interpretation requirements and is restricted by economy.

The goal of section 1.1 is to introduce basics of a system that can account for the Czech

word order data observed in (2). I will present the proposal in stages.

The first version of the system, introduced in this section, is designed to account for the

order of the arguments and the position of the verb. Further refinements will be introduced

in the following chapters. In the next section, section 1.2, I will address the question how

come multiple interpretations are available (only) for basic word orders, such as SVO. In

particular, I will argue that the ambiguity follows from G-movement being a last resort

operation. Section 1.3 will more closely investigate the fact that the verb intervenes be-

tween the two arguments, in contrast to other types of reorderings, such as questions and

contrastive foci readings. I will argue that even though G-movement is independently re-

stricted by syntax like any other type of movement, it differs from other types of movement

in that it is parasitic on head movement. The emergence of verb second will be seen as a

consequence of this restriction. In section 1.4 I will explore further consequences of this

restriction, namely, differences in locality restrictions on G-movement dependent on head

movement properties of the relevant head. In the last section of this chapter, 1.5, I will

provide independent evidence for the proposed machinery. I will argue based on the distri-

bution of pronouns that G-movement is a last resort operation. As such it takes place only

if the relevant interpretation would not otherwise be available.



1.1 G-movement

The idea that word order in a language such as Czech is sensitive to the discourse in the

sense that parts of a clause that are old (given, in the background etc.) linearly precede the

elements that are new in the discourse has been investigated in Czech linguistics for a long

time.9

The questions that have not been to my knowledge successfully addressed yet is (i)

how exactly is the linear partition (i.e., given >- new) derived, and (ii) how is the word

order within the old and the new part determined.

Consider the example in (5). This sentence could be an answer to 'What did Petr do

yesterday with his car?' The II sign corresponds to the partition between given and new.

Now compare (5) and (6). The example in (6) shows the basic word order and as such it is

a suitable answer to the question 'What happened?'. 10 As we can see schematized in (7),

the two word orders differ quite radically.

(5) Petr auto v'era 11 ffdil rychle. -- S 0 Adv1 V Adv2
Petr.Nom car.Acc yesterday drove fast
'Yesterday Petr drove his car fast.'

(6) Petr fidil vcera rychle auto. ,- S V Adv1 Adv2 0
Petr.Nom drove yesterday fast car.Acc
'Yesterday Petr drove fast his car.'

9The relevance of the discourse for the word order has already been observed by traditional grammarians
(for example, Gebauer 1900). In the pre-modem tradition, the observation was stated in terms of psycho-
logical and structural subjects. To my knowledge, the intuition about the broader relevance of the discourse
was for the first time formalized in a more systematic way by Vil6m Mathesius in Mathesius [1929] 1983
and Mathesius 1939 (the first version of the paper was presented in Prague in 1908). In order to describe the
relation between word order and the discourse, Mathesius introduced the term aktudlni Nlenen(. This term is
usually translated as topic focus articulation. This is not an exact translation though. The literal translation
would be something like structuring [of the sentence] dependent on the current context and referred to theme
versus rheme distinction. Authors that further developed the notion of word order dependence on the current
context include, for example, Daneg 1954, 1957, 1974; Novdk 1959; ; Dokulil and Daneg 1958; Smilauer
1960; Adamec 1962; Firbas 1964; Hausenblas 1964; Sgall 1967; Benegovi 1968; Hajitovi 1973, 1974; Sgall
et al. 1980, 1986; Hajidov. et al. 1998, among many others. There is no way I can acknowledge in this study
all of the empirical observations, generalizations and linguistic insight that is present in the previous work on
aktudlni Elen~ni in Czech.

10I will provide diagnostics for determining basic word order in 1.2.



(7) Petr drove yesterday fast car --- Petr car yesterday 1I drove fast

There are two facts to be noticed. (i) The given elements in (5) precede the new elements.

(ii) While the relative order of the new items in (5) is preserved relative to (6), the relative

order of the given items has changed. The changes are highlighted in (8) and (9).

(8) Word order of the given elements:

a. Basic: Petr drove yesterday fast car

b. Derived: Petr car yesterday I drove fast

(9) Word order of the new elements:

a. Basic: Petr drove yesterday fast car

b. Derived: Petr car yesterday I drove fast

As we will see throughout the coming sections and chapters, this is a typical pattern

that arises in other places as well: The relative order of given items with respect to the

basic word order may undergo various permutations, while the relative order of new items

usually stays unchanged. The only exception is in fact a new finite verb, as we will see

shortly. In all other cases, new items do not change their relative order at all. As we will

see later in this section, this observation is important and it will become crucial for the

way we are going to account for different Czech word order patterns. As we will see, re-

orderings happen in a principled way and they can be directly predicted from the relevant

syntactic structure.

Another important fact is that the relative order of given items only sometimes changes.

As we can see in (8), the relative order of the subject Petr with respect to 'car' and 'yes-

terday' does not change. In contrast, the order of the object auto 'car' and the adverbial

vcera 'yesterday' is reversed. For example, in the same sentence but without the adverbial



'yesterday', the relative word order of the given items would be the same, (10).

(10) Petr auto Ii fidil rychle.
Petr.Nom car.Acc drove fast
'Petr drove his car fast.'

I propose that these word order facts suggest that only given elements move for information

structure purposes. This is a simplistic picture because new finite verbs sometimes move

as well but let's stay with the simple generalization for the sake of building the proposal in

stages.

Notice that there is no optionality in the word order of given elements in a sentence

with a particular meaning. Thus, we need to have a restrictive syntactic system that would

account for the word order. I argue that given elements undergo a special kind of movement

that I will call G-movement. The rules governing G-movement are given in (11). Further

restrictions on G-movement are stated in (12).

(11) G-Movement [version 1]

G-movement must take place

a. iff aG is asymmetrically c-commanded by a non-G element,

b. unless the movement is independently blocked.

(12) Restrictions on G-movement:

G-movement is restricted as follows:

a. aG moves to the closest position X, such that no non-G element asymmetri-

cally c-commands aG.

b. If a is XP, then a moves to an XP position.

c. If a is a head, then a moves to an Xo position.

(13) Closeness: (after Rizzi (1990))

X is the closest to Y only if there is no Z such that Z c-commands Y and does not

c-command X.



Following Reinhart 1997, 2006; Fox 1995, 2000, I argue that G-movement is a syntactic

operation that takes place only if it affects one or both of the interfaces. In particular, I

argue that G-movement must have a semantic import. In other words, the grammar I ar-

gue for is restricted by economy in that it allows only syntactic operations that lead to a

distinct semantic interpretation. Notice that if there is no non-G element asymmetrically

c-commanding aG the closest position that satisfies the requirement on G-movement is the

position of ac itself. Thus, if there is no structurally higher new element, aG does not

move.

The definition of G-movement implies that an element does not enter the computation

marked as given but it is only the result of the computation that the element is interpreted as

such. As we will see in 1.5, this property is crucially connected to the fact that G-movement

is a last resort operation.

Furthermore, (11) crucially relies on notion of the asymmetrical c-command (Kayne,

1994)" and it does not distinguish heads from phrases, in the sense that both heads and

phrases are required to undergo G-movement.12 Consider the trees in (14).

Taking into account that Czech is an SVO language, there are two basic cases to con-

sider. Either (i) aG is a head and 3 (a non-G element) is a phrase, as in (14-a); or (ii) aG is

a phrase and P is a head, as in (14-b).

"IThe relevant definitions are given below:

(i) X asymmetrically c-commands Y iff X c-commands Y and Y does not c-command X. (Kayne, 1994,
p. 4, (2))

(ii) X c-commands Y iff X and Y are categories and X excludes Y and every category that dominates X
dominates Y. (Kayne, 1994, p. 16, (3))

(iii) In the sense of Chomsky 1986, p. 9: X excludes Y if no segment of X dominates Y. (Kayne, 1994, p.
133, ftn.1)

12The proposal predicts that if there were rightward movement, a given element might follow a new ele-
ment. Unfortunately, I am not aware of any case of rightward movement in Czech that would allow to test
this prediction.



(14) a. 3P aG b. 0 OGP

In case of (14-a), the definition of G-movement requires the head cG to move above

the phrase, resulting in (15). I leave open for now what exactly is the landing site of such a

movement. I will address this question in section 2.3.

(15)

taG

An example of such movement is found in unergatives. In Czech, in the basic word

order an unergative subject precedes an unergative verb, as in (16). If the verb is given and

the subject is new, the word order is reversed, as in (17).13

(16) a. What happened?

b. Marie tancovala.
Marie danced

(17) a. Who danced?

b. Tancovala II Marie.
danced Marie
'Marie danced.'

In case of (14-b), the definition of G-movement requires the phrase cG to move over the

head 3, resulting into (18).

(18)
aGP

~ttG

A simple case of such movement can be found with unaccusatives. In contrast to unerga-

tives, in the basic word order, an unaccusative subject follows an unaccusative verb, as in

(19). If the verb is new and the subject is given, the word order is reversed, as in (20).

13I simplify the derivation here. In the full derivation, V moves to v, resulting into structure that requires
another instance of G-movement. I will go through derivations in more details in the coming chapters. For
now, I leave many details aside.



(19) a. What happened?

b. Prijel vlak.
arrived train
'A train arrived.'

(20) a. What happened to the train?

b. Vlak II pfijel.
train arrived
'The train arrived.'

This is basically the story.14 There are still many questions that need to be addressed -

and I will address them in the coming sections and chapters - but the core of the argument

is as simple as this: If a given element acG is asymmetrically c-commanded by a non-G

element, aG needs to move. If there is no offending c-command relation, G-movement

does not take place.

Before I approach to developing the syntactic system in more detail, I want to shortly

address what I mean by given.

In the literature on information structure it is agreed at least since Halliday (1967) that

an utterance may be divided between two parts, one of which is more established in the

discourse (common ground, context...) than the other. While the terminology and the

actual approaches widely vary (see for example Kruijff-Korbayovi and Steedman (2003)

for a recent overview), there is a strong intuition that the two parts are complementary to

each other. Thus, it is a reasonable assumption that a grammar might refer only to one of

the parts. The question then is which part is relevant.

The approach I take here is based on the idea that the part encoded in the grammar is

the given part (on given/new or given/focus scale). For arguments for this type of approach

see, for instance, Williams (1997); Schwarzschild (1999); Krifka (2001); Sauerland (2005);

Reinhart (2006).

14There is one crucial piece missing: dependence of G-movement on head movement. I will discuss this
property in section 1.3 and 2.3.



As to the question how exactly given is defined, I will for now adopt Schwarzschild's

definition of givenness, stated in (21). The definition is based on the observation that

for element a to be given, which in English roughly corresponds to being deaccented, a

must be entailed by the previous discourse and a must have a salient antecedent. Since

entailment refers to proposition, the definition insures that entailment can be stated for any

a (not only propositional but also referential and predicational), (21-b).

(21) Definition of Given (modified from Schwarzschild 1999, p. 151, (25))

a is interpreted as Given in an utterance U iff there is a salient antecedent A such

that

a. a and A corefer; or

b. A entails (a, U) where (a, U) is an utterance derived by replacing all maxi-

mal constituents of U (except for a) by variables existentially quantified over.

Any other element is a non-G element.

The definition will be more than sufficient for the discussion of the syntax of givenness in

chapters 1-3. We will see, however, in chapter 4 that the proposed syntactic mechanism

covers only a subset of the relevant cases. For the rest of the Czech empirical pattern we

will need to combine the syntactic system with a semantic one. In chapter 4 we will also

see that the Schwarzschild definition is too weak for the Czech facts. But all this must wait.

Let's concentrate on the syntax first.

1.2 Basic word order and Focus projection

This section shows that only basic word orders are compatible with multiple interpretations.

In order to account for this fact, I will argue that the lack of ambiguity for derived orders

follows from G-movement being a last resort operation. If a structure is such that there

is no new (non-G) element asymmetrically c-commanding given aG, no G-movement is

expected. The core idea that I will introduce in this section is that while a structure without



any instance of G-movement may be compatible with several interpretations, G-movement

always disambiguates.

So far I have not established how we define the basic word order. I propose, following

Veselovski (1995); Junghanns and Zybatow (1997); Lavine and Freidin (2002); Bailyn

(2003), among others, that the basic word order in Czech is the all-new word order. This

means that the basic word order is an order that can be used as a felicitous answer to the

question What happened?."1 An example of such an order is given in (22). Notice also

that binding that is sometimes used for determining basic word order cannot be used as a

diagnostic for Czech. The reason is that Slavic languages have A-movement scrambling

that can change the basic word order and create new binding configurations. I will comment

on binding properties of G-movement in appendix A.

(22) Basic word order:

A: What happened at the party?

B1: [Marie dala Pavlovi facku]New.
Marie.Nom gave Pavel.Dat slap.Acc

Bz2: #Marie dala facku Pavlovi.
Marie.Nom gave slap.Acc Pavel.Dat

B3 : #Pavlovi dala Marie facku.
Pavel.Dat gave Marie.Nom slap.Acc

B4 : #Facku dala Marie Pavlovi.
slap.Acc gave Marie.Nom Pavel.Dat

'Marie slapped Pavel. [literary: Marie gave Pavel a slap.]'

It has been also observed that in the basic word order various constituents may be under-

stood as new. The only condition for an SVO language like Czech is that a new constituent

be aligned to the right edge of a clause. We can test this property by using wh-questions

targeting different constituents, as seen in (23).

15The cited authors address only Slavic languages, more precisely Czech, Ukrainian, and Russian.



(23) What can be understood as new?

a. (i) What did Marie give to Pavel?

(ii) Marie dala Pavlovi [facku]New +- slap

b. (i) What did Marie give to whom?

(ii) Marie dala [Pavlovi facku]New +- Pavel a slap

c. (i) What did Marie do?

(ii) Marie [dala Pavlovi facku]New +- gave Pavel a slap

d. (i) What happened?

(ii) [Marie dala Pavlovi facku]ew -- Marie gave Pavel a slap

In contrast, if an utterance contains any deviance from the basic order, then such an ut-

terance is infelicitous in an all-new context. It means that if any reordering takes place,

at least one constituent must be cyG, i.e., introduced in the previous discourse. In other

words, any reordering limits the number of structural positions in which we can identify

the partition between given and new. For example, in a derived word order, as in (24), there

is only one felicitous interpretation of the information structure. More precisely, only the

rightmost constituent can be interpreted as new (non-G). In this particular case, it is the

indirect object Pavel. Thus, in (24) there is only one possible partition between given and

new, in contrast to (22) that is compatible with several partitions, as schematized in (25).

(24) Focus Projection within a derived word order:

a. Marie dala facku [Pavlovi]New - S V DO 10 IO tDO
b. #Marie daa Ifacku Pav

b. #Marie dala [facku Pavlovi]New

c. #Marie [dala facku Pavlovi]Nw

d. #[Marie dala facku Pavlovi]New

(25) a. Marie dala facku 11 Pavlovi.

b. (11) Marie (11) dala (1I) Pavlovi (I1) facku.

What we can learn from the observed pattern is that in the basic word order there is a rel-

ative freedom in what parts of such an utterance can be interpreted as new and what parts



can be interpreted as given. As I have already anticipated in the previous discussion of G-

movement, this pattern can be described in the following manner: whatever is interpreted

as given cannot be linearly preceded by anything interpreted as new.

Let's now turn to the question how exactly the multiple partition effect follows from

our system. To see that we will look at a very simple case: a transitive clause that has no

modifiers, only a subject, a verb, and an object. Consider first the case when the subject is

the only given element. As we already know, the resulting word order is SVO, as seen in

(26) and (27).16

(26) a. Subject-G verb Object

b. #Object verb Subject-G

c. #Subject-G Object verb

d. ...

(27) What did Mary do afterward?

a. (Potom) Maru~ka I zavolala nejak6ho chlapce ze sousedstvi.
afterward Mary.Nom called some boy.Acc from neighborhood

b. #(Potom) Maru'ka nejak6ho chlapce ze sousedstvi zavolala
afterward Mary.Nom some boy.Acc from neighborhood called

'Afterward Mary called some boy from her neighborhood.'

I have proposed in 1.1 that G-movement is a last resort operation. We predict that G-

movement takes place only if there is a non-G element asymmetrically c-commanding the

given subject. Since there is no such element, in this particular case there is no G-movement

taking place. A corresponding tree representation is given in (28).

161 use here examples with potom 'then, afterward' instead of a wh-question. The reason is that potom
creates a natural context where only the subject is presupposed/given. For reasons that are not clear to me, it
is difficult to obtain the same pragmatic effect with a wh-question.



(28) Derivation of [Subject]-G verb Object

vP

SubjectG vP

v VP

tv Object

Let's now consider the same sentence but with both the subject and the verb given. An

example is given in (29) and (30).

(29) a. Subject-G verb-G Object --

b. #Object verb-G Subject-G

c. #Subject-G Object-G verb

d . ..

(30) Whom did Mary call afterward?

a. Potom Maruika zavolala 1 nejak6ho chlapce ze sousedstvi.
then Mary.Nom called some boy.Acc from neighborhoud

b. #Potom Maru'ka nejak6ho chlapce ze sousedstvi zavolala
then Mary.Nom some boy.Acc from neighborhoud called

'Then Mary called some boy from her neighborhoud.'

Since neither the subject nor the verb is asymmetrically c-commanded by anything new, it

follows that the derivation should be the same as in (28). The reason is that neither in (26)

nor in (29) does G-movement take place. The representation I argue for is given in (31).



(31) Derivation of [Subject]-G verb-G Object

vP

Subject, vP

v-G VP

tv Object

The logic that arises is the following: if a structure is monotonous in the sense that there is

no point where a new element would asymmetrically c-command a given element, syntax

does not have any tool to mark what part exactly is given and what part exactly is new. In

contrast, if there is any deviance from the basic word order, the partition between given

and new is syntactically realized. Thus, the interpretation of the utterance is restricted by

syntactic tools. I will argue in chapter 4 that if there is no G-movement, the partition is

established by the semantic component.

I argue that any basic word order sentence - if presented out of the blue - is ambiguous

with respect to its information structure. Since within basic word order there is no syntactic

marking of the partition between given and new, determining of the partition is left entirely

to the semantic interface. I argue that this follows from the fact that in a neutral word order

sentence there is no G-movement taking place. Thus the syntactic output of such a sentence

is identical no matter how many semantic interpretations of the sentence are available.

This conclusion is supported by the fact that there is no difference in prosody of (27-a)

and (30-a). If we assume that phonology reads prosody directly off the syntactic struc-

ture (see, for example, Bresnan 1972; Truckenbrodt 1995; Wagner 2005; Biiring 2006,

among many others) this is an unsurprising result. Therefore, it is only the semantic com-

ponent that may interpret such a clause in different ways depending on the actual context.

For syntax and the syntax-phonology interface there is only one structure to be considered.

Crucially, this behavior is a consequence of G-movement being a last resort operation. If G-



movement had to take place whenever there was something potentially given, the semantic

(but also word order and prosodic) ambiguity of the basic word order would be unexpected.

In this section, we have seen that there is a close connection between the last resort

character of G-movement and multiple interpretations available for basic word orders. In

the next section we will look at ambiguities that arise within derived orders. I will argue

that this type of ambiguity follows from G-movement being dependent on head movement.

1.3 Verb partition and its semantic ambiguity

In Czech the partition between given and new is often manifested by a finite verb. The

fact that Czech verb usually appears between the given and the new part has already been

observed by Vil6m Mathesius (Mathesius, [1929] 1983, 1939). In the following Czech

functionalist tradition there has been a prevailing disagreement on whether the inflected

verbal form can be characterized as given or new (for example, Sgall (1967); Hajidovi

(1974); Sgall et al. (1980)) or whether the verb forms a special category which is neither

given nor new (for example, Firbas 1964; Svoboda 1984). I will argue that the finite verb is

indeed either given or new. The reason why it is so difficult to characterize its information

structure status is that the verb is often ambiguous between being given and new. More

precisely, the partition between given and new often either immediately precedes the finite

verb or immediately follows it.

I will argue that this is a side-product of an independent property of G-movement. In

particular, I will argue that G-movement is parasitic on head movement. The idea that

a certain type of movement may be dependent on head movement has been already pro-

posed in other contexts (see, for example, Holmberg 1986 for Object shift and Heycock

and Kroch 1993; Johnson 2002 for coordination) but it is not well understood. I will pro-

vide a possible motivation of this restriction on G-movement in section 2.3. In this section

I will show that we can find two possible motivations for head movement in connection

with G-movement. Either (i) head movement is an independent instance of G-movement,



then the verb is given, or (ii) the verb is new and head movement facilitates G-movement

of some other element. In both cases head movement is understood as part of the narrow

syntax (contrary to Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2004a)).

In the simple cases we have considered so far, the relative word order of the new part

was the same as in the basic word order. Consider (32).

(32) a. And what about the lollipop?

b. #Lizditko mala holdicka na'la. • # O IS V
lollipop.Acc little girl.Nom found

c. Lfzitko 11 na'la mali holdiaka. 0--O IV S
lollipop.Acc found little girl.Nom
'A little girl found the lollipop.'

Our system as it is set up now predicts that the word order of the new elements should not

change, thus, the verb should linearly follow the subject, as in (32-b). This prediction is,

however, incorrect. As we see in (32-c), the verb must precede the subject. I argue that this

is a result of a more general restriction on G-movement that has not been discussed yet. A

first approximation of the restriction is given in (33). I will discuss the restriction in further

detail in section 2.3.

(33) Head movement restriction on G-movement:

~G can G-move out of XP only if Xo moves out of XP as well.

The restriction is meant to capture the fact that if aG G-moves, the head in which projec-

tion aG was base generated moves as well. We will see only in section 2.3 how exactly

the head movement restriction is motivated and when it applies. For now, let's stay with

the following claim: there are two cases in which a head moves because of G-movement:

(i) the head itself is given and as such it needs to undergo G-movement; (ii) the head itself

is not given but its movement is necessary to facilitate G-movement of some other given

element.



As a consequence, we predict that the verb may appear on either side of the partition

between given and new.'7 If the head itself undergoes G-movement, the partition follows

the head.'8 If the head moves in order to facilitate G-movement, the partition precedes the

head. Thus we predict the pattern to be as in (34).

(34) a. O V II S -- head undergoes G-movement

b. O II V S -- head facilitates G-movement

The pattern is indeed correct. Example (32-c) is not only a felicitous answer to the question

And what about the lollipop? What happened to the lollipop? but it is also a felicitous

answer to the question Who found the lollipop?, as in (35).

(35) a. Who found the lollipop?

b. Liz~tko na'la II mald holUitka.
lollipop.Acc found little girl.Nom
'A little girl found the lollipop.'

In other words, the semantic ambiguity that we found with a basic word order repeats itself

on a smaller scale here as well. Even though we know that because of G-movement of

the object, the object is given (translated as the lollipop), we cannot conclude anything

about the status of the verb. The reason is that the head might have undergone either G-

movement, or it might have moved only in order to facilitate G-movement. The suggested

derivation is given in (36). I leave for now open the question of the exact landing site of

G-movement. In the following graphs, the landing site is marked as ?P.

(36) a. VP

17Notice that the verb can be either the rightmost element in the given part, or it can follow the given part
but it can never intervene between two given elements. Thus if, for example, both the subject and the object
are given the resulting order is either SOV or OSV, depending on other factors such as topicalization.

181 put aside for now what determines the relative order of the given elements. I will address this question
in chapter 3.



vP

Subject vP

v-V VP

?P

v-V vP

Subject vP

v-V VP

V FObject]

?P

Object ?P

'P

Fobictl

I argue that the only difference between the interpretation in which the verb is given and the

interpretation in which the verb is new is in the motivation for head movement. Thus, the

?p



syntactic output for PF and LF is the same. For native speakers, OVS structures presented

out of the blue are ambiguous and there is also no difference in the prosody they could use

to disambiguate.

We have now seen that there are two configurations under which information structure

ambiguity arises: either no G-movement takes place, thus, no partition is established, or the

partition could be placed in more than one position because there is no way to distinguish

between G-movement of the verb and independently motivated verb movement. It is left

up to the semantic interface to decide according to the relevant context. In chapter 4 I will

present a semantic system which is designed to make this type of decision.

In order to obtain the ambiguity of the new versus given partition with respect to the

verb and in order to derive the correct word order, I have assumed that G-movement is

dependent on head movement. In the next section I will look closely at predictions this as-

sumption makes. I will present evidence that the domain in which G-movement takes place

is indeed independently restricted by restrictions on head movement. Thus, head move-

ment and G-movement share the same locality restrictions. This fact thus provides further

support in favor of the assumption that G-movement is dependent on head movement.

1.4 Boundedness of G-movement

In this section, I will explore further predictions and consequences of restricting G-movement

by head movement, namely, differences in locality restrictions on G-movement that depend

on the movement properties of the relevant facilitating head.

First of all, since head movement is clause bounded, we expect G-movement to be

clause bounded as well. This is indeed correct. As we can see in the following examples,

given elements can move only to the edge of their own embedded clause, even if the matrix

clause introduces only new information.



(37) For a long time I didn't know what was going on with Mary.

a. Ale pak mi byvali spoluzaika rekla, ze Marie si vzala Petra.
but then me former classmate told that Marie.Nom REFL took Petr.Acc
'But then a former classmate of mine told me that Marie got married to Petr.'

b. Ale pak mi byvali spoluzaka fekla, ze Marii potkalo velk6
but then me former classmate told that Marie.Acc met big
it~stf.
happiness
'But then a former classmate of mine told me that Marie got extremely lucky.

(She won a lottery.)'

c. #Marii mi byvalai spoluzaika i~ekla, 'e potkalo velk6 gt6stf.
Marie.Acc me former classmate told that met big happiness

In this respect G-movement differs from both wh-movement and contrastive focus move-

ment, which are not clause bound, as can be seen in (38) and (39).

(38) Koho, ze jsi ffkala, le si Marie bude brait?
whom.Acc that Aux-you said that REFL Marie.Nom will take
'Whom did you say Marie is going to Mary?'

(39) Pavla, jsem ti ilkala, si bude brit Marie, ne Lucie.
Pavel.Acc Aux-I you.Dat said REFL will take Marie.Nom not Lucie.Nom
'I've (already) told you that it is Pavel who is going to marry Marie not Lucie.'

If G-movement were only restricted to clause boundaries, one might come up with another

explanation. For example, one could argue this follows from the fact that G-movement is A-

movement (see appendix A for details)sec:AMovement. If this were the right explanation,

we would not expect further locality restrictions. In contrast, if G-movement is restricted by

head movement, we predict that G-movement is also not possible out of infinitive domains

because the infinitive head cannot move out of the domain either. The latter prediction is

borne out, as can be seen in (40). The relevant verbal head is marked by a box.

(40) What happened to the antique chair you got many years ago from Mary?

a. Mfij b'val' partner se pokusil tu iidli slit.
my former partner REFL tried that chair burn.Inf
'My ex-partner tried to burn the chair.'



b. MUij byval9 partner chtel tu fidli spt.
my former partner wanted that chair burn.Inf
'My ex-partner wanted to burn the chair.'

c. Miij byval9 partner dokaizal tu Nidli sp
my former partner managed that chair burn.Inf
'My ex-partner managed to bum the chair.'

d. #Tu Eidli mij bfvaly partner dokizal plit
that chair my former partner managed burn.Inf
'My ex-partner managed to burn the chair. (OK: As to the chair, my ex-

partner managed to burn it.)'

If we do not bind G-movement to head movement, this behavior is unexpected also because

other elements, for example clitics, can climb up from the infinitive domain as in (41) with

a reflexive tantum posadit se 'sit down'.

(41) a. Petr se cht6l posadit _.
Petr.Nom REFL wanted sit-down
'Petr wanted to sit down.'

b. Petr se dokizal posadit _.
Petr.Nom REFL managed sit-down
'Petr managed to sit down.'

If we assume that infinitives that allow clitic climbing are restructuring verbs (cf. Dotla'il

2004; Rezac 2005), then the infinitival restriction on G-movement cannot follow from pres-

ence of a phase boundary. Whatever allows the clitic to get to the main clause, should be

able to get the given element out as well.19 As we can see, however, this is not so. On the

other hand, if we allow G-movement of aG to take place, only if the relevant head moves

as well, the difference between clitics and given material is predicted.

Furthermore, we predict that if a verbal head is selected by another verbal head (an

auxiliary), G-movement should be blocked as well. We find a useful minimal pair if we

compare sentences in the Present or the Past tense with sentences in the Future tense. The

main verb in the future tense, in contrast to other tenses where the verb moves out of VP,

19Clitic climbing in Czech is a syntactic not a phonological process. This can be shown, for example, by
the fact that different clitics in Czech climb differently. See Dotlabil 2004 for more details.



stays in VP and the future auxiliary is base generated in vP (Veselovska, 2004; Ku'erovd,

2005). As we can see in (42), (43), and (44), the difference in the different head movement

properties, especially lack of head movement in the Future tense, propagates to the domain

in which an element can undergo G-movement. While in (42) and (43) the verbal head is

free to move and the given object can therefore G-move, in (44) the given object can only

immediately precede the main verb. Any other instance of G-movement is not possible.20

(42) a. What happened to the book?

b. TI knihu dala Marie Petrovi. * Past
the book.Acc gave Marie.Nom Petr.Dat
'Marie gave the book to Petr.'

(43) a. What is happening to the book?

b. Tb knihu dv Marie Petrovi. -- Present
the book.Acc gives Marie.Nom Petr.Dat
'Marie gives the book to Petr.'

(44) a. What will happen to the book?

b. Marie budetu knihu Idvat Petrovi. +- Future
Marie.Nom will the book.Acc give.Inf Petr.Dat
'Marie will give the book to Peter.'

c. #Tu knihu budeMarie Idvat Petrovi.
the book.Acc will Marie.Nom give.Inf Petr.Dat
'Marie will give the book to Peter.'

(OK as 'As to the book (in contrast to the violin), Marie will give it to Peter.)

Interestingly, we find differing morphological formation even within one tense - the past

tense. While there is no overt auxiliary for 3rd person, 1st and 2nd person are formed by a

finite auxiliary and a past participle. If G-movement depends on head movement we predict

non-local G-movement of a given object to be possible with a 3rd person subject but not

with a 1st or a 2nd person subject. This prediction is indeed correct, as can be seen in (66)

and (67)

20These examples are vastly simplified. To keep the pairs minimal I use in the present tense an iterative
form. The reason is that the corresponding word does not have a periphrastic future. Another important point
is that (44-c) is a plausible structure but the object would have to be interpreted as a topic (As to the book,
Marie will give the book to Peter).



(45) 3sg.: Non-local G-movement possible:

a. What happened to the boat that got demeged in the last storm?

b. Lof opravil jeden technik.
boat.Acc repaired one technician.Nom
'A technician repaired the boat.'

(46) ipl.: Only local G-movement:

a. What happened to the boat that got demaged in the last storm?

b. Jeden technik a jdi eI lod' opravili.
one technician.Nom and I Aux. pl boat.Acc repaired
'A technician and I repaired the boat.'

Tying G-movement to head movement makes an additional prediction. If there is no head

that can move, only very local G-movement should be possible. A case to consider is a

small clause. As we can see in (47), this prediction is indeed correct. As with infinitives,

in a small clause, a given element can undergo only very local G-movement. No further

movement is possible.

(47) a. Why does Peter look so happy?

b. Marie je na Petra pygni _.
Marie.Nom is of Petr proud
'Marie is found of Peter.'

c. #Na Petra je Marie pyini.
of Petr is Marie proud

Another interesting pattern arises from interactions of G-movement and the EPP require-

ment of T. Simplifying considerably, in Czech T attracts whatever is the structurally closest

element (for more details see Kuierovi (2005)). Thus, if there is a subject in Spec,vP, T

attracts the subject. On the other hand, if there is no subject (Czech is a pro-drop language),

T may attract the verbal head occupying v. See the examples in (48) and (49), illustrating

the point.

(48) a. Marie koupila husu.
Marie.Nom bought goose.Acc



'Marie bought a goose.'

F-i
b. [TP Marie T [vp tMarie bought goose ] ]

t 1

(49) a. Koupila husu.
bought goose.Acc
'She bought a goose.'

I i
b. [TP bought T [vP tbought goose ] ]

t I

We can now make an interesting prediction. If a given element moves to the left edge of

vP, then it can be attracted by T even if T is realized as an auxiliary. Thus, we expect to

find a word order that superficially looks like a violation of the head movement constraint

on G-movement. This is correct, as can be seen in (51). Notice that there is nothing wrong

with moving a given element over an auxiliary. The given element just cannot undergo

G-movement. Other instance of movement are not a problem.

(50) Scenario: And what about all the money you inherited?

(51) Vilechny penizejsem poslala osamelm detem. -- Past
all money Aux. 1 sg sent lonely children.Dat
'I sent all (the) money to lonely children.'

(52) Past tense:

a. VP level: the given object moves over V:

VP

gave VP
mV tmoney

children tmnemoves

b. V moves to v:



vP

gave VP

VP

tgave VP

children tmoney

c. the object undergoes G-movement over v:

vP

money vP

VP

tmoney VP
h,

tgave VP

children tmoney

d. T-auxiliary is merged and probes for the closest element:



TP

Aux vP

Imoneyl j vp

gave VP

tmoney VP

tgave VP

children tmoney

e. the given object moves to T:

TP

neyTP

Aux vP

tmoney vP

gave VP

tmoney VP

tgave VP

children tmoney

mo
ImO



In contrast, in the future tense there is no V-to-v movement. Thus, a given object cannot

reach the vP edge, as the object in (54). Since the future auxiliary is base generated in v

and there is no overt subject, T attracts the auxiliary. The derivation is schematized in (55).

(53) Scenario: And what about all the money you will inherit?

(54) BuduI vechny penize at osaml9m d6tem.(-- Future
will. 1 sg all money send.Inf lonely children.Dat
'I will send all (the) money to lonely children.'

Future tense:

a. VP level: the given object moves over V:

VP

money VP

give VP

children tmoney

b. v-auxiliary is mergei

vP

Aux

d and the object cannot G-move further:

VP

give VP

children tmoney

c. T is merged and probes for the closest element:

(55)



TP

T vP

Aux VP

moneylVP

give VP

children tmoney

d. the auxiliary moves to T:

TP

Aux TP

vtA VP

tAux VP

VP

give VP

children tmoney

Notice that the sentences we have considered in this section crucially differ from the sen-

tences that originally motivated introducing G-movement into the system. The difference

is that if head movement is blocked, acG may be asymmetrically c-commanded by new

material. Recall the definition of G-movement from (11), repeated below as (56). Even



though we can identify what element must be given, we cannot establish a perfect partition

between given and new as we were able to do in the previous cases.

(56) G-Movement [version 1]

G-movement must take place

a. iff aG is asymmetrically c-commanded by a non-G element,

b. unless the movement is independently blocked.

The definition of G-movement given in (11)/(56) takes care of these cases by the clause un-

less the movement is independently blocked. Thus, the pattern that arises can be described

as do as much as you can. But does it mean that anything goes? I will address this question

in the next section. I will show that if aG is required to G-move, aG must move at least

once.

In chapter 4, I will address the question why it is sometimes okay to move a given el-

ement only locally even if there is a higher new element, while in other cases, non-local

movement is required. The distinction will follow from the way we will interpret given-

ness. For now, let's stay with the soft constraint formulation which requires a given element

to move across as many new elements as syntactically possible.

In this section, we have seen that tying G-movement to head movement makes correct

predictions since G-movement is able to move only as far as the relevant head can move. If

movement of the head is independently blocked (for example, by the head being selected

by another head), G-movement can be only very local.

1.5 Distribution of pronouns: G-movement as a last Re-

sort

In this section (i) I will provide independent evidence for the assumption that G-movement

is a last resort operation. (ii) I will also address the question what happens if a0 is re-



quired to move but the movement is independently blocked by syntax. I will also introduce

an observation that that elements that are given by their lexical entry, such as pronouns,

do not undergo G-movement. I will use the difference between lexically given items and

non-lexically given items to investigate when G-movement must take place.

I will first look at cases in which G-movement is independently blocked. In contrast to

the previously discussed cases where aG was able to locally G-move, we will now consider

cases in which aG cannot move at all. We will see that in such a configuration if aG is

asymmetrically c-commanded by a new element, aG must be realized by a pronoun, i.e.,

an element that comes marked as given already from the lexicon. I will argue that if G-

movement of a is required, a must G-move at least once. On the other hand, as we will

see, if aG is trapped in a position that is not asymmetrically c-commanded by any new ele-

ment, aG does not need to be lexically given. This fact will provide independent evidence

for the assumption that G-movement is a last resort operation.

I will refine this analysis in chapter 4 where I will introduce a global comparison sys-

tem which will enforce lexical givenness in cases that would not be otherwise interpreted

as given. In this chapter, however, we will stay with the surface oriented generalization.

A question we have not asked yet is whether G-movement applies to all given elements.

The answer is no. G-movement does not apply to pronouns. To see this, consider the

example in (57). As we can see, there is a difference in the position of the same given

element depending on whether the element is realized as a full DP (Pavel) or as a pronoun

(ho/jeho, 'him').21

21Personal pronouns in Czech come in two flavors: weak pronouns, in this case ho, and strong pronouns,
in this case jeho (Cardinaletti and Starke, 1999). They differ in their syntactic distribution and interpretation.
Crucially, weak pronouns are excluded from the left edge of a prosodic constituent, including the sentence
initial position. The reason is that Czech requires main word stress to be aligned to the left edge of a prosodic
constituent (see, for example, Petr et al. 1986; Palkovd 1994; van der Hulst 1999) and since weak pronouns
cannot be stressed they are excluded from the left edge. If a pronoun needs to be, for instance, in the sentence
initial position, it must be realized as a strong pronoun. For further details about the distinction between weak
and strong pronouns see Cardinaletti and Starke 1999. More details about distributional properties of Czech
weak pronouns can be found at Vos and Veselovski 1999.



(57) What do you know about Pavel?

a. Marie ho vidla na naidra~f. /new > pronoun
Marie.Nom him.Acc saw on railway-station

b. #Marie Pavla videla na nidrafi. #new > DP
Marie.Nom Pavla.Acc saw on railway-station

c. #Jeho videla Marie na nidra~f. # pronoun new t
him.Acc saw Marie.Nom on railway-station t

d. Pavla vid6la Marie na naidra2f. /DP new t
Pavel.Acc saw Marie.Nom on railway-station t I

'Marie saw him/Pavel in the railway-station.'

One could argue that pronouns are excluded from the sentence initial position on inde-

pendent grounds. As we can see in (58), with a different information structure, i.e, if the

pronoun is contrastive, the pronoun initial clause is fully acceptable.

(58) JEHO Marie nevid6la. Jenom Petra.
him.Acc Marie.Nom not-saw only Petr.Acc
'Marie didn't see HIM. She saw only Peter.'

It is well established that pronouns undergo movement from their base generated posi-

tion. 22 I argue, however, that this is not G-movement. If pronouns underwent G-movement

we would expect them to appear in the same position as full DPs that are given. Most im-

portantly, they would not be able to be asymmetrically c-commanded by a new element. As

can be seen in (57-a), no such requirement holds for pronouns. In this particular example,

ho 'him' is asymmetrically c-commanded by Marie, a new element, but this is not a rea-

son for the pronoun to move. I argue that pronouns do not undergo G-movement because

G-movement is a last resort operation and as such it takes place if and only if the rele-

vant semantic interpretation would not be otherwise available. Since pronouns are already

marked from the lexicon as given, G-movement is not needed, hence not allowed. As such,

we can understand G-movement as a disambiguating method: G-movement applies only

22Czech weak pronouns are usually analyzed as second position clitics. As such they move to a position
following the first syntactic constituent. For details see, for example, Veselovski 1995; Franks and King
2000; Bogkovid 2001.



to syntactic elements that are lexically ambiguous, i.e., G-movement applies only to lexical

items that can be interpreted either as given, or as new.

This brings in an important point: what is the purpose of G-movement? If G-movement

is a last resort operation, it cannot be the grammatical operation which marks or licenses

an element as given. And yet, it does not apply to an element which is already given. I will

argue in chapter 4 that the purpose of G-movement is to create a syntactic configuration

that can be interpreted by the semantic component as containing given elements. If an ele-

ment is already in the right configuration, G-movement does not apply to it. If an element

is already given, G-movement does not take place either.

At this point we do not have the right tools yet to explain the interactions between given

elements and G-movement. Before we can get there, we need to understand better the prop-

erties of the syntactic configuration in which G-movement occurs.

So far our system does not contain anything that would enforce the difference between

elements marked as given from the lexicon and elements marked as given by syntax. I

will thus modify the definition of G-movement from (11) in order to capture the distinction

between lexically given and lexically ambiguous items. The new definition of G-movement

is given in (59). A definition of what it means to be lexically given is in (60).

(59) G-Movement [version 2]

G-movement is required iff aG is asymmetrically c-commanded by a non-G ele-

ment; unless

a. the movement is independently blocked, or

b. ac is lexically given.

(60) Lexically given

aG is lexically given if its semantic lexical entry requires aG to have a salient

antecedent A such that a and A corefer.



Let's first have a look at what happens if ac is required to move but it is in a position

from which it cannot move at all.23 In Czech, G-movement is impossible out of a specifier

or out of a syntactic island.24 Consider the context in (61). As we can see in (62)-(64), if

a given element is within a specifier, it cannot be realized as a bare NP/DP, as can be seen

in (a)-(b).2 5 To make such a sentence felicitous, the given element must be realized either

as a possessive pronoun, as in the (c) examples, or the relevant DP must be modified by a

demonstrative pronoun, as in the (d) examples.

(61) Na programu byla diskuse o nova ucitelce. -- context I
on program was discussion about new teacher
'The topic of the program was a discussion about a new teacher.'

(62) a. #Dfivodem bylo podezienf, ze dcera (nov6) utitelky bere drogy.
reason was suspicion that daughter of-new teacher takes drugs
'The reason was a suspicion that a daughter of a new teacher is a drug-addict.'

b. #Di'vodem bylo podezireni, ze uc-itelkina dcera bere drogy.
reason was suspicion that teacher's daughter takes drugs
'The reason was a suspicion that a daughter of a new teacher is a drug-addict.'

c. Divodem bylo podezfeni, 2e jeji dcera bere drogy.
reason was suspicion that her daughter takes drugs
'The reason was a suspicion that her daughter is a drug-addict.'

d. Divodem bylo podezfeni, ze dcera t¶ (nov6) utitelky bere drogy.
reason was suspicion that daughter of-that new teacher takes drugs
'The reason was a suspicion that a daughter of that new teacher is a drug-

addict.'

(63) a. #Diskuse prob6hla bez v6domi (nov6) uiStelky.
discussion ran without knowledge of-new teacher
'The discussion went without knowledge of a new teacher.'

b. #Diskuse probehla bez u'itelEina vedomi
discussion ran without teacher's knowledge

23I thank to Danny Fox for suggesting this test to me and helping me to figure out its consequences.24It has been argued that Slavic languages, including Czech, allow Left-branch extraction, thus, movement
out of the specifier might be possible, see for example, Bogkovi6 2005; Citko 2006. Putting aside whether or
not there is Left-branch extraction in Czech, the restriction on moving from specifiers does not need to follow
from this constraint. Since no head movement can take place out of a specifier, G-movement is expected to
be blocked independently of the Left-branch extraction properties of Czech.

25In the (a) examples, the DP is realized post-nominally, while in the (b) examples it is realized pre-
nominally. Both options are possible in Czech. The difference is that a DP in a pre-nominal position cannot
be further modified.



'The discussion went without knowledge of a teacher.'

c. Diskuse probehla bez jejiho v6domif.
discussion ran without her knowledge
'The discussion went without her knowledge.'

d. Diskuse prob6hla bez vedomf t6 (nov6) uritelky.
discussion ran without knowledge of-the new teacher
'The discussion went without knowledge of the new teacher.'

(64) a. #Nikdo nebyl na strand uEitelky.
no-one not-was at side of-teacher
'No one was on the side of a teacher.'

b. #Nikdo nebyl na uEitel•ine stran6.
no-one not-was at teacher's side
'No one was on side of a teacher.'

c. Nikdo nebyl na jeji strane.
no-one not-was at her side
'No one was on her side.'

d. Nikdo nebyl na strand t6 utitelky.
no-one not-was at side of-the teacher
'No one was on the side of the teacher.'

As we can see in (65) and (66), other possible continuations of the context in (61), the

same observation holds also for islands. If an element that needs to undergo G-movement

is trapped in a syntactic island, then such an element must be realized either as a personal

pronoun, or it must be modified by a demonstrative pronoun.

(65) a. #Debata probehla bez uEitelky.
debate ran without teacher
'The debate took place without a teacher.'

b. Debata prob6hla bez ni.
debate ran without her
'The debate took place without her.'

c. Debata probehla bez tito uEitelky.
debate ran without this teacher
'The debate took place without this teacher.'

(66) a. Bylo to my'leno jako iltok proti ni
was it though as attack against her
'It was meant as an attack against her.'



b. #Bylo to my'leno jako titok proti u-itelce
was it though as attack against teacher
'It was meant as an attack against a teacher.'

c. Bylo to my'leno jako 6itok proti tito ucitelce
was it though as attack against teacher
'It was meant as an attack against this teacher.'

Consider now the example in (67). The example is offered here as a control showing that

in general there is no problem with having the unmodified form teacher as a continuation

of the discourse in (61). Crucially, in this example, G-movement is not required since there

is no new element asymmetrically c-commanding the DP ueitelka 'teacher'.

(67) UEitelka o diskusi (ale) nev6d6la.
teacher about discussion but not-knew
'However, the teacher did not know about the discussion.'

I argue that the reason why the non-modified DP in (62)-(66) is infelicitous as a continua-

tion of the context given in (61) is that the DP needs to be interpreted as given but it is in a

syntactic position from which it cannot undergo G-movement. Since there is no syntactic

operation that could achieve the desired semantic interpretation, inserting an element that

is lexically marked as given is the only option.26 The generalization stating the relation

between pronouns and G-movement is given in (68).

(68) Generalization about syntactic distribution of pronouns

If ctG is asymmetrically c-commanded by a new element and cG cannot move at

least once, then aG must be lexically given.

The above pattern provides an independent argument that G-movement is a last resort op-

eration. If there is no new element asymmetrically c-commanding cG, aG may be realized

as a full DP even if it is in a position from which it cannot move. It follows that an ele-

ment can be interpreted as given even if it does not undergo G-movement. Thus, we can

conclude that the purpose of G-movement cannot be to mark or license an element as given

(for example, by checking a G(iven) feature). There must be other tools to interpret an

26Another option would be to choose a structure which allows G-movement to take place.



element as given. In chapter 4 I will argue that the syntax-semantics interface does exactly

that.

If G-movement is a last resort operation, we predict that the restriction on specifiers

observed in (62)-(64) should disappear if the relevant specifier is the highest element in the

structure. As we can see in (69) this is indeed correct.

(69) UEitelovi iaci si toti' steZovali na jeho u'ebni metody.
teacher's pupils REFL PART complained at his teaching methods
'Students of the teacher complained about his teaching methods.'

Additional support for the argument that G-movement is a last resort operation comes

from coordinated DPs. If we assume coordinate structure constraint (Ross, 1967), we pre-

dict that a DP should not be able to move out from a coordination. Thus, a coordinated

given DP should be degraded, unless it is modified by a demonstrative pronoun. As we can

see in (70), this prediction is borne out.

(70) a. #2iky a ucitelku to p'iekvapilo.
students and teacher it surprised
'Students and a teacher were surprised by that.'

b. Zaiky a tu uritelku to piekvapilo.
students and that teacher it surprised
'Students and that teacher were surprised by that.'

c. Ziky i ji to pfekvapilo.
students and her it surprised
'She (=the teacher) and students were surprised by that.'

In the same time we predict, that if the given element 'teacher' is the first conjunct, there

should be no need for G-movement to take place because according to the definition of G-

movement in (11), G-movement takes place only if there is a new element asymmetrically

c-commanding the given DP. Thus, if the given DP is independently high enough, it should

not matter that it is caught within a coordination. As we can see in (71), this prediction is

borne out as well.



(71) Na programu byla debata o nov6m uciteli.
on program was debate about new teacher.Masc

(72) UEitele a (jeho) ••ky to pfekvapilo.
teacher and his students it surprised
'A teacher and (his) students were surprised by it.'

The examples in (73) are here as a control. If the same coordination is in a object position,

i.e., if it is further embedded in the structure, the fact that the given DP is the first conjunct

is of no help.

(73) a. #To se nelibilo ani uc'iteli ani Mkilm.
it REFL not-liked nor teacher nor students
'Neither a teacher nor students were happy about it.'

b. To se nelibilo ani jemu ani Aikfim.
it REFL not-liked nor him nor students
'Neither he nor students were happy about it.'

c. To se nelibilo ani tomu uEiteli ani akifim.
it REFL not-liked nor that teacher nor students
'Neither the/that teacher nor students were happy about it.'

So far so good. We have seen an independent argument for the assumption that G-movement

is a last resort operation. In the same time we have seen that if ac is required to G-move,

aG must G-move at least once. Thus, we can formulate a minimal requirement on G-

movement, as in (74).

(74) Minimal requirement on G-movement:

If aG is asymmetrically c-commanded by a new element, ac must move at least

once. Otherwise, ac must be lexically given.

Immediate questions that arise are (i) what happens to aG that does not have a lexically

given counterpart, and (ii) why sometimes one instance of G-movement is sufficient and

why sometimes more than one instance of G-movement is required. I will leave the ques-

tions open for now and I will come back to them in chapter 4.



In this section, I have provided two arguments that G-movement is a last resort syntactic

operation. The arguments were based on two facts about the distribution of pronouns in

Czech. First, I have shown that pronouns do not undergo G-movement. I have suggested

that this shows that G-movement applies only to elements that are to be interpreted as given

but that in the same time do not enter the derivation lexically marked as given. The second

part of this section addressed the question of what happens if an element cannot undergo G-

movement because of independent syntactic restrictions on movement, such as islands. We

have observed that in such configurations an element must already come from the lexicon

marked as given because there is no other way it could be marked as given in syntax. Last,

we have seen that if an element is trapped within an island but high enough in the structure,

the fact that it cannot undergo movement does not matter because the relevant interpretation

can be obtained without movement. Thus G-movement is not required.

1.6 Summary

In this chapter, I have offered several generalizations about distribution of given and new

information in a Czech clause. I have shown that in an optimal configuration, the given part

linearly precedes the new part and the partition is marked by a verb which can be on either

side of the partition. I have proposed to account for the linear order facts in terms of G-

movement: an economy restricted movement that asks a given element to move only if such

an element is asymmetrically c-commanded by a new element and is not lexically marked

as given. I have presented several arguments in favor of understanding G-movement as

a last resort operation, including arguments from distribution of pronouns and semantic

ambiguity of certain strings. We have also seen that elements that are lexically given do

not undergo G-movement and that the linear partition between given and new is not always

perfect. In chapters 2 and 3 I will develop the current toy system in detail. After that, in

chapter 4, I will refine my answer to the question of how G-movement is motivated and how

it is treated by the interfaces. In particular, I will argue that G-movement is free syntactic

movement the purpose of which is to create a configuration which can be semantically

interpreted in a way that is required by the contextually established common ground.



Chapter 2

G-movement

In chapter 1, I introduced several basic generalizations about Czech word order and its de-

pendence on the information structure of an utterance. I proposed to account for the Czech

word order facts by movement which takes place only if a given element is asymmetri-

cally c-commanded by a new element. I called this movement G-movement. I provided

evidence that G-movement is restricted by head movement. In particular, a given element

may G-move only if the head in the projection of which the given element was base gener-

ated moves as well. Another important point I made was that G-movement cannot be the

grammatical tool that marks or licenses elements as given. The piece of evidence comes

from the fact that only some given elements undergo G-movement. If a given element is

in a configuration where there is no asymmetrically c-commanding new element, the given

element not only does not move, it cannot move. A consequence of this observation is that

G-movement does not seem to be feature-driven.

The purpose of this chapter is to formalize the notion of G-movement and to fill in parts

of the syntactic system that are still missing. In particular, I will look closely at the follow-

ing three questions: (i) what is the syntactic target of G-movement? (ii) at what point of

the derivation may G-movement take place? and (iii) what kind of syntactic operation is

G-movement?

In section 2.1, I will provide a partial answer to the question what is a plausible landing



site of G-movement. I will argue that Czech has no unique syntactic position that is always

interpreted as given. Thus, we cannot associate G-movement with any particular syntactic

projection. I will refine the analysis of possible landing sites of G-movement in section 2.2.

I will concentrate on the question when during the derivation G-movement takes place. I

will argue that G-movement may take place after any merge (both internal and external),

thus strengthening the point that G-movement may target various syntactic positions. In

section 2.3, I will explain the apparent lack of a unique landing site of G-movement and

the fact that G-movement may take place after any merge as a consequence of G-movement

being parasitic on head movement. I will show how the head movement restriction relates

to the timing of G-movement and to the apparent lack of a landing site for G-movement. In

particular, I will argue that the parasitic nature of this type of merge is closely connected to

the strict locality conditions and to the lack of a unique syntactic landing site. In chapter 3,

I will use the formalization offered in this chapter to show how G-movement, a relatively

simple syntactic tool, can account for complex word order patterns.

2.1 Target of G-movement

In this section, I will address the question of the landing site of G-movement. I will show

that in Czech there is no unique syntactic position that is always interpreted as given. The

argument will be based on properties of movement to T. The logic behind this move is that

the element that moves to Spec,TP or to T is often interpreted as given. In the same time

such an element can be new as well. If, for example, Spec,TP were a unique syntactic

position for being interpreted as given, the possibility of new elements in Spec,TP would

be unexpected.' I will argue that movement to Spec,TP is a result of an Attract Closest

condition on T and as such it has nothing to do with the information structure nature of the

projection. I suggest that the ambiguous property of movement to Spec,TP can be extended

to other functional projections as well.2

1The argument is in line with Lavine and Freidin (2002); Bailyn (2003), among others, who argue that
Spec,TP is not a designated given position.

2The argument crucially assumes that given DPs target an A-position. One might argue that the given
interpretation arises only if the relevant DP undergoes A-bar movement. I will argue in the appendix that
G-movement is indeed A-movement. Thus, there is no reason to assume that there is a positional difference



Notice that the argument goes only in one direction. It says that it cannot be true that

whatever moves to Spec,TP must be given. Thus, the argument does not exclude the possi-

bility that whatever is to be interpreted as given moves to Spec,TP. We have seen, however,

in section 1.4 that this is not true either. In section 2.2, I will provide examples that make

the point that G-movement can target other positions as well.

We now proceed to the first half of the argument, i.e., to the claim that Spec,TP does not

have a uniform interpretation. We have already seen in the discussion of basic word orders

(in section 1.2), that in the basic word order the leftmost element can be either given or new.

Consider the example in (1). Nijakd pant 'some lady' does not need to be presupposed and

it can still occupy the subject position (Spec,TP).

(1) a. What happened?

b. N6jaki panif poslala osam6$1ym detem dirky.
some lady.Nom sent lonely children.Dat presents.Acc
'Some lady sent presents to lonely children.'

I argue that movement to T (Spec,TP or head-adjunction to T) in Czech is driven by an

EPP-like principle, not by, for example, some given feature (see also Saito (1989); Tateishi

(1994); Sauerland (1999) for scrambling in Japanese). If this is correct, we predict that

movement to Spec, TP is dependent on the internal structure of vP, in the sense that it is the

highest element within vP that moves to Spec,TP by virtue of being closest. Thus, even in

basic word order cases we expect word order variations depending on the internal structure

of vP.

We have already seen such a case in the discussion of unergative and unaccusative verbs

in section 1.1. Consider again the examples in (2) and (3). As these examples show, there

is a word order difference between unergative and unaccusative verbs. While an unergative

verb follows the subject, an unaccusative verb linearly precedes the subject.

between a DP being interpreted as given and a DP being interpreted as new.



(2) Basic word order of unergative verbs:

a. [Marie tancovala]New
Marie danced

b. #[Tancovala Marie]New
danced Marie

'Marie danced.'

(3) Basic word order of unaccusative verbs:

a. [Phijel vlak]Newr
arrived train

b. #[Vlak prijel]New
train arrived

'A train arrived.'

If the subject of an unaccusative verb is structurally lower (VP) than the subject of an

unergative verb (vP), the word order difference follows under the following assumptions.

First, an inflected verb must undergo movement from V to v.3 Second, in Czech a DP

can establish syntactic relations by Agree; it therefore does not need to raise from its base

generated position. Third, v does not need to have a specifier. The resulting structures are

given in (4) and (5). In the case of unergatives, T attracts the subject because it is the closest

element. On the other hand, in the case of unaccusatives, T attracts the v head (or the v-V

complex) because it is the structurally closest element.4

3In Czech, this condition holds both for finite and inflected infinitival forms such as participles. For
more details on syntax of Czech verbal morphology see, for example, Junghanns (1999); Veselovski (2004);
Veselovski and Karlif (2004); Kuierovi (2005).

4In functionalist Czech literature, verbs like 'arrive' are traditionally classified as 'verbs of appearing on
the scene' (Sgall et al., 1980, 1986, among others). Putting aside that it is unclear how to determine this
category, other unaccusative verbs behave in the same way even when they are not semantically verbs of
appearing on the scene (David Pesetsky, p.c.). See the examples in (i) and (ii).

(i) a. [Libi se mi knihy]N,,ew
like REFL to-me books.Nom

b. #[Knihy se mi lfbf]New
books.Nom REFL to-me like

'Books appeal to me.'

(ii) a. [Existuji rizn6 nizory na d6jiny]New
exist various opinions.Nom at history



(4) Derivation of basic word order of unergatives:

TP

T vP

vP
subject vP

v-V VP

tv

(5) Derivation of basic word order of unaccusatives:

TP

T vP

VP

tv subject

I argue that there is nothing special about unaccusatives and unergatives with respect

to G-movement. The leftmost element can also be interpreted as given, without any word

order change, as seen in (6) and (7).

(6) a. What did Mary do?

b. Marie 11 tancovala
Marie danced
'Marie danced.'

(7) a. What arrived?

b. PFijel 11 vlak
arrived train
'A train arrived.'

b. #[Rdizn6 nizory na d6jiny existujf]New
various opinions.Nm at history exist

'There are various opinions about history.'



Furthermore, as the examples in (8) and (9) show, if the word order is reversed, the all

new interpretation is not available anymore and the leftmost element must be interpreted as

given.

(8) a. What happened?

b. #[Tancovala Marie]Ne
danced Marie
'Marie danced.'

c. Who danced?

d. Tancovala II Marie
danced Marie
'Marie danced.'

(9) a. What happened?

b. #[Vlak p'ijel]New
train arrived
'A train arrived.'

c. What about the train?

d. Vlak I1 prijel
train arrived
'The train arrived.'

To conclude, we have seen that even though an element in Spec,TP is often interpreted

as given, there is nothing about this particular syntactic position that enforces given in-

terpretation. I argue that this conclusion can be extended to other syntactic positions as

well, i.e., there is no syntactic projection that is in Czech canonically associated with given

interpretation. As we will see in the next section, G-movement may take place after any

merge. This means that it can target various syntactic positions. One might conclude that

basically any syntactic position is a good enough landing site for G-movement. In section

2.3, I will show, however, that the possibilities of various landing sites are restricted by G-

movement being parasitic on head movement. In chapter 4, I will refine the generalization

even further. I will show that the landing sites are further restricted by their semantic type.



2.2 When in the derivation does G-movement apply?

In this section I will address the question of timing of G-movement. In order to distinguish

among different theories, I will look more closely at more complex word order facts. On

the basis of this data, I will argue that G-movement may take place after any merge (both

internal and external).

I will consider in turn three hypotheses: (i) G-movement may take place only at a

phasal level, (ii) G-movement may take place at the end of any maximal projection, and

(iii) G-movement may take place after any merge, the hypothesis I will argue for.

(10) Timing of G-movement:

G-movement may take place after any merge.

Consider first the examples in (11) and (12). The example in (11) shows the basic word

order in a ditransitive construction. The example in (12) differs only in a local word order

change: while in the basic word order, the indirect object Pavel precedes the direct object

'horse', the order of the objects is reversed in (12). The rest of the order is the same.

(11) Neutral order: S V IO DO

a. What happened? / What did Mary give to Pavel? /...

b. (I1) Marie (1) dala (11) Pavlovi (11) kone.
Marie.Nom gave to-Pavel.Dat horse.Acc

'Marie gave Pavel a horse.'

(12) a. Whom did Marie give a horse?

b. Marie dala koni I Pavlovi.
Marie.Nom gave horse.Acc Pavel.Dat
'Marie gave a horse to Pavel.'

Crucially, I assume that the DO > IO order is not base generated. The argument is dif-

ficult to make though. We will see, however, in chapter 3 that the phenomenon of local

G-movement reordering is widespread and rather complex; we can make better predictions

if we do not allow base generated word order permutations. I will also shortly comment on



base generation approaches in the appendix.

With this assumption in place, the question is how exactly we can derive the local word

order change in (12). Much depends on what we assume is the position of the verb. For

example, if we assume that the verb may be higher than vP, for instance at TP, then all

three hypotheses would derive the same result. To see this point, consider the following

derivations.

(i) If G-movement takes place at the end of vP phase, we predict the following deriva-

tion. 5 After vP is built, the direct object (DO) undergoes G-movement to the edge of the

phase, resulting into (13-b). For convenience, I assume a Larsonian VP shell for ditransi-

tive verbs (Larson, 1988; Hale and Keyser, 2002). In the end of this section, I will address

the possibility that ditransitives are formed by an applicative head. In the next step of the

derivation, the verb and the subject move to T, as in (13-c). We have seen in 2.1 that in

Czech the subject does not need to move to Spec,TP but let's assume for the sake of the

argument that it might move there. I put aside for now what exactly is the landing site of

G-movement. I mark the landing site as ?P.

(13) G-movement takes place at a phase level:

5I assume that in Czech vP is a phase. It has been argued that VP can be phase in some languages as
well (cf. Ko (2007) for Korean and Fox and Pesetsky (2005) for Scandinavian languages). The difference is
immaterial for our discussion. The option that VP is a phase equals to the hypothesis that G-movement takes
place in the end of a maximal projection. As we will see shortly, this hypothesis make incorrect predictions
as well.



a. vP

subject vP

v VP

V VP

IO VP

V DO

b. ?P

[-DO vP



c. TP

subiect TP

P

v VP

v VP

V VP

IO VP

V tDO

(ii) If G-movement takes place at the end of a maximal projection, the verb may stay in

v or it can move to T. The direct object moves to the edge of VP and it stays there. The

derivation proceeds as in (14).

(14) G-movement takes place at a maximal projection level:



a. VP

D VP

P

FDO]

b. vP

Subject vP

v VP

v V DO VP

tv VP

IO VP

tV tDO

(iii) If the movement takes place after any merge, the direct object can move immediately

after the indirect object is merged.6 In the next step the verb moves higher, followed by

merge of the subject, as in (15).

(15) G-movement takes place after any merge:

6Notice that the direct object does not need to move over the verb because the verb is given as well.



a. ?P

D VP

IO VP

V

b. vP

subject vP

v VP

V ?P

FVVP

IO VP

V DO

Even though we cannot decide among the three hypotheses by looking at the example

in (12), the hypotheses make different predictions that can distinguish among them. The

first prediction concerns the position of the main verb. I have already mentioned in 1.4 that

in Czech the main verb obligatory moves out of VP in the present and the past tense but

not in the future tense (cf. Veselovski 2004; Kuierovd 2005). Thus, if G-movement takes

place in the end of the phase or in the end of VP, the main verb in the future tense should

follow the direct object. In contrast, if G-movement takes place after any merge, the verb

is expected to be able to precede the direct object. The relevant structures are schematized

in (16).

(16) Different predictions for the position of the main verb in Future:



a. [?p DO [,p subject v [vp verb 10 tDO ] ] ] - end of phase
t I

b. [,p subject v [?p DO [vP verb IO tDO ] ] ] (-- maximal projection
t I

c. [,p subject v [vp verb [?p DO [vP IO tDO] ] ] ] -- any merge
t I

The examples in (17) show that only the hypothesis that G-movement takes place after

any merge makes the right prediction.7 The example in (17-b), predicted by the two other

theories, is a plausible answer to the question What will Mary do with the horse?, i.e., it is

felicitous in a situation in which both the verb and the indirect object are new, but it cannot

be used when only the indirect object is new.

(17) Whom will Mary give a horse?

a. Marie bude [vp divat kone I| Pavlovi].
Marie.Nom will give horse.Acc Pavel.Dat

b. #Marie bude kon6 daivat |I Pavlovi.
Marie.Nom will horse.Acc give Pavel.Dat
'Marie will give the/a horse to Pavel.'

Furthermore, the three hypotheses make different predictions with respect to the distribu-

tion of adverbs. I assume that adverbs in Czech, with the exception of prosodically heavy

adverbials, are left branching and they adjoin immediately to a functional head. Thus, for

example a vP adverb can linearly intervene between the subject and the finite verb in v.8

Consider the examples in (18). Time adverbials, such as yesterday, that are base generated

at vP may precede the finite verb and both the direct and indirect object, irrespective of the

word order of the objects. If G-movement of the direct object took place only at the phase

level, this order would be unexpected without additional assumptions about movement of

adverbs. Thus, we can conclude that the reordering of the direct and indirect object takes

place within vP.

7The sentences in (17) may sound slightly awkward to a native speaker. The reason is that in order to keep
minimal pairs I use an iterative form of verb 'give' that is perfective. This is necessary because the basic root
does not have a periphrastic future. See also ftn. (41) in chapter 1, concerning the same issue.

8For a detailed discussion of adverbial syntax in Czech, see, for example, Biskup (In preparation).



(18) vP adverbs:

a. Marie [vP vi~era dala Petrovi kone].
Marie.Nom yesterday gave to-Peter.Dat horse.Acc
'Marie gave yesterday Peter a horse.'

b. Marie [,p vi~era dala kone Pavlovi].
Marie.Nom yesterday gave horse.Acc Pavel.Dat
'Marie gave yesterday a horse to Pavel.'

We can further restrict the domain of the reordering by looking at VP adverbs. Assuming

that VP adverbs adjoin to VP, we predict that if G-movement targets the end of the maximal

projection, the direct object should precede the adverb. If, on the other hand, G-movement

takes place within VP, there is no problem with the adverb preceding the direct object. As

we can see in (19), a manner adverb rychle 'quickly' may indeed precede the direct object.

(19) VP adverbs:

a. Marie dala [vp rychle Petrovi kon6].
Marie.Nom gave quickly to-Peter.Dat horse.Acc
'Marie gave quickly Peter a horse.'

b. Marie dala [vp rychle kone jj Pavlovi].
Marie.Nom gave quickly horse.Acc Pavel.Dat
'Marie gave quickly a horse to Pavel.'

The examples in (20) are here as a control showing that the reordering with respect to the

VP adverb takes place within VP. Thus the only way we can derive the examples in (20)

with our current assumptions is to assume that G-movement takes place after any merge.

The derivation of (20-b) is schematized in (21). The only new element - the indirect object

- is marked by a box.

(20) vP and VP adverbs:

a. Marie [,P vWera dala [vp rychle Petrovi kon6]].
Marie.Nom yesterday gave quickly to-Peter.Dat horse.Acc
'Marie gave yesterday quickly Peter a horse.'

b. Marie [,v viera dala [vp rychle kone Jj Pavlovi]].
Marie.Nom yesterday gave quickly horse.Acc Pavel.Dat
'Marie gave yesterday quickly a horse to Pavel.'



(21) a. VP is built and the DO undergoes G-movement above the IO:

?P

horse VP

Pavel VP

ave thorse

b. V moves within the VP shell:

VP

gave ?P

P

VP

tgave horse

c. the VP adverb is merged:

VP

quickly VP

gave ?P

horse VP

Pavel VP

tgave horse

d. the verb moves to v:



vP

gave VP

VP

tgave ?

horse VP

IPavel VP

tgave horse

e. the vP adverb is merged:

vP

yesterday vP

gave VP

quickly VP

tgave ?

horse VP

Ppavel VP

tgave horse

f. the subject is merged:



vP

Marie vP

yesterday vP

gave VP

quickly VP

tgave ?P

horse VP

PVP

tgave horse

The argument as it stands now is not conclusive yet. First of all, if we assumed that

a ditransitive verb does not have a VP shell but there are instead two independent heads

involved (cf. for example, Pylkkiinen (2002) and the literature cited there), the hypothesis

that G-movement takes place in the end of a maximal projection would still be feasible.

Similarly, if we assumed that adverbs form their own functional projections, we could not

distinguish between the two hypotheses. A crucial piece of evidence that G-movement may

take place after any merge comes from SOV orders. Consider the example in (22).

(22) a. How did the boy get the lollipop?

b. Chlapec lizgtko 11 navel.
boy.Nom lollipop.Acc found
'The boy found the lollipop.'

In this case, the subject and the object are given and only the verb is new. Since the verb

needs to move to v, there must be an option for the object to move over the verb before the



subject is merged. If the object moved in the end of the vP projection, it should linearly

precede the subject, resulting into OSV order. As the example in (22) shows, this prediction

is incorrect. The corresponding derivation is given in (23). The given elements are marked

by boxes.

(23) a. v is merged:

vP

found VP

VP

tfound tlollipop

b. the object moves:

vP

lollipop vP

found VP

o tlollipop VP

tfound tlollipop

c. the subject is merged:



vP

bvP

lollipop vP

found VP

tlollipop VP

tfound tlollipop

The conclusion that G-movement takes place after any merge, of course, follows only

under the assumption that the object cannot tuck in under the subject (Richards, 1997). I do

not adopt here this theoretical option for two reasons. First, as we will see in chapter 3, it is

not always the case that if more than one given element moves, that the elements end up in

the same order. If we allowed tucking in, we would have to further restrict its application

only to limited amount of cases. Furthermore, tucking in in Czech always comes with a

special semantic interpretation. For example, in Czech (as well as in Russian and Polish), if

multiple wh-movement obeys superiority, the only possible answer is an answer with a pair

list reading. No such requirement exists for cases in which wh-elements move on nested

paths (see Meyer (2003, 2004) for more details). Consider the following examples.

(24) (Meyer, 2003, ex. (5))

a. After the film 'Four weddings and a funeral', Petr once more enumerated...

b. kdo si koho vzal na tech ctyiech svatbich.
who.Nom REFL whom.Acc took on these four weddings
'married whom on the four weddings.'

(25) (Meyer, 2003, ex. (6))

a. There is going to be a wedding at our church tomorrow.

b. #Prosim t6, a kdo si koho bere?
beg you and who.Nom REFL who.Acc takes



'Tell me who is going to marry whom.'

While the subject-wh >- object-wh order is acceptable in the situation in (24), in which all

the relevant brides and grooms have been introduced in the previous context (by watching

the movie) and the speaker asks for pairs formed by these brides and grooms, the same

order is not felicitous in the dialog in (25), in which the participants of the wedding are

unknown to the speaker. On the other hand, the reversed order is felicitous, as in (26).

(26) a. There is going to be a wedding at our church tomorrow.

b. Prosim t6, a koho si kdo bere v tuhle ro'ni dobu?
beg you and who.Acc REFL who.Nom takes in this year time
'Who is going to get married in this time of the year?'

I do not have any explanation for the relation between syntax and the semantic interpreta-

tion. I state the correlation here only as an empirical observation. But we can still use it

as an argument against tucking in in other environments. In particular, I argue that tucking

in is not a strategy available for G-movement.9 My main argument is that the SOV order

in (22) is not associated with any pair-list reading interpretation that we find elsewhere, for

example with contrastive focus. The SOV order simply asserts that both the boy and the

lollipop are given. The example could be used not only as an answer to the question in

(22) but it would be felicitous in the following context as well: 'A boy was sad because

he lost a lollipop that he got from his grandma. But then [the boy found the lollipop] and

he was happy again.' Thus, since the object cannot tuck in under the subject, I argue that

the SOV order provides additional evidence for the hypothesis that G-movement may take

place after any merge.

I argue that we can generalize the lack of tucking in for G-movement. In particular, I

argue for the following condition on G-movement.

(27) Extension condition on G-movement:

91 do not argue that there is no tucking in in syntax. My point is that in Czech multiple movement that
obeys tucking in obligatorily obtains a pair-list reading interpretation.



G-movement must extend the tree.

We can conclude that G-movement may take place after any merge. The reader might

object though that so far we have seen only cases involving verbal projections. As we

will see in the next section, this follows from that G-movement is parasitic on overt head

movement. Since there is no overt head movement in other environments, the properties of

G-movement in non-verbal environments cannot be directly tested. 1

To conclude, I have argued in section 2.1 that in Czech there is no unique syntactic po-

sition that is interpreted as given. In this section I have made the argument even stronger,

by showing that G-movement may take place after any merge, and can thus target various

syntactic positions. The argument I presented here was based on the word order in ditransi-

tive sentences - in particular, on differences in the position of the main verb with respect to

the direct and the indirect object and then on the position of vP and VP adverbs with respect

to the direct and the indirect object. The conclusion that G-movement may take place after

any merge raises an immediate question: what exactly is the landing site of G-movement?

I will address this question in the next section.

2.3 Head movement restriction on G-movement

In this section, I will offer an explanation of the apparent lack of a unique landing site of

G-movement and of the fact that G-movement may take place after any merge. I will argue

that these two properties are a result of G-movement being parasitic on head movement.

I will motivate the head movement restriction on G-movement by a general condition on

merge, namely, merge dependence on agree."

'oVeselovski (1998) argued that there is N-to-D movement in Czech. Her argument is based on fairly
complex possessive constructions including numerals. In these constructions we can indeed find local re-
orderings. Unfortunately, I have not figured yet how to control for the involved information structure. I leave
the nominal cases for future research.

"For concreteness I am assuming the general framework of Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2005). As far as I can
tell nothing much in the current proposal hinges on this choice, but I will not attempt here to explore the
compatibility of the proposal with alternative frameworks.



In the previous section, we have seen that G-movement may take place after any merge.

We have also seen, in section 1.4, that G-movement of G-element a forces head movement

of the relevant head. In the following discussion I will refer to the relevant head as the head

of a.

The picture that arises is the following: (i) If the G-element does not have a head

that could move, then G-movement is extremely local, as in (28). (ii) If the G-element

has a head that can move, G-movement can be non-local, as in (29). Notice that in both

cases, after G-movement takes place, the G-element is adjacent to the verb it was originally

merged with. The examples are schematized in (30).

(28) a. What will happen with the refugees?

b. Musfme doufat, ie nejaki neziskovd organizace bude beenci6m
must. lpl to-hope that some non-profit organization will refugees.Dat
poskytovat _jfdlo.
provide food.Acc
'We must hope that some non-profit organization will provide the refugees

with food.'

(29) a. What happened with the refugees?

b. Sly'el jsem, ie beiencim poskytla (nakonec) nejaki neziskovai
heard Aux.1sg that refugees provided in-the-end non-profit organization
organizace jfdlo _.
food.Acc
'I heard that the refugees were provided with food by some non-benefit orga-

nization.'

(30) Dependence of G-movement on head movement:

a. organization will refugees provide - with food

b. refugees provided organization _ _ with food
tt I

In order to account for the adjacency restriction observed in (28) and (29) (and in previ-



ous examples in section 1.4), I will tie the adjacency requirement to independent properties

of agree and merge. In particular, I will follow Sigur6sson (2004) and Pesetsky and Tor-

rego (2006) in the proposal that any merge is preconditioned by agree, i.e., for merge to

take place, there must be feature matching involved. 12,13

(31) Agree Condition On Merge (Sigurbsson, 2004, ex. (11))

Two objects or elements, X and Y, may be merged only if the relation of Agree

holds between them.

I propose that the Agree Condition on Merge corresponds to two different feature configu-

rations. For an element a to move, there must be either (i) an externally merged element 0

that brings into the derivation new features to be match and/or valued; or (ii) a must be re-

merged within a projection that contain the head in which projection a was base generated.

It is the second case that interests us here. I argue that G-movement is this kind of merge

and that the head movement restriction on G-movement reflects such a feature matching

requirement. The head movement condition on G-movement is repeated below as (32).

(32) Head movement restriction on G-movement:

acG can G-move out of XP only if Xo moves out of XP as well.

Thus, I argue that the head movement condition understood as a form of a parasitic

relation (instead of new feature evaluation, use an already existing feature set) is a way to

create a landing site in case there is no externally merged probe available. In other words,

while in the case of feature-driven movement, there is probe P that creates a new sisterhood

relation (P lands itself as the landing site), in case of G-movement, there is no Probe and

re-merge is possible only if an existing feature-matching set is reused.

12The idea that external merge is feature-driven is not new. For example, Svenonius (1994); Collins (2002);
Adger (2003); Heck and Miiller (2006) formulated such an idea in connection with subcategorization features.

13The formulation of the conditon in Pesetsky and Torrego (2006) is the following:

(i) Vehicle requirement on Merge (VRM) (Pesetsky and Torrego, 2006, ex, (1))
If a and f merge, some feature F of a must probe F on 3.



A consequence of this assumption is that given element a must be remerged within the

same projection to which a's head moves. We can thus strengthen the condition on the

head movement, as in (33).

(33) Head movement restriction on G-movement [final]:

a. aG can G-move out of XP only if Xo moves out of XP as well.

b. If aG G-moved out of XP, aG may G-move to YP only if Xo moves to YP as

well.

Another consequence of the feature matching requirement is that G-movement can take

place after any merge because it is not dependent on introducing new features into the

derivation. There is no need for G-movement to be feature driven.14 Furthermore, since

head movement is very local, G-movement must be local as well.

Notice that there are three distinct configurations when G-movement of a can arise: (i)

the head of a is in its base generated position, as in (34); (ii) the head of a has undergone G-

movement, as in (35); (iii) the head of a underwent an independently motivated movement,

as in (36).

(34) Case (i): the sister of a is in its base generated position:

X

a X

(35) Case (ii): the sister of a undergoes G-movement:

141 will spell-out how exactly G-movement is driven in chapter 4. For the current discussion it is immaterial
whether G-movement is feature driven or is not. Notice though that if G-movement is not feature driven, the
proposal is still compatible with the phasal theory of Chomsky (2004b, 2005). Chomsky proposes that a
feature-driven operation may take place only at phasal level because it is only the phasal head that introduces
the relevant feature(s) into the derivation. If G-movement is not feature driven, there is no reason to wait for
the phase to be completed. G-movement may take place at any point.



Xx

x X

Xa

X

a X

(36) Case (iii): the sister of a undergoes feature-driven movement.

x

X Y

X

aO



b. X

a X

We have already seen examples of all three configurations. Case (i) is a case of an object

moving locally around an infinitive, as in (37). Case (ii) corresponds to an OVS order if

both the verb and the object are given, as in (38). Case (iii) demands, however, a more

careful discussion.

(37) Example of Case (i):

a. Pavel hasn't come back home yet, right? Do you know what they plan to do?

b. Nekdo snad bude Pavla hledat tPavel.
someone.Nom hopefully will Pavel.Acc look-for

c. [vp Pavel look-for Pavel ]
t I

(38) Example of Case (ii):

a. Who ate the lollipop?

b. Lizitko snedla II Maru'ka tsngdla tlizatko-
lollipop.Acc ate Maru'ka.Nom
'Maru'ka ate the lollipop'

c. [,P lollipop ate Maru'ka to-v [vp tv tlollipop
t t I I

Notice that already the example in (38) is a case of a combination of independent move-

ment (V-to-v movement), i.e., an instance of Case (iii). Since both the verb and the object



are given, there is no need for G-movement within VP. It is only after V moves to v and the

subject is merged, when the need for G-movement arises. At this point, both the verb and

the object undergo G-movement but only the object moves from its base generated position.

There is one more instance of movement of the head of a that is relevant for our current

discussion. This is a case of head movement that happens in order to facilitate G-movement

(compare the discussion of (32) in section 1.3). A typical example is verb head movement

in an OVS where only the object is given and the verb and the subject are new. See example

(32) from section 1.3, repeated below as (39).

(39) a. And what about the lollipop?

b. Lizitko U nagla mali hol'i'ka.
lollipop.Acc found little girl.Nom
'A little girl found the lollipop.'

c. [,P lollipop found little girl to-v [?p t tollipop] ]
t t I I

Even though the derivation in (39-c) is reminiscent of the derivation in (38-c), the moti-

vation of the final verb movement seems to be rather different. I want to suggest that the

difference between head movement as an instance of G-movement and head movement as

a way to facilitate G-movement does not have any reflex in the syntax.

I propose that in both cases, i.e., both in OVIIS and O VS, the observed verb movement

is an instance ofv-to-Tmovement. We have already seen that a finite verb in Czech does not

need to move overtly higher than to v (in section 2.2). On the other hand, it is a plausible

assumption that there is Agree between T and v. I suggest that a verbal head may use the

existing Agree relation in case it allows an instance of G-movement. Furthermore, such

a head must use an existing Agree relation instead of extending or creating a projection.

Notice that this is a reversed side of the head movement restriction on G-movement. A

given XP can take free ride on its head in the sense that it can use a set of existing matching

features with the head. But a head itself does not have such an option. For a head to G-



move, the head must enter into a new feature checking relation. v-to-T movement is exactly

such a case.

(40) v-to-T Movement in Czech

v-to-T movement in Czech takes place iff it changes the semantic interpretation.

(41) Restriction on overt head movement

If a head moves as an instance of G-movement or in order to facilitate G-movement,

the head must use an independently existing Agree relation.

Since there is no obligatory v-to-T movement in Czech, I argue that such movement is

possible only if it gives rise to a new semantic interpretation. We will see in chapter 4 that

we can unify the two types of head movement - head movement which is G-movement

and head movement that facilitates G-movement - even further. The point will be that the

purpose of any G-movement is to create a syntactic configuration that allows an element a

to be interpreted as given in case a would not be otherwise interpreted as given. Whether

the element that G-moves is given or new will turn out to be immaterial.

With the assumption that v moves to T both in case the verb undergoes G-movement

and in case head movement of the verb facilitates G-movement, the derivation of OIlVS and

OVIIS becomes identical.15 It is only up to the semantic interface to decide on which side

of the partition the verb is. The corresponding derivation is given in (42).

(42) Derivation of OVS order:

15This is not entirely correct. If the object is presupposed and the verb is new, the object would move over
the verb already in VP. I put this detail aside.



a. vP

subject vP

v-V VP

tv object

b. TP

object TP

P

tobject

The alert reader has already noticed that the derivation given above follows only if we as-

sume that the object cannot G-move above the subject without the verb moving as well.

There is nothing in the head movement restriction on G-movement that would block a

derivation in which the object would move above the subject within vP. As we will see in

chapter 3, there is also no problem with having more than one element preceding the verb

(if all the elements are given). Why then must the verb move?

I want to suggest that it is an independent property of specifiers (subjects) that nothing

can be merged within XP once the subject is merged in Spec,XP. At this point I do not

have any explanation of this fact but it seems to be true for Czech. (Recall that, for exam-

ple, adverbs are merged between the subject and the finite verb, unlike in English.) Thus,

once a subject (Spec,XP) is merged no further element can be (re-)merged within XP. For



an element to be re-merged, a new head must be merged. It follows that if a needs to be

G-moved within XP, it must be done before Spec,XP is merged. Once Spec,XP is merged,

a can G-move only if X moves to a higher head. 16

In this section, I have offered an explanation for the head movement restriction on G-

movement. The basic idea of this condition was that two elements can be re-merged if the

new merge relation preserves the feature matching set of the original merge relation. This

condition has been introduced in order to account for the fact that G-movement is restricted

by overt movement of its sister and that G-movement may take place after any merge. It

follows that G-movement is not tied to a particular syntactic position. The only restric-

tion is that a given element may be re-merged only in the same projection with its head.

I have also addressed the question of when and where a head moves in order to facilitate

G-movement.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, I have addressed the question of what kind of movement G-movement is. In

particular, I have closely looked at the following three questions: (i) what is the syntactic

target of G-movement? (ii) at what point of the derivation does G-movement take place?

and (iii) what kind of syntactic operation is G-movement?

In section 2.1, I have shown that Czech has no unique syntactic position that is always

interpreted as given. In the next section, section 2.2, I have provided further evidence in

favor of this claim by showing that G-movement may take place after any merge. I have ex-

plained these properties of G-movement by tying them to the observation that G-movement

of a is restricted by the head movement possibilities of the head of a. In section 2.3, I have

suggested that element a can move without a feature trigger if the new merge relation con-

161 crucially assume that head movement cannot extend a phrase. For a proposal suggesting that head
movement leads to phase extension see den Dikken (To Appear).



tains the feature matching set of the original merge relation and if the new structure affects

the semantic interpretation.

In the next chapter, I will refine the system in place by looking at more complex deriva-

tions that contain several instances of G-movement. In particular, I will look at utterances

when more than one element can precede the verbal partition. I will show that these strings

can be derived by several instances of movement or they can be derived by a phrasal move-

ment of a whole subtree. The combination of these two strategies will allow us to capture

various word order combinations found in Czech.





Chapter 3

Complex Word Order Patterns

So far we have considered only simple cases of G-movement, i.e., cases where only one

given element undergoes G-movement. In this chapter I will closely examine more com-

plex cases, i.e., cases where there is more than one given element undergoing G-movement.

The question is whether the relatively simple tools we have developed so far can account

for the complex word order data in Czech. I will argue that G-movement and independent

restrictions on the Czech syntax are indeed all we need.

First, I will investigate the relative position of the relevant verbal head to given ele-

ments. We will see that the relevant verbal head always follows all the given elements.

Thus, the verbal head marks the partition between given and new.' In section 3.1, I will

address the verb partition generalization in the context of the head movement restriction on

G-movement. We will see that the verbal partition follows from this restriction.

In section 3.2, I will look closely at cases where there is more than one given element

that needs to undergo G-movement. I will argue that multiple given elements either (i)

move in separate instances of G-movement, or (ii) there is a constituent dominating several

given elements and the costituent moves. Then I will address the question of when several

'According to Zikdinovi (2006), in the Prague Dependency Corpus, version 2.0, 92,35 percent of finite
verbs creates the partition between 'theme' and 'rheme'. The distinction between theme and rheme roughly
corresponds to our distinction between given and new. Zikinovd does not provide further characteristics of
the Modem Czech data (her work concentrates on older stages of Czech).



given elements may move as one constituent dominating several given elements. I will

argue that several given elements can move as one constituent only (i) if the smallest con-

stituent dominating them can independently move, and (ii) if the constituent contains only

given elements. If these two conditions are not satisfied, given elements must undergo indi-

vidual G-movement. As we will see these two types of movement - one constituent versus

several separate movements - result in different word orders. If given elements move as

one constituent, their relative word order is preserved, if they move separately, their relative

word order is reversed. I will argue that it is a combination of these two moving strategies

(plus base generation) which derives the variety of word order patterns found in Czech.

Thus, G-movement will turn out to be a sufficient tool for the Czech data.

3.1 Deriving the verb partition

In this section I will investigate the relation between the position of the finite verb and the

partition between given and new. We will see that if more than one element precedes the

verb, the pre-verbal elements must be given. 2 I will argue that this is a result of the head

movement condition on G-movement, repeated in (1).

(1) Head movement restriction on G-movement [final]:

a. ac can G-move out of XP only if Xo moves out of XP as well.

b. If cG G-moved out of XP, cG may G-move to YP only if Xo moves to YP as

well.

In other words, a given element may move only if it is remerged within a projection in

which its head is remerged. This follows from our assumption about conditions on merge

from section 2.3. Furthermore, if more than one given element moves and the elements

belong to the same head, they all must be remerged within the same projection. The next

section will investigate consequences of this assumption and will look closely at deriva-

tions containing more than one G-movement per time.

2This generalization in fact covers also contrastive elements because they are given as well.



Consider first ditransitive constructions where only one of the objects is given and the

rest of the clause is new. So far we have only seen that such an object can undergo short

movement (in section 1.4) but we have not seen how far the object can move and where

the verb is. As we can see in (2)-(3), the object must be the leftmost element and the finite

verb must immediately follow the fronted object. The examples in (4)-(5) exemplify the

pattern.

(2) a. DO-G V S IO

b. #DO-G S V IO

c. #DO-G S IO DO-G S V IO

(3) a. IO-G V S DO

b. #IO-G S V DO

c. #IO-G S DO V

(4) What happened to the new chair you got from Mary? I haven't seen it around.

a. Tu novou iidli jj dala na'e uklizeaka sv6 znim6.
that new chair.Acc gave our cleaning-woman.Nom REFL friend.Dat

b. #Tu novou 'idli | na'e uklize'ka dala sv6 znaim6.
that new chair.Acc our cleaning-woman.Nom gave REFL friend.Dat

c. #Tu novou 'idli II nage uklizeaka sv6 zndm6 dala.
that new chair.Acc our cleaning-woman.Nom REFL friend.Dat gave

'Our cleaning woman gave the chair to her friend.'

(5) Do you know what happened to Pavel?

a. Pavlovi 1i dala jeho maminka kytaru.
Pavel.Dat gave his mother.Nom guitar.Acc

b. #Pavlovi II jeho maminka dala kytaru.
Pavel.Dat his mother.Nom gave guitar.Acc

c. #Pavlovi II jeho maminka kytaru dala.
Pavel.Dat his mother.Nom guitar.Acc gave

'Pavel's mother gave him a guitar.'



The pattern observed in (2)-(3) is not a result of a V2 requirement. As we can see in (6)

and (7),3 for the direct object case, and in (8) and (9), for the indirect object case, there is

nothing inherently wrong with the finite verb being in a different position. But the position

is crucially dependent on the relevant context. In all the examples, the finite verb must

immediately follow all of the given elements.

(6) Do you know what our cleaning lady did with the new chair we got from Mary?

a. Tu novou iidli na'e uklizefka IB dala sv6 zndime.
that new chair.Acc our cleaning-woman.Nom gave REFL friend.Dat
'Our cleaning woman gave the chair to her friend.'

(7) I have heard that a friend of your cleaning lady stole from her the new chair? Is it

true?

a. Na'e uklizecka sve znime tu novou iidli dala.
our cleaning-woman.Nom REFL friend.Dat that new chair.Acc gave
'(No, that's not true.) Our cleaning woman GAVE the chair to her friend.'

(8) Do you know what Pavel's mam did to him that he is now so happy?

a. Maminka Pavlovi II dala kytaru.
mother.Nom Pavel.Dat gave guitar.Acc
'Pavel's mother gave him a guitar.'

(9) Is it true that Pavel was forced by his mam to buy a quitar from his pocket money?

a. Maminka Pavlovi kytaru U dala.
Pavel.Dat mother.Nom guitar.Acc gave
'(No.) Pavel got a guitar from his mum. (He did not need to buy it from his

pocket money.)'

The above examples exemplify that the finite verb behaves as a partition between given and

new. The question is how exactly we can explain the relation between the position of the

finite verb and the partition between given and new. There are two logical options: either

(i) the given elements move to separate projections above the projection of the finite verb,

or (ii) the given elements are adjoined to the same head. It follows from our new definition

3The examples in (6) and (7) have a different word order of the arguments than the examples in (4). The
word order difference is irrelevant for the argument: the same orders as in (4) are grammatical if contrastive
focus was involved. I simplify the case here to stay only in the domain of G-movement.



of head movement constraint and the extension condition on G-movement that all given

elements must be adjoined to the projection hosting the finite verb.

We will see in the next section how the system works. In the rest of this section, I will

continue looking at simple examples that we have not considered so far. The examples

will serve as a background for the coming discussion of the more complex cases. Consider

again the example in (4), i.e., a structure in which only the direct object is given. The pre-

dicted derivation proceeds as follows. First, the direct object needs to move at the VP level

because it is asymmetrically commanded by the new verb, (10-a). Then the new indirect

object is merged and the direct object moves above it, (10-b). Now the verb moves and the

direct object moves again, (10-c). In the next step, the verb undergoes V-to-v movement

and the direct object is free to move before the subject is merged, (10-d).

In the next step, the subject is merged as the specifier, (10-e). At this point the direct

object is again asymmetrically c-commanded by a new element (the subject). But the direct

object cannot move at this point. This follows from our assumption discussed in section

2.3 that nothing can be merged within XP after a subject was merged as a specifier of XP.

Thus, the only way the derivation can proceed is that the verb moves first to T and only

then the direct object is free to G-move again, as in (10-f).

(10) Derivation of DO-G V S IO

a. VP

DOt VP

V tDO



VP

DO] VP

IO VP

tDO VP

V tDO

VP

-DO] VP

P

VP

tv tDO

I



d. vP

DO vP

VP

[F 0] VP

V VP

IO VP

tDO VP

tv tDO



e. vP

subject vP

-DO vP

VP

FDO] VP

V VP

IO VP

tDO VP

tv tDO



f.TP

DO TP

vP

VP

DOl- VP

tv VP

IO VP

tDO VP

tv tDO

So far so good. Let's now look at a derivation of a clause where both the subject and

the direct object are given, as in (6). The final word order is S-DO-V-IO. The first steps of

the derivation are identical with (10-a)-(10-d). What happens after the subject is merged,

(10-e)? At this point all needs of the given elements are satisfied, i.e., there is no given el-

ement that would be asymmetrically c-commanded by a non-presupposed element. Thus,

from the point of view of G-movement, the derivation is complete.4

Even though the example in (4) contains two given elements, the derivation proceeds

without any interesting interaction between them. The reason is that only one given element

undergoes G-movement. In the next section, I will look closely at cases where more than

4The derivation continues by merging T and attracting the subject, i.e., the closest element, to Spec,TP.



one given element G-moves at the same point of the derivation. Two questions will be in

the center of our discussion: (i) in what order G-movement of more than one element takes

place, and (ii) if a constituent contains more than one given element, can the constituent

move in one step, or do the elements need to undergo separate movement?

3.2 Multiple G-movement

This section looks at cases where more than one given element undergoes G-movement.

We will see that if there is a constituent that dominates more than one given element, it is

preferred to G-move the whole constituent to G-moving each element separately. Some-

times, however, there is no such constituent that could G-move. I will here investigate under

what conditions more than one given element moves as one constituent. Then I will ad-

dress the question of how given elements move if they must undergo separate G-movement.

Let's first look again at example (7), repeated below as (11). The example differs from

the examples that we have seen so far in that it is both the direct object and the indirect

object that must G-move over the verb (recall that the verb must independently move to v,

thus both the objects end up being asymmetrically c-commanded by a new element). The

crucial question is how exactly the two objects, marked by square brackets, move above

the verb.

(11) I have heard that a friend of your cleaning lady stole from her the new chair? Is it

true?

a. Nase uklize'ka [sv6 znnime] [tu novou 'idli] dala.
our cleaning-woman.Nom REFL friend.Dat that new chair.Acc gave
'(No, that's not true.) Our cleaning woman GAVE the chair to her friend.'

The question is whether (i) the two objects move as one constituent, or (ii) whether they

move separately. I will adopt here the former option, arguing that G-movement is as eco-

nomical as possible. What I mean by that is that if it is possible to move several given

elements as one constituent, then such movement is preferred to moving them separately.



The condition is stated in (12). With such a condition in place, we need to ask under what

conditions more than one given element may move as one constituent.

(12) Minimize instances of G-movement

If more than one given element may move as one constituent, then such given

elements must move as one constituent.

Let's go step by step through the derivation of (11). First, the direct object undergoes short

G-movement over V, as in (13-a). Next, the indirect object is merged and V moves, (13-b).

At this point, both the direct and indirect object needs to move. I argue that they move

as one constituent. Thus, it is the whole sister of V - the complement - that undergoes

G-movement at once, as in (13-c). In the next step, V moves to v and the phrase containing

both the direct and indirect object G-moves again. Finally, the subject is merged, (13-d).

(13) a. VP

DO VP

b. VP

V VP

P

VP

tV tDO



c. VP

VP VP

JRO6 DO tv tD V t

d. vP

subject vP

VP vP

10-l ttv too v-V VP

tvp VP

tv tVP

There is, however, a worry that arises about the proposed derivation: If a remnant phrase

may undergo G-movement, why cannot remnant movement improve some derivations in

which a given element ends up c-commanded by a new element because of the head move-

ment constraint?5 Consider example (16) from section 1.4, repeated below as (14). In this

example, the object 'that book' is asymmetrically c-commanded by two given elements.

Further G-movement of the object is, however, blocked by the head movement constraint.

One could imagine a derivation in which the whole VP would move after the direct object

undergoes short G-movement, as in (15). If such movement took place, the given object

would not be asymmetrically c-commanded by any new element anymore. Thus, the par-

tition between given and new would be perfect. Notice that the constituent that would

undergo G-movement is a complement of the verbal head. Since complements may in gen-

5I thank Danny Fox for raising up this question.



eral undergo movement, the derivation would be compatible with our assumptions about

the Czech syntax and about G-movement.

(14) a. What will happen to the book?

b. Marie bude tu knihu daivat Petrovi.
Marie.Nom will the book.Acc give.Inf Petr.Dat
'Marie will give the book to Peter.'

(15) a. What will happen to the book?

b. #[Tu knihu I davat Petrovi] bude Marie.
the book.Acc give.Inf Petr.Dat will Marie.Nom
'Marie will give the book to Peter.'

c. TP

VP TP

will vP
book give to-Peter tbook

Marie tvp

There is currently nothing in our system that would rule out the derivation in (15). In chap-

ter 4, I will argue that such movement would not be licensed by the semantic component.

As we will see, G-movement is licensed only if it brings in a semantic interpretation that

would not otherwise be available. It will follow from our semantic system that movement

of VP would not give rise to any semantic interpretation that could not be obtained from

the structure without the VP movement.

Before I turn to structures where several given elements cannot G-move as one con-

stituent, I want to present two more cases in which G-movement of one constituent domi-

nating more than one given element is attested. As we have already seen, in Czech, inflected

verbal forms undergo obligatory movement to v, while an infinitive stays in situ. This dif-

ference is reflected in the word order of ditransitive sentences in case only the subject is



new and everything else is given. Consider the examples in (16) and (17). While in the

future tense, the main verb stays inside VP, in the past tense, the main verb evacuates VP.

The result is that if the VP containing both objects undergoes G-movement in the future

tense example, the objects move together with the infinitive. In contrast, in the case of

the past tense, it is only the remnant VP that undergoes G-movement. The corresponding

structures are given in (18) and (19).

(16) Future:

a. Kdo bude divat Fikovi dirky? -- Inf >- IO >- DO
who.Nom will give.Inf Fk.Dat presents.Acc
'Who will give Fik presents?'

b. Divat Fikovi ddrky bude I1 Aja. 4 Inf >- IO >- DO
give.Inf Fik.Dat presents.Acc will Aja
'Aja will give Fik presents.'

(17) Past:

a. Kdo dival Fikovi dirky? -- 10 I > ' DO
who.Nom gave Fik.Dat presents.Acc
'Who used to give Fik presents.'

b. Fikovi dirky ddivala I1 Aja. -p IO > DO
Fik.Dat presents.Acc gave Aja.Nom
'Aja used to give Ffk presents.'

(18) Derivation of(16):

TP

VP TP

will vPgive Fik presents

Aja vP

twill tVP



(19) Derivation of(17):

TP

VP TP

tv Fk presents gave vtP

Notice that it is not trivial to characterize movement of a remnant phrase dominating two

given constituents as movement of a given constituent. The VP that moves in (11) is not

straightforwardly given because it is the source of a new verb. As we will see in the fol-

lowing examples, the only property that characterizes the possible remnant phrase that can

undergo G-movement is that when G-movement takes place, the phrase does not dominate

any new element. Again, we will see in chapter 4 that this will also follow from the way

the semantic component interprets the syntactic output.

We can now turn to the question of under what conditions more than one given element

cannot move as one constituent. I argue that there are two basic types of structures in which

more than one given element cannot undergo G-movement as one constituent. Either (i)

the constituent that dominates only given elements cannot move on independent syntactic

grounds, or (ii) there is no constituent that would dominate only given elements and no new

element.

Let's first look at the former case, i.e., a case where G-movement is restricted on inde-

pendent syntactic grounds. A structure that we can use to test our assumptions is based on

the distribution of VP and vP adverbs. In Czech, certain adverbs can be adjoined both to

VP and vP. Such an adverb is predicational modifier zase 'again'. Consider the following



examples.

(20) a. Marie otevfela zase dvei~e. --- VP adverb

Marie opened again door

'Marie opened the door again.'

b. Marie zase oteviela dverie. - vP adverb

Marie again opened door

'Again, Marie opened the door.'

There is a semantic difference between the two examples. If again adjoins to VP, as in

(20-a), the utterance presupposes that there was a previous event of opening the door but

it might have been done by someone else than Marie. In contrast, the utterance in (20-b)

presupposes that the door was opened before and it was done by Marie.

The structure that interests us here is a structure in which only the subject is new and

the rest of the clause (the verb, the subject and the adverb) is given. Thus, we want to know

how the derivation proceeds once the new subject is merged and G-movement needs to take

place. Consider the simplified structures in (21). The new subject is marked by a box.

(21) a. [vp Marielopened [vp again tv door]]

b. [vP Marieagain opened [vp tv door]]

After the verb moves in order to facilitate G-movement, the relevant structures are as below.

(22) a. [TP opened [,p Marie t, [vp again tv door ]]]

b. [TP opened [,p Marie again to [vp tv door ]]]

What do we expect next? The question is whether the adverb and the object can move

as one constituent or whether they must move separately. We independently know that
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there is no problem for VP to be fronted, thus we predict that the whole VP in (22-a)

dominating both the adverb and the object should be able to move as one constituent. In

contrast, movement of an X-bar projection is on independent grounds excluded. Since the

only constituent in (22-b) which contains given elements but no new element is an X-bar

projection, we predict that the given adverb and the given object must move separately. The

expected derivations are schematized in (23).

(23) a. One instance of G-movement:

again object V subj tv Itaga tObj </[ tVP again tv object]

t I

b. Two instances of G-movement:

bj I V i subj t tv +- *[vP, again t, [vptv obj]
t t II

As we can see in the examples in (24) and (25), the predictions are borne out.

(24) VP modification:

a. Kdo zaviel znovu dveTe? -- Adv > Obj
who closed again door
'Who closed the door again?'

b. Znovu dveie zav'ela Maru'ka. - Adv > Obj
again door closed Mary
'Mary closed the door again.' [the door was closed before but it wasn't Mary

who closed it]

(25) vP modification:

a. Kdo znovu zavfel dvere? -- Adv > Obj
who again closed door
'Who closed the door again?'

b. Dvere znovu zaviela Maru-ka. -- Obj > Adv
door again closed Mary
'Again, Mary closed the door.' [Mary closed the door before]

We can repeat the same exercise with other adverbs, for example with adverbs modifying
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telic predicates. An example is given in (26). In English, the adverb almost is ambiguous

between modifying the event of closing the door with the exclusion of the subject and

between modifying the event in which the subject tries to close the door.

(26) Mary almost closed the door.

In Czech, the difference between the two interpretations is overtly marked on the surface by

the position of the adverb with respect to the finite verb, exactly as in the previous examples

with again. The relevant Czech examples are given in (27).

(27) a. Maru'ka zavirela [vp skoro dvete].
Mary closed almost door

b. Maru'ka [,p skoro zaviela dveie].
Mary almost closed door

The semantic difference is preserved in subject-wh question-answer pairs as well. As we

can see in (28) and (29), the VP attachment results into an answer with a postverbal adverb,

while the vP attachment results into an answer with a clause-initial adverb. Thus, we can

account for the data in the same way as we accounted for the examples with again. While in

(28) both the adverb and the object move as one constituent, in (29), they move separately.

(28) a. Kdo zavfel skoro dvere?
who closed almost door
'Who almost closed the door (but haven't finished the closing)?'

b. Skoro dvefie zavfela 11 Maru'ka.
almost door closed Mary
'Mary almost closed the door (but she hasn't finished the closing event be-

cause she was interrupted by her mother.).'

c. almost door closed I Marie tv talmost tdoo

t I

(29) a. Kdo skoro zaviel dvere?
who almost closed door
'Who almost closed the door (but then decided not to)?'
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b. Dvere skoro zaviela Maru'ka.
door almost closed Mary
'Mary almost closed the door (but then she decided not to).'

c. door almost closed | Marie • tv door

Let's now go step by step through the derivation of the examples in (24-b) and (25-b).

The purpose of the exercise is to see how exactly the system derives the reversed order of

the adverb and the object that we witness in cases with separate G-movements, in contrast

to the preserved word order in case the given elements move as one constituent.

Consider the example in (24-b). First, the VP is merged and the adverb is adjoined

to it. There is no need for G-movement because the structure contains so far only given

elements. In the next step, V moves to v (to check its features) and the subject is merged,

(30-a). At this point, all the verb, the adverb and the object need to move above the new

subject. Only the verb, however, is able to do that because of the head movement constraint

on G-movement, (30-b). After that, the adverb and the object are free to G-move as one

constituent, as in (30-c). The reason why this step is possible is that both given elements

are dominated by a constituent which is able to move. In this case it is VP.

(30) Derivation of (24-b)

a. vP

Marie vP

closed VP

again VP

tv door
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TP

closed vP

Marie vP

tv VP

again VP

tv door

TP

VP TP

again tv door closed vP

P

tVP

We can now proceed with the derivation of the example in (25-b). As we can see in (31),

no G-movement takes place before vP is completed. At this point, the verb, the adverb and

the object need to G-move because they all are asymmetrically c-commanded by the new

subject Mary. Again, the verb must move first, (31-b). After this movement takes place,

the object and the adverb need to move. I have already anticipated that they cannot move as

one constituent. The reason is that the only constituent that dominates the given elements

and no new element is an X-bar projection. Since X-bar projections in Czech cannot move,

the given elements must move separately. The question is whether the given elements move

on nesting or crossing paths. I argue, based on the actual word order we get, that the paths
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must be nesting, as in (31-c).

vP

Marie vP

again vP

v-V VP

tv door

TP

T-v-V vP

vP

vP

tv-v VP

tv door
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c. TP

door TP

P

tdoor

Notice that so far there is nothing in our system that would guarantee the right order of

movement of given elements. The extension condition on G-movement is not on its own

sufficient. In order to account for the word order facts, I propose that if more than one

given element moves in the same point of the derivation, they obey the Path Containment

Condition, as defined in Pesetsky (1982). The definition of the Path Containment Condition

(and the supplementary definitions) are given in (32)-(34).

(32) Path Containment Condition (PCC) (Pesetsky, 1982, ex. (94), p. 309)

If two paths overlap, one must contain the other.

(33) Definition of Paths (Pesetsky, 1982, ex. (69), p. 289)

Suppose t is an empty category locally A-bound by b. Then

a. for a the first maximal projection dominating t

b. for / the first maximal projection dominating b
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c. the path between t and b is the set of nodes P such that P = {z I(x =a) (x dom.

a & -xdom.0)}

(34) Overlapping (Pesetsky, 1982, ex. (93), p. 309)

Two paths overlap iff their intersection is non-null and non-singleton.

In a way, given elements behave as if they were attracted by a feature and obeyed the At-

tract Closest Condition. Since we do not have any feature trigger in the system, we must

stay with the descriptive generalization requiring given elements to move on non-crossing

paths. One may wonder whether this is a problem for our system, or whether it is possible

that the source of the path containment behavior is somewhere else than in having a feature

trigger. I do not attempt to answer this question here.

The fact that is crucial for our discussion is that that the Path Containment Condition

results into the reversed word order of the given constituents. In contrast, if given elements

may move as one constituent, their order is preserved. I argue that it is a combination of

these two strategies that captures the variety of word order patterns in Czech.

We can now approach to the other case in which given elements cannot move as one

constituent. We will be looking at structures where there is no constituent that would

dominate only given elements. Such an example is given in (35).

(35) a. Co delal Petr vcera s autem?
what did Petr.Nom yesterday with car
'What did Petr do yesterday with his car?'

b. Petr auto viera If1dil rychle.
Petr.Nom car.Acc yesterday drove quickly
'Yesterday Petr drove fast his car.'

To see how the derivation proceeds, consider first the corresponding basic word order given

in (36). As we can see schematized in (37), the word order of given elements is partially

reversed (Peter> yesterday >car versus Peter>car>yesterday).
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(36) Petr fidil viera rychle auto.
Petr.Nom drove yesterday quickly car.Acc
'Yesterday Petr drove fast his car.'

(37) Subj-G Obj-G Advl-G II verb tAdvl Adv2 tObj

t t I I

Let's now go through the derivation step by step. The derivation is given in (38). We

know from the basic word order that both the adverbs are adjoined to VP (the finite verb,

which is at v, precedes them). The given constituents are marked by boxes. First, the

verb and the object are merged. At this point, the object undergoes G-movement above

the verb, as in (38-a). Then, the new adverb 'quickly' is merged and the object needs to

move again, (38-b). When the given adverb 'yesterday' is merged, no G-movement takes

place. VP is completed and V moves to v, (38-c). At this point, the object and the adverb

'yesterday' need to G-move. They cannot move as one constituent, however, because there

is no constituent that would contain only given elements. This is because of the new adverb

quickly. Thus the object and the adverb must move separately. The derivation is finished

by merging the subject, as in (38-d).

(38) a. VP

carl VP

drove tcar
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b. VP

car] VP

quickly VP

tcar VP

drove tcar

c. vP

drove VP

VP

VP

tdrove tcar
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vP

Petr vP

VP

tVP VP

tcar VP

quickly ...

We can test on this example a further G-movement property - its strictly cyclic character.

Let's see what happens if we only minimally change the example in (35-b). Let this time

the subject be new as well. First of all, what do we expect in our system? We are now in

the point of the derivation that corresponds to (38-d), repeated below as (39).
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(39) vP

Petr vP

carvp

yesterday vP

drove VP

tyesterday VP

tear VP

quickly ...

Since the subject is new, the derivation cannot stop here. Instead, the verb must move

again, followed by the given object and the given adverb. The interesting question is how

the given elements move. Since there is still no constituent that would dominate only

the given elements, the given elements must move separately. Thus, we predict that their

already reversed order would be reversed again, i.e., the final order would be identical to

their basic word order. This prediction is born out as can be seen in (40). The corresponding

derivation is given in (41).

(40) a. Who and what did yesterday with the car?

b. VWera auto 1 ffdil Petr rychle.
yesterday car drove Petr quickly
'Petr drove yesterday car quickly.'
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(4D) a.

drove vP

vP

td. VP

ty. VP

te. VP

quickly ...
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b. TP

yesterday TP

vP

vP

t',esterday..

VP

quickly ...

To sum up, we have seen in this section that G-movement can target a single given

element as well as a constituent dominating more than one given element. I have argued

that movement of a constituent containing more than one given element is preferred to

moving the given elements separately. Whether such a constituent may G-move depends

on two factors: (i) such a constituent must independently be able to move, and (ii) the

constituent may dominate at the point of G-movement only given elements. I have argued

that the variety of word order patterns found in Czech arises from a combination of the two

moving strategies: (i) given elements moving separately, and (ii) given elements moving as

one constituent. Thus, G-movement turned out to a sufficient tool for deriving the complex

Czech data. But we have also seen that we do not have yet a sufficient metrics that would

decide when exactly G-movement is licensed. In chapter 4 I will show how the syntax-

semantics interface decides when G-movement is licensed and when it is not.
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3.3 Summary

In this section, we have seen how G-movement introduces a sort of verb second pattern in

which the given elements are moved around the verbal head, unless such a given element is

the last element merged in the relevant part of the derivation. I have argued that if more than

one given element can move as one constituent such a derivation is preferred to a derivation

in which the given elements undergo independent movement. In contrast, if several given

elements cannot move as one constituent, they must move independently. The independent

instances of G-movement must obey the Path containment condition. I argued that a com-

bination of these two strategies - order preserving movement of one constituent containing

several given element versus order reversing movement of several given elements - derives

the variety of word order patterns found in Czech.

In the next chapter I will address the question of what drives G-movement. I will built

on results from this and the previous chapters, mainly on the conclusion that G-movement

is an extremely local, last resort operation that seems to be insensitive to possible feature

percolation. I will propose that G-movement is free movement that is restricted only by

interface requirements, in particular, by the syntax-semantics interface.
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Chapter 4

Semantic Interpretation

The proposal to be developed here is similar to recent proposals that attempt to tie in-

formation structure related movement to properties of the syntax-phonology interface (for

example, Cinque 1993; Reinhart 1995; Zubizarreta 1998; Arregui-Urbina 2002; Szendr6i

2003). Even though I assume that the phonological facts should be derivable from the

proposed syntactic structure, the syntax-phonology interface is not understood here as the

trigger of overt syntactic movement. I will argue instead that the burden should be put on

the syntax-semantics interface.

The basic idea behind my proposal is that G-movement is free syntactic movement re-

stricted by semantics in the sense that syntactic items move in order to create a partition

between elements to be interpreted as given and elements to be interpreted as new (cf.

Neeleman and van de Koot 2006 for a similar idea). The partition is interpreted by the se-

mantic module as a partition between what is presupposed and what is not, while satisfying

the Maximize Presupposition maxim (cf. Heim 1991).

As we will see, however, G-movement is only one part of a system of marking elements

as given. I will concentrate here on coordinations and basic word order structures in which

the same requirement on a partition between given and new applies even though there is no

movement attested.
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The chapter is structured as follows. First, I will recapitulate the syntactic results of the

previous chapters and I will highlight the type of data that the current syntactic system can-

not account for. In section 4.2, I will introduce a semantic operator the purpose of which

is to recursively mark syntactic elements as presupposed. In sections 4.3, I will develop a

system which uses the Maximize Presupposition maxim of Heim (1991) to distribute the

semantic operator and to evaluate syntactic derivations with respect to givenness. Section

4.4 will present the system in more details. Sections 4.5 and 4.6 will formalize the notion

of givenness in Czech and address the question of how givenness in Czech relates to deac-

centation in English. Section 4.7 shortly addresses the role of phonology in the system and

finally section 4.8 concludes the chapter.

4.1 Where we stand

In the previous chapters I have introduced G-movement as a tool to derive a hierarchical

partition between given and new material. We have seen that in order to derive the word

order within the given part the movement must be extremely local and cyclic. We have also

seen that this type of movement is a last resort operation in the sense that it takes place only

when it is needed to achieve a distinct semantic interpretation. Crucially, we have also seen

that an element may be given without undergoing G-movement.

I have provided evidence suggesting that G-movement is not feature-driven: G-movement

may take place at any point of the derivation. The only relevant criterion is the information

structure status of a newly (re-)merged item. Interestingly, the movement of ao is restricted

by head movement of the head in the projection in which a was originally merged. I have

suggested that we should understand the relation between head movement and G-movement

as a kind of a parasitic relation: head movement creates a landing site for a. The idea is

that in case there is no feature attractor, an element must exploit an independently existing

structure.

Since elements can be given without undergoing G-movement, G-movement per se
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does not mark an element as given. G-movement only creates a structure in which such an

element may be interpreted as given. The syntactic module does whatever it can do within

its own limitations and it is up to the interface(s) to figure the relevant interpretation and

to license the structure. Notice that, except for the head movement restriction, we have not

seen any constraints on G-movement that are not attested elsewhere in the syntax of Czech.

Is this right, though? Is the only purpose of G-movement really to create a particular

configuration? As we will see, this is indeed so. A piece of direct evidence comes from

coordination facts. Even though there is no movement attested within (and out of) a coor-

dination, a given element must still linearly precede a new element. Consider the examples

in (2) and (3). In the relevant context, (1), only the verb 'read' is given. As we can see, it

must linearly precede the new verb 'translate'. The examples in (4) are here as a control to

show that if the verb 'read' were not trapped within a coordination it would have to move.

Boldface in the following examples stands for given.

(1) Many of my friends have recently decided to change their lifestyle...

Tak jedna moje kamaridka bude vic ist. +-- context
so one my friend will more read
'For example, a friend of mine will read more.'

(2) A jeji pfftel bude [Rist a pfeklidat]. /- - new > vP & VP
and her friend will read and translate
'And her boyfriend will read and translate.'

(3) #A jeji prftel bude [pieklaidat a Cist]. - # VP & VP
and her friend will translate and read
'And her boyfriend will translate and read.'

(4) a. Cist bude (taky) jeji pritel .

read will also her friend
'Her boyfriend will read as well.'

b. #Jeji pfitel bude Eist.
her friend will read
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The same pattern emerges with coordinated DPs. As we can see on the contrast between

(6-a) and (6-b), a given DP must precede a new DP. Thus, the emerging pattern can be

summarized as in (7), where boldface stands for given.

(5) Na programu byla diskuse o nov6 ucitelce. -- context
on program was discussion about new teacher
'The topic of the program was a discussion about a new teacher.'

(6) a. UEitelku a ~iky to prekvapilo. -/DP & DP
teacher and students it surprised
'The teacher and students were surprised by it.'

b. #Ziaky a ucitelku a to piekvapilo. +- # DP & DP
students and teacher it surprised
'Students and a teacher were surprised by it.'

(7) Generalization about coordination:

a. A&B

b. #B&A

The facts are, however, more subtle. Recall the discussion about distribution of pronouns

in section 1.5. We have seen that in general a given DP cannot be asymmetrically c-

commanded by a new element. In such a configuration the DP must be realized as a pro-

noun or it must be modified by a demonstrative pronoun. The same holds here. Within a

coordination, a given DP may follow a new element only if the DP is pronominalized, as

in (8).

(8) a. #idky a ucitelku to prekvapilo. -- # DP & DP
students and teacher it surprised
'Students and a teacher were surprised by that.'

b. Ziky a tu uEitelku to pfekvapilo. 4- /DP & that DP
students and that teacher it surprised
'Students and that teacher were surprised by that.'

c. Miky i ji to pfekvapilo. /- /DP & pronoun
students and her it surprised
'She (=the teacher) and students were surprised by that.'

The pronominalization facts bring up another important issue. Recall that in section 1.5
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we have seen that if a DP coordination is asymmetrically c-commanded by new material, a

given DP is degraded even if it is the first conjunct. Interestingly, coordinated VPs behave

differently. As we have seen in (2), there is no problem for a VP conjunct to be asymmet-

rically c-commanded by a new material, as long as the given conjunct precedes the new

conjunct.

One might think that the difference between a VP and a DP coordination lies in that

there is no pronominal/anaphoric element that could replace a VP trapped in a coordina-

tion. Before we try to develop a system that could capture the difference between nouns and

verbs, let's first check whether the existence or non-existence of an anaphoric element is the

relevant difference. If the difference is really between having and not-having an anaphoric

counterpart, we expect that the difference should hold even within the same lexical category

in case that differing lexical items have or do not have an anaphoric counterpart. Such a

category is adverbs. As we can see in the examples in (11), non-pronominalized adverbials

show the same restriction on ordering as DPs and VPs. Interestingly, the restriction on or-

dering disappears once we replace the adverbial 'in Boston' with pronominal adverb 'here',

as in (12).1 Thus, we see the same pattern as with DPs. There is, however, an interesting

contrast. While in the case of a DP coordination, pronominalization is obligatory, in case

of coordinated adverbs it seems to be optional. Thus adverbials seem to pattern partially

with DPs and partially with VPs. One could argue that the difference might lie in the uncer-

tainty of judgments related to temporal and spacial indexicals. Even if I utter the sentence

in (11-a') in Boston, it is not clear that being in Boston is the common ground between the

participants of the communication. It might be understood as being in Cambridge, being at

MIT, being in my office etc. In section 4.3 I will argue, though, that it is possible to account

for the difference on independent grammatical grounds. The difference between having or

not having a pronominal counterpart will be only indirect for the proposal developed here.

(9) My social life in Boston is bearable because... - context

'In contrast to English, Czech 'tady' is an anaphoric element, unlike 'here'. Non-anaphoric counterpart
of 'here' is 'zde'.
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(10) v Bostonu Nije taky moje kamaridka Petra.
in Boston lives also my friend Petra
'... my friend Petra lives in Boston as well.'

(11) a. moje kamaridka Petra iije napfil v Bostonu a napiil v New Yorku.
my friend Petr lives half in Boston and half in New York
'... my friend Petra lives half in Boston and half in New York.'

b. #moje kamaridka Petra Zije napfil v New Yorku a napiil v Bostonu.
my friend Petr lives half in New York and half in Boston
'... my friend Petra lives half in New York and half in Boston.'

(12) a. moje kamaridka Petra Nije napil tady a napfil v New Yorku.
my friend Petr lives half here and half in New York
'... my friend Petra lives half here and half in New York.'

b. moje kamaridka Petra fije napiil v New Yorku a napiil tady.
my friend Petr lives half in New York and half here
'... my friend Petra lives half half in New York and half here.'

To summarize, we have seen that there are two different strategies to mark a syntactic

element in Czech as given. (i) Either an element is in an appropriate configuration (given

precedes new), or (ii) it is lexically marked as given. The appropriate configuration can

be achieved either by base generation or by G-movement. The relevant environments we

have discussed so far are summarized in (13). We have also seen that failing to be in an

appropriate configuration is not necessarily a problem but the facts are more subtle as we

have seen on coordination of adverbs.

(13) Summary of environments in which a given element must precede a new ele-

ment:

a. finite clause (may involve cyclic G-movement)

b. domain defined by verb movement (may involve local G-movement)

c. coordination (no movement)

The syntactic mechanisms introduced so far create the right partition when some G-movement

takes place. It cannot, however, account for the word order constraint in coordination and it

cannot account for the distributional pattern of pronominalized versus non-pronominalized

elements because G-movement is the only mechanism that can improve a suboptimal struc-
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ture. The question is whether we can do better.

Let's first see whether we can do better if we take into account current insights about

the syntax of the information structure. There are two main approaches to consider: carto-

graphic approaches (Rizzi, 1997, 2004; Cinque, 2002; Belletti, 2004; Aboh, 2004, among

others) and interface-driven approaches (Vallduvi, 1992; Cinque, 1993; Reinhart, 1995;

Erteschik-Shir, 1997; Zubizarreta, 1998; Arregui-Urbina, 2002; Szendr6i, 2003, among

others). The cartographic approaches cannot deal with the Czech word order data. Such

an approach would have problems with ordering within the given part (when should the

order be preserved, when should it be reversed?), with ordering within a coordination (if

feature checking can be done by Agree, why this option is not available for any given el-

ement?), and with the fact that not only given but sometimes also new elements (a finite

verb) undergo movement. The interface-driven approaches (more precisely approaches

which rely on the syntax-phonology interface) deal with the Czech data much better. For

example, if we consider a rather abstract version of the nuclear stress rule, we might be able

to account for most of the ordering patters. But unfortunately, exactly the cases which can-

not be captured by G-movement, such as ordering within a coordination and the difference

between coordinated DPs and coordinated VPs, would be left aside as well. Furthermore,

a phonology driven approach does not provide any insight for deriving the empirical gen-

eralization.

I argue that the missing part in our understanding of givenness is the syntax-semantics

interface. Even though many of the above mentioned authors are concerned with the se-

mantic interpretation of givenness (or focus), the syntax-semantics interface is not under-

stood as the key component. Instead, the syntactic component or the phonology component

works in parallel to the semantics. I argue that we indeed want to put the main burden on

the semantic component, more precisely on the semantics and the pragmatic component.

Once we do this, we do not need to refer at all to information structure in syntax and/or in

21 do not comment here on optimality theory approaches (Choi, 1999; Downing et al., 2006; Zerbian,
2006, among others) and functionalist approaches (Sgall et al., 1986; Firbas, 1992, among others).
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phonology.

Notice that we have never defined what it means to be given in Czech. Following

Schwarzschild (1999), I argue that a given element in Czech must have a salient antecedent.

As we will see in section 4.5, however, this is not a sufficient condition for givenness in

Czech. For an element to be given in Czech, the element must be existentially presupposed.

(14) For a to be given,

a. a must have a salient antecedent (cf. Schwarzschild 1999), and

b. a must be presupposed.

Consider now the following English example. The relevant utterance is the utterance

in (15-c). As we can see in (16) the Czech counterpart of (15-c) is infelicitous, unless the

string is reordered as in (16). The crucial question is why (16) is not well-formed.

(15) a. Q: Any news about Mary or her sister?

b. A: Not much. But I've heard that...

c. the new president fell in love with Mary.

(16) #Nov' prezident se zamiloval do Marie.
new president.Nom REFL loved into Marie.Gen
'The new president fell in love with Marie.'

(17) Do Marii se zamiloval novy prezident.
into Marie.Gen REFL loved new president.Nom
'The new president fell in love with Mary.'

The answer to this question is in fact far from being trivial. We know that the utterance in

(16) is syntactically well-formed. As the semantic interpretation is concerned, the utterance

is well formed as well. There is no problem with interpreting the utterance irrespectively of

whether or not Marie is presupposed. Furthermore, according to our informal definition of

givenness in (14), if Marie is presupposed, Marie is given. To conclude, with our current

system, there is no reason for Marie to G-move. We predict that the utterance in (16) should

be well formed and felicitous which is incorrect. This is true in general: in the system in
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place there is no reason for an element to G-move.

I argue that the problem lies in a peculiarity of Czech that is schematically captured in

(18). Roughly, an element cannot be presupposed without structurally higher elements in

the same domain being presupposed as well.

(18) A peculiarity of Czech:

Within a domain [Dom Y ... X], if X is presupposed, so is Y.

With respect to the utterance in (16), there are two options that can arise. Either (i) Marie is

presupposed, or (ii) Marie is not presupposed. Let's evaluate these two options. (i) If Marie

is presupposed, it follows from (18) that 'new president' must be presupposed as well. But

such an interpretation would lead to Presupposition failure. What about the other option?

If we do not presuppose Marie, nothing goes wrong either in syntax or in semantics. I

argue that in order to exclude option (ii) we need to refer to a pragmatic principle called

Maximize Presupposition, given in (19). I argue that if Marie in (16) is not presupposed

then (16) violates the Maximize Presupposition maxim.

(19) Maximize Presupposition (after Heim (1991))

In context C use the most informative presupposition satisfied in C.

We can thus conclude that (16) is not well formed because Marie cannot be interpreted as

presupposed in this particular syntactic configuration. The only way to interpret Marie as

presupposed is to change the structure, i.e, to move Marie above the new elements.

To formalize the idea about marking givenness introduced in this chapter, we will first

need to derive the descriptive generalization about Czech given in (18). Then I will in-

troduce a formal evaluation component that allows to decide what structure satisfies the

Maximize presupposition maxim in the relevant context. I will argue for a global compari-

son system which will evaluate syntactic structure at the level of a phase.
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More concretely, in the next subsection I will derive (18) by introducing a semantic

operator which recursively marks syntactic elements as presupposed. Then I will show

how this operator interacts with Maximize Presupposition. I will also show how the mod-

ified system can account for the Czech cases discussed in chapters 1-3. In section 4.3 I

will show how the modified system can account for the coordination facts that have been a

problem for the original system. Section 4.5 formalizes the notion of givenness in Czech

and in section 4.6 I will address the question of the relation of G-movement in Czech and

deaccentation in English. Finally, in section 4.7 I will show why a syntax-phonology inter-

face system is not a viable alternative.

It has already been suggested that Maximize Presupposition may license movement

(see Wagner (2005, To appear a) and Wagner (To appear b)). I want to extend the idea to

licensing other grammatical structures as well. Roughly, Maximize Presupposition may be

used for global comparison of different derivations. It is up to the reference set to incor-

porate whatever are the relevant means of expressing givenness in a particular language.

The intuition to capture is that there may be more than one grammatical tool to consider

within the comparison set. Thus, while some languages use, for example, morphological

marking (for definite articles) or prosodic tools (deaccenting) as means which can give rise

to a presupposition (can pick up a unique referent from the discourse), other languages may

have other tools. I argue that Czech uses movement (cf. Hlavsa (1975) for a similar idea)

and a linear partition between given and new as such a tool.3

4.2 Marking givenness by an operator

Recall that the example in (16) is not well formed no matter whether or not Marie is pre-

supposed. If Marie is not presupposed the pragmatic principle Maximize Presupposition

is violated. In contrast, if Marie is presupposed, (16) is out because of the peculiarity of

3Notice I do not claim that in Czech givenness corresponds to definiteness. Even though there may be a
partial overlap these are two different notions.
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Czech characterized in (18). The question is whether we can derive (18), repeated below

as (20).

(20) A peculiarity of Czech:

Within a domain [Dom Y ... X], if X is presupposed, so is Y.

Roughly, we need something that adds to an element a presupposition without affecting

the assertion. I will implement this idea by using a semantic operator that I will call G-

operator.

In principle we could have a semantic operator that could apply anywhere in the struc-

ture and which would mark its sister as given (see Sauerland (2005) for such a proposal for

English). Consider the structures in (21) and (22) demonstrating such a proposal.

(21) (22)

< <s, t>

given gil
given

new 5•&LV' %. new
new ... new ...

This structure does not seem to be right because such an operator would not capture

(18) and as a result no movement would be needed. Recall that even though sometimes

elements can be interpreted as given in situ, they usually relocate to the left edge of its

domain.

Furthermore, as the following subsection intends to show the relevant domains for

movement and for spreading presuppositions correspond to a proposition (type < s, t >).

We thus need an operator that can take more than one element (a recursive operator) and

that is sensitive to semantic types in that it terminates on type < s, t >.
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(23) <s, t >

given
given

new
new ...

In this section I will propose such recursive operator. I will show how the operator

motivates the location of given elements on the left edge of their domain and the fact that

the domains correspond to propositions. In section 4.2.1, I will give arguments for the

domains being propositional. Next, in section 4.2.2, I will define the operator and I will

show how it interacts with the Maximize presupposition maxim.

4.2.1 G-movement domains are propositional domains

So far, we have seen several types of domains within which G-movement takes place. Ei-

ther (i) the domain corresponds to a finite clause, which we can take to be a proposition

without any further discussion, or (ii) the domain is whatever is selected by a tense auxil-

iary, or (iii) the domain is a small clause.4

If we assume that a tensed auxiliary selects for a proposition, following Ogihara (1996),

among others, we can conclude that in all the cases discussed so far, the relevant domain

of G-movement is a proposition. The relation is schematized in (24). The examples in

(25)-(27) illustrate the relation between a tense auxiliary and the domain of G-movement.

(24) a. Future:

Aux-v <proposition VP >

b. Past:

Aux-T <proposition vP + VP >

c. Present:

4I put aside DPs and coordinations where we have not detected G-movement. I will get back to the
coordination facts in section 4.4.
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<proposition (CP) + TP + vP + VP >

(25) Future:

a. What will happen with all the money that were found in the building?

b. N'jaky tiifednik [,p bude [vpenze I pravideln6 posilat opu't6nym
some clerk.Nom will money.Acc regularly send lonely

detem.]]
children.Dat
'A clerk will regularly send the money to lonely children.'

(26) Past:

a. What happened with all the money that were found in the building?

b. N'jaky tirednik a ji [TP jsme [vP pen II pravideln6 posilali
some clerk.Nom and I were money.Acc regularly sent

opuWtEn'm dMtem.]]
lonely children.Dat
'A clerk and regularly sent the money to lonely children.'

(27) Present:

a. What happens with all the money that were found in the building?

b. Penze posflai pravideln6 nejaký iiiednik oputany1m detem.
money.Acc sends regularly some clerk.Nom lonely children.Dat
'A clerk and regularly sends the money to lonely children.'

So far the correlation between auxiliary selection and the domain of G-movement being a

proposition is only suggestive. Even though such a correlation is possible, the relation is

not straightforward. Furthermore, the assumption that tense selects a proposition has been

questioned in recent literature on tense (Kusumoto, 2005).

In the rest of this subsection I will build an additional argument for treating domains of

G-movement as propositions. The argument is based on behavior of propositional modi-

fiers such as 'again'. Modifiers such as 'again' are known to be able to attach at different

levels of a syntactic structure and their different syntactic position corresponds to different

scope properties. Bale (To appear) has noticed that while the attachment site of modifiers

like 'again' may vary, the constituent 'again' attaches to is always a proposition. Since only
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a proposition gives rise to a presupposition we can test whether a constituent is a proposi-

tion or not by looking at presuppositions the modifier gives rise to.

Thus if the hypothesis about the relation between G-movement and propositions is cor-

rect, we predict that different tenses in Czech should have different presuppositions. Let's

consider the difference between perfect versus imperfect future tense formation in Czech.

While the imperfect future tense is formed by a v-generated auxiliary and an infinitive, the

perfective future tense is formed by a synthetic finite verbal form. See the examples in (28).

(28) a. Marie nakoupi (*dv6 hodiny).
Marie.Nom shops.Fut.Perf two hours
'Marie will shop.'

b. Marie bude nakupovat dve hodiny.
Marie will.3.sg. shop.Inf.Imp two hours
'Marie will shop for two hours.'

If we assume that the imperfective auxiliary selects for a proposition and that the subject

is base generated as the specifier of vP, we predict that the structure may give rise to a

presupposition that excludes the subject. In contrast, since in the perfective future tense

the domain of G-movement is bigger than VP no subject-less proposition is predicted to be

possible. The predictions are schematized in (29). As we will see shortly, the predictions

are borne out.

(29) a. Imperfective Future:

[vp Subject Aux [vp again event]]

-+ again gives rise to a presupposition in exclusion of the subject

b. Perfective Future:

[,p Subject verb [vp again...]]

-- again cannot give rise to a presupposition in exclusion of the subject

Consider first English examples with the modifier 'again'. Certain verbs (according

to Bale, non-stative verbs) allow again to combine with the VP without giving rise to a

presupposition containing the subject. Thus, as in the example in (30), it is enough that
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someone hugged Esme to license again in 'Jon hugged her again.' For this sentence to be

felicitous there is no requirement on Jon to have hugged Esme before. Thus, the subject

is not part of the relevant presupposition otherwise the sentence with Jon would not be

felicitous (unless there was an event in past in which Jon hugged Esme).

(30) simplified after Bale's (28):

a. Jon and his wife love their daughter Esme, and Esme is reassured by overt

expression of their love. For example, yesterday Esme felt reassured when

her mother gave her a hug. The effect was doubled when...

b. Jon hugged her again.

In contrast, other verbs (according to Bale, stative verbs) can combine with again at the

VP level only if the relevant presupposition contains also the subject. As we can see in

the example in (31), for someone to love Frank again, the person must have loved Frank

before. The (c) example is here as a control to show that if the subject is not present in the

structure there is nothing wrong with the presupposition triggered by 'again'.

(31) simplified after Bale's (47):

a. Seymour's mother loved Frank, although she was the only one who did. After

a while she no longer cared for Frank. However, Seymour became attached

to the man, and developed strong feelings for him after his mother's love

subsided. So...

b. #Seymour loved Frank again.

c. Frank was loved again.

Czech exhibits the very same cut as we can see in the Czech equivalents of the English

examples, given in (32) and (33).

(32) a. Petr and his wife love their daughter Lucie, and Lucie is reassured by overt

expression of their love. For example, yesterday Lucie felt reassured when

her mother gave her a hug. The effect was doubled when...
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b. Petr zase objal Lucii.
Petr.Nom again hugged Lucie.Acc
'Petr hugged Lucie again.'

(33) a. Petr's mother loved Martin, although she was the only one who did. After a

while she no longer cared for Martin. However, Petr became attached to the

man, and developed strong feelings for him after his mother's love subsided.

So...

b. #Petr zase miloval Martina.
Petr.Nom again loved Martin.Acc
'Petr loved Martin again.'

c. Martin byl zase milovain.
Martin.Nom was again loved
'Martin was loved again.'

The cut in Czech is identical to the morphologically marked difference between perfec-

tive and imperfective verbs. 5 Thus, while imperfective verbs do obligatory give rise to

a presupposition containing the subject, perfective verbs are compatible with subject-less

presuppositions. Since most of Czech verbs have both imperfective and perfective stems

we can test the difference on minimal pairs.

(34) Imperfective version of kick:

a. Marie was kicking Petr for half an hour and then she stopped. Petr got re-

lieved but then...

b. #Jana zase kopala Petra.
Jana.Nom again kicked.Impf Petr.Acc
'Jana kicked Petr again.'

c. Petr byl zase kopin.

Petr.Nom was again kicked

'Petr was kicked again.'6

51 believe that Bale's conclusion that the relevant partition of verbs with respect to their propositional
properties is not correct. I think that even in English, the relevant difference is between perfective and
imperfective verbs. The difference is, however, not so easily detectable because English does not have any
overt morphological marking that would give a clear cut for Bale's cases. Bale lists several counterexamples
to his proposal. They all fall under the perfective/imperfective distinction.

6In fact, the passive form is slightly awkward but this is for independent reason: there is a lexical ambigu-
ity involved ('kick' and 'dig') because of which a native speaker would prefer impersonal passive to regular
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(35) Perfective version of kick:

a. Marie kicked Petr once and then she left. Petr got relieved but then...

b. Jana zase kopla Petra.
Jana.Nom again kicked.Perf Petr.Acc
'Jana kicked Petr again.'

We can see the morphological difference more clearly in the future tense because im-

perfective verbs form analytical future in contrast to perfective verbs which form synthetic

future.

(36) Imperfective version of kick - future:

a. Marie was kicking Petr for half an hour and then she stopped. Petr got re-

lieved because he didn't know that...

b. #Jana bude zase kopat Petra.
Jana.Nom will again kick.Impf Petr.Acc
'Jana would kick Petr again.'

(37) Perfective version of kick - future:

a. Marie kicked Petr once and then she left. Petr got relieved because he didn't

know that...

b. Jana zase kopne Petra.
Jana.Nom again will-kick.Perf Petr.Acc
'Jana would kick Petr again.'

To conclude, we have seen that there is a correlation between auxiliary selection and the

size of a propositional domain. I argue that the presuppositional behavior discussed above

provides additional evidence for treating domains of G-movement as propositions.

The other cases where we observed very local G-movement were small clauses and

infinitival complements. Also here, we can safely assume that both small clauses and

infinitival complements are propositions. To sum up, in all the relevant cases, the domain

of G-movement corresponds to a proposition. In other words, given elements are adjacent

passive.
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to type < s, t >. This will turn out to be crucial for the way we define the G-operator.

4.2.2 G-operator

Let's recapitulate where we stand. We need a meta-language object that would add a pre-

supposition to a syntactic element. Such an object (i) needs to be able to add a presuppo-

sition to more than one element (in order to capture the pecualiarity of Czech schematized

in (20)), and (ii) it may operate only within a propositional domain (we know that ele-

ments outside of a propositional domain does not need to be presupposed). I propose to

implement such an object as a syncategorematic operator defined in (38). 7

(38) G-operator:

AA, : Given(A).G(IB A]) B is of type < a,/3 > for some a, 3

G(JB])= other than <s, t >

ý[B] for B of type < s, t >

The operator takes a constituent B and marks its sister A as Given which rougly means

that it adds a presupposition to A.8 The operator is defined with respect to a syntactic

constituent. Thus, whatever can be syntactically (and semantically) combined together

qualifies as good arguments for the operator. There is a checking condition involved: the

operator marks A as given only if B is not of type s,t. If B is of type s,t, the meaning of the

G-operator is an identity function which returns [[BI.9 Notice that it is immaterial whether

the operator is inserted in the narrow syntax or at LF. The only important thing is that it is

syncategorematic in the sense that it is not interpreted compositionally.

Let's consider a simple derivation to see how the operator works. In the example in (39),

there is only one given element: 'lollipop'. The corresponding LF structure is given in (40).

71 am grateful to Irene Heim and Roni Katzir for discussing the properties of the G-operator with me. The
formulation of the operator in (38) is due Roni Katzir.

81 will introduce a formal definition of Given in section 4.5.
9To my knowledge, Schwarzschild (1999) was the first to observe that interpreting givenness instead of

focus allows given elements to be interpreted in a recursive fashion.
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I follow here Heim and Kratzer (1998) in treating movement as inducing A-abstraction.

But I modify their proposal in assuming that the operator is inserted above the A-abstractor.

Furthermore, I assume that if there is more than one given element the G-operator is above

all the A-abstracts (cf. Nissenbaum (1998), Nissenbaum (2000) and Beck and Sauerland

(2000)). This is necessary for the G-operator not to terminate below the given elements.

(39) Lizaitko nasel chlapec.
lollipop found boy
'A boy found the lollipop.'

(40)
A=lollipop C

G C'

7 B

boy B'

found t7

Simplifying significantly I assume that head movement is not relevant for the interpretation.

I also assume that both lollipop and boy are individuals. The semantic interpretation is

given in (41)-(44). For the sake of simplicity of the derivation I treat propositions in the

following derivations as type t.

(41) Ifound] = Az.Ay. y found x

[B'] = Ay. y found x7

[B]g = 1 iff boy found g(x 7)

[C'j E Dt = Ax7. boy found x 7

[C) = G(QC']I) =G](Ax 7. boy found x7) =

(42) =Ahe: Given(h). [G]([Ax 7 . boy found x7](h)) =

=Ahe: Given(h). [G](boy found h) =

=Ah,e: Given(h). boy found h
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(43) a. [A] = 1 (for lollipop)

b. [boy] = b

where b and 1 are individuals

(44) [AB] = 1 iff

[CI ([A]) = 1 iff

[ G (Ax. b found x7)] (1) = 1 iff

[Ahe: Given(h). G ([AX 7. b found x7](h))](l) = 1 iff

[Ahe: Given(h). b found h](1) = 1 iff

1 is given: when defined = 1 iff and b found 1

As we can see, the G-operator marks A (lollipop) as given but then it terminates because

after the lollipop combines with the rest of the clause (boy found), the structure is of type

t, thus the G-operator returns an identity function. Notice that if there was more than one

given element, the operator would not terminate but instead it would mark the next element

as presupposed.

The reader might be puzzled that the operator leaves intact its complement and instead

it propagates upwards. A more conventional idea of a semantic operator is an operator that

applies only to its complement. Notice, however, that such a binary operator is not un-

common. This is exactly how, for example, the generalized conjunction (Partee and Rooth,

1983) or *-operator of Beck and Sauerland (2000) work.

The G-operator as it is defined now does two things for us. First of all, it marks every-

thing from a certain point up as given and it stops at the edge of a propositional domain.

Furthermore, once given elements start moving they need to continue moving. The reason

is that if there were a new element between two given elements it would be marked as pre-

supposed as well because the operator would not terminate and the new element would be

necessarily marked as presupposed which would lead to presupposition failure. Recall that

for the operator to terminate, the relevant constituent must correspond to a proposition. We

have thus derived the peculiarity of Czech from (20).
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Notice, however, that the G-operator per se does not motivate movement. According to

the definition an element can be marked as presupposed even in situ. Consider the following

structure. For sake of simplicity let's assume that this particular VP is propositional.

(45) VPt

A=objecte
B=Vset G

In this particular configuration, there is no problem for the G-operator to mark the object

as presupposed while leaving everything else intact.

(46) [B]J = Axe. shoot x

[AI = movie (individual)

(47) 1[B'] = G(B) =

G(Aze. shoot x) =

Ahe: Given(h). G ([Axe. shoot x](h)) =

Ahe: Given(h). G (shoot h) =

Ah,: Given(h). shoot h

(48) [AB] = 1 iff

[B'] ([A]) = 1 iff

[Ahe: Given(h). does h] (movie) = 1 iff

movie is given: when defined = 1 iff shoot movie

At this point I do not know any principled way to block such a derivation. But the facts

are clear: we want the G-operator to be able to adjoin to an extended projection, not to a

lexical head. In a way, we want the operator to behave like a syntactic adjunct.' 0

'oThis seems to be a reasonable assumption. While some languages might be able to adjoin their semantic
operators to any syntactic element, others might be more restrictive. See, for example, Biiring and Hartmann
(2001), for arguments that while in English focus sensitive particles may be adjoined to any syntactic element,
in German they can be adjoined only to a maximal verbal projection.
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(49) A G-operator cannot adjoin between a lexical head and its complement.

The ban on adjoining the G-operator between a lexical head and its complement predicts

that in case of a basic word order, anything except for the most embedded element can be

given. This follows from the fact that there is no way to insert a G-operator so it could

scope over the most embedded element. This is a welcome prediction because an utterance

in which everything is given is perceived as infelicitous."

The question that arises is how the grammar knows where to introduce the G-operator.

I argue that the operator's distribution is determined by Maximize presupposition, repeated

below.

(50) Maximize Presupposition (after Heim (1991))

In context C use the most informative presupposition satisfied in C.

The consequence of the maxim is the presuppositions we consider are scalar presupposi-

tions.' 2 The reason is that the maxim requires the speaker to use the logical form which

marks the strongest presupposition compatible with the common ground (Stalnaker, 1973,

1974). The question is how we restrict the set of presuppositions that are relevant for a

particular utterance. The recent proposals based on Maximize Presupposition such as, for

example, Sauerland (2003) and Percus (2006) build the relevant set by replacing a lexical

item with its scalar mates (Horn, 1972) within a fixed structure.

Replacing scalar mates within a fixed syntactic structure would not, however, work in

our case. I argue that if we want the maxim to regulate the distribution of the G-operator, the

"Notice that we have just derived the fact that given elements do not bear the main sentential stress which
in Czech falls on the rightmost prosodic word, which in turn corresponds to the most embedded part of a tree.
I will comment on prosody versus givenness more in section 4.7. Notice also that in proposals based on focus
projection or in cartographic approaches, the fact that anything except for the most embedded part of the tree
can be given cannot be derived.

121 treat the Maximize presupposition maxim as a primitive but see Schlenker (2006) for arguments that
it might be possible to derive the maxim from neo-Gracean reasoning, if we take into an account the notion
of common belief of Stalnaker (2002). But as even Schlenker admits, the results are inconclusive. See
also Magri (2007) for further arguments that Maximize Presupposition cannot be reduced to neo-Gracean
reasoning.
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reference set must contain different syntactic (syntactic in the broad sense) derivations (see

Reinhart (1995); Fox (1995); Reinhart (2006) for proposals using reference set computation

over structures). 13 Thus, we need a definition of a reference set that would allow us to

compare different structures with and without a G-operator. Such a definition is given in

(51).

(51) Reference set for Maximize Presupposition evaluation

For purposes of Maximize Presupposition, the reference set, toward which Maxi-

mize presupposition is evaluated, consists of all derivations

a. that are based on the same numeration and free insertion of a G-operator, and

b. that make the same assertion.

I assume that the G-operator is not part of the numeration but it is a syncategoramatic

operator which the semantic module can introduce without violating inclusiveness (for ex-

ample, Chomsky (2000)). A crucial part of the proposal is that the semantic module has the

capacity to license an otherwise illicit structure but only if there is no other way to achieve

the desired interpretation (see also Fox (2000)). In our case, the illicit operation under the

discussion is G-movement. We have derived that G-movement is allowed only if it affects

the semantic interpretation. Now we can define the relevant condition more precisely.

(52) Economy condition on G-movement:

The only structure that is allowed is the structure that has the smallest number of

G-movement which leads to the relevant interpretation (i.e., assertion and presup-

position).

The new condition on G-movement has several welcome consequences. First of all, we

no longer need to distinguish between movement of a head for givenness and movement

of a head which facilitates G-movement. Under the current definition, the only thing that

matters is whether the resulting structure allows to insert a G-operator in a position that

would not be available otherwise. Whether the movement affects a new or a given element

13I assume that both Sauerland (2005) and Wagner (To appear) define their reference set as a set of deriva-
tions as well. Neither of them is explicit about it, though.
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is irrelevant. To see this, consider the following example and its derivation.

(53) a. What about Petr?

b. Petra I vftia Marie.
Petr.Acc welcomes Marie.Nom
'Marie welcomes Petr.'

Assuming that T projection does not need to be inserted in the present tense, 14 the derivation

proceeds as in (54). First, the given object moves over the verb, as in (54-a). Then the verb

moves to v. Now the object needs to move again, (54-b). Notice that it is not possible to

mark the object by a G-operator within VP: since VP is not of an atomic type, the operator

would necessarily affect structurally higher material (the verb and the subject; the elements

in the scope of a G-operator are marked by a box). After the object moves to vP, the subject

is merged, (54-c). In principle the derivation might be able to stop here. The problem is that

in this configuration there is no position into which a G-operator could be inserted without

marking also the subject as given (which would lead to Presupposition failure). Thus, there

is no choice than to continue in the derivation: the verb moves to T, the object moves to

Spec,TP and a G-operator can be finally inserted in a position which satisfies Maximize

presupposition without leading to Presupposition failure, (54-d).

(54) a. VP

Petr VP

V tPetr

141 assume a grammar in which a functional projection is projected only if it is associated with overt
material or if it is selected by a higher head. Cf. for example Wurmbrand (2006, To appear).
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Petr vP

-Vl VP

VP

tV tPetr

c. vP

Subject

v-V VP

tPetr VP

tv tPetr
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d. TP v/G

vP

vP

v-V VP

tPetr VP

tv tPetr

Thus, we can strengthen our previous discussion in that there is no direct relation between

being given or new and undergoing G-movement. Syntactic G-movement is free move-

ment. It is only up to the semantic module to decide whether such movement is licensed or

not.

We are now in a position to understand why certain derivations cannot be improved by

moving a phrase containing both given and new elements. Consider again example (14)

from chapter 3, repeated below as (55).

(55) a. What will happen to the book?

b. Marie bude tu knihu divat Petrovi.
Marie.Nom will the book.Acc give.Inf Petr.Dat
'Marie will give the book to Peter.'

The question is why the whole VP cannot move as in (56). In such a derivation, no new

element would asymmetrically c-command 'book'. Thus, the partition between given and
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new would be perfect.

(56) a. What will happen to the book?

b. #[Tu knihu I daivat Petrovi] bude Marie.
the book.Acc give.Inf Petr.Dat will Marie.Nom
'Marie will give the book to Peter.'

c. TP

VP TP

will vP
book give to-Peter tbook

Marie tvp

But we already know that the perfect partition is irrelevant here. The reason is that the

only place where the G-operator may be inserted is between 'book' and 'give', as in (57).

Any other position would lead to Presupposition failure. The position is, however, already

available after the object G-moves within VP. Moving the whole DP does not bring in any

interpretation that would not be already available after the first instance of G-movement.

Therefore, G-movement of the whole VP is not licensed.

(57) TP

VP TP

will vP
book 1 give to-Peter tbook

Marie tvp

The same reasoning accounts also for the assumption that a constituent containing several

given elements may G-move only if it contains only given elements. If there were any new
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element, a G-operator would have to be inserted within the moving constituent, i.e., in the

position in which it would have been inserted if the whole constituent did not undergo G-

movement at all.

Let's summarize where we stand. We have an operator that can motivate given elements

to be located in the left edge of its propositional domain and we know informally how the

distribution of the operator can be regulated by the Maximize presupposition maxim. The

open question is what happens if there is more than one propositional domain per finite

clause. The prediction is clear. In principle, any propositional domain might have its own

G-operator in the same way as it can have an independent linear partition between given

and new. Consider the example in (58).

(58) Marie bude knihy prodaivat _.
Marie will books sell
'Marie will sell the books.'

The example in (58) is felicitous in the following two contexts:

(59) Context I: only books given

What will happen to the books?

(60) Context II: everything given except for sell

What will Marie do with the books?

Thus, there is one syntactic structure that can be interpreted in two different ways. The

interpretations differ only in the number of G-operators in the structure. Either (i) there is

only one operator, terminating at VP, or (ii) there are two different G-operators - one per

each propositional domain.s1

(61) Context I: One G attached to the main spine:

151 assume that 'will' is not marked for givenness, otherwise the structure would have to contain three
G-operators.
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terminating point

Mary TP

T vP

will VP<s

books VP

G VP

sell tbooks

(62) Context II: Two Gs attached to the main spine:

TP, terminating points

IMaryl TP

G TP

T vP

will VP,.

Ibooksl VP

G VP

sell tbooks

In the same way as there can be two separate G-operators, there can be two domains

of G-movement. Thus, for example, there is no problem with having separate G-operators

and separate G-movement in a matrix and in an embedded clause, as can be seen in (63).

In this sentence, the given elements Petr and Marie are objects in two different clauses and
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they G-move within their clause, resulting in two independent partitions between given and

new.

(63) a. Do you know anything about Petr and Marie?

b. Nihodou jsem sly'el, ie Petrovi II ifkala n6jaka panif, ze
accidentally Aux.lsg heard that Petr.Dat told some lady that
Marii 1I zamestnali v ABB.
Marie.Acc employed.lpl in ABB
'I accidentally heard that some lady told Petr that Marie got employed in the

ABB.'

Similarly in infinitival structures, some of the structurally higher elements can be given as

well, or they can undergo G-movement, as in (64).

(64) a. Do you know what Mary did with her famous boat?

b. Marie | se pokusila lod' I prodat.
Marie REFL tried boat to-sell
'Marie tried to sell the boat (but no one wanted to buy it).'

c. Marii I naffdil soud lod' II prodat.
Marie.Dat ordered court.Nom boat.Acc sell
'(You won't believe it but) a court ordered Marie to sell the boat.'

We can iterate the insertion of the G-operator even further, as in (65). In this case, one

operator must be adjoined within the DP coordination (only one conjunct is given, not the

whole coordination) and another operator is adjoined within the VP (below boat).

(65) a. Do you know what Mary is planning to do with her broken boat?

b. Marie II a nejaky automechanik budou lodT I v l6te opravovat.

Marie and some car mechanic will boat in summer repair

'Marie and some car mechanic will repair the boat in the summer.'

To summarize, we now have an informal way to characterize cases in which G-movement

is licensed and we have a semantic operator which allows us to mark more than one G-

element as presupposed. In the next section, I will develop a formal system which allows

us to compare structures with respect to the Maximize presupposition in a more precise
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way.

Before we get to the next section notice that we have derived the size of a domain of

G-movement independently of head movement. The question is whether we still need the

restriction on head movement or not. Also, it is not clear whether we can independently

derive the fact that G-movement is very local.

It looks like the head movement restriction only doubles the locality restriction imposed

by the G-operator. Is it really true? Recall that the domain of G-movement varies in the

past tense depending on the presence or the absence of the auxiliary. The relevant examples

are repeated below.

(66) 3sg.:

a. What happened to the boat that got demaged in the last storm?

b. Lod' opravil jeden technik.
boat.Acc repaired one technician.Nom
'A technician repaired the boat.'

(67) ipl.:

a. What happened to the boat that got demaged in the last storm?

b. Jeden technik a jjsme lod' opravili .
one technician.Nom and I Aux.lpl boat.Acc repaired
'A technician and I repaired the boat.'

I assume that example (66) is a vP, while the example in (67) corresponds to a TP. Even

though this is a non-standard assumption it follows from the hypothesis that functional

projections are merged only when needed. Thus it looks like that we could reduce the re-

strictions on G-movement to properties of the G-operator. But I hesitate to do the step. The

reason is that at this point I do not have a good understanding of free syntactic movement.

It is well possible that for a language to have free syntactic movement, the language must

have also flexible head movement. I will thus leave the answer for future research.
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Another issue is whether we still need G-movement to be very local. I argue that this

requirement is needed in order to derive word orders in which a given element is exter-

nally merged immediately above an internally merged given element. Such an example is

repeated below.

(68) a. How did the boy get the lollipop?

b. Chlapec lizaitko 1I na'el.
boy.Nom lollipop.Acc found
'The boy found the lollipop.'

(69) a. [,p object verb [vp tv tobj ] ]
I

b. [,p subject object verb [vp tv tobj I ]

One might argue that with respect to the G-operator it is immaterial whether the object

moves above the verb before or after the subject is merged. This is not true, however. The

difference lies in the position of the A-abstract. If the object moves over the subject, the

A-abstract would have to be inserted between the subject and the object. As a result, the

G-operator would terminate before it would reach the object. Consider the structure in (70).

(70) st terminating point

object e,st

A st

subject G

Thus if there is only one G-operator per a propositional domain (which seems to be correct

considering the nature of the G-operator even though it is hard to test), unless the object

moves before the subject is merged the object could not be interpreted as presupposed. I

therefore conclude that we need an independent requirement which prefers derivations with

very local movement to derivations with a non-local G-movement.
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Another issue that stayed unanswered so far is when exactly the Maximize presupposi-

tion takes place. I assume that the evaluation may happen in the end of a phase. This allows

to limit the global comparison only to structures which can be derived within a phase from

the same numeration. I assume this is possible under the assumption that phases corre-

spond to propositions. But nothing in our system depends on this choice. If it turns out

that presuppositions are computed only at the level of the utterance, the system can be

straightforwardly adjusted to that.

4.3 The evaluation component

In the previous section we have concentrated on defining a given operator and on intro-

ducing such an operator within the logical form. In this section, I will set up a a formal

evaluation component for the purposes of Maximize presupposition. This step will com-

plete the modification of the originally purely syntactic system. In the rest of this section I

will examine whether the modified system can account for the data from chapters 2 and 3

that we originally covered by G-movement.

To see how exactly the evaluation component works we need to define not only the

reference set but also we need to have a clear metrics that we can use to compare different

derivations. We already have a definition of a reference set. The definition is repeated

below.

(71) Reference set for Maximize Presupposition evaluation

For purposes of Maximize Presupposition, the reference set, toward which Maxi-

mize presupposition is evaluated, consists of all derivations

a. that are based on the same numeration and free insertion of a G-operator, and

b. that make the same assertion.

In order to have a clear metrics I will define two constraints with respect to which each

candidate within a reference set will be evaluated.' 6 First, we need to guarantee that all
16The reader should not be misled by the terminology. The system developed here is not an optimality
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derivations are syntactically well-formed. Such a condition is not strictly speaking a part of

the evaluation component but it is a necessary precondition for a derivation to be considered

for evaluation. The reason why the constraint belongs here, however, is that licensing of

G-movement happens only at the interface.

(72) SYNTAX:

the reference set may contain only grammatically well-formed structures

Then we need to guarantee that the relevant presupposition would be maximized. This re-

quirement consists of interaction of two separate requirements: (i) to mark everything given

as presupposed (to make sure that each given element would give rise to the desired presup-

position), and (ii) to avoid marking new elements as presupposed (to avoid Presupposition

failure). I will call this constraint INTERPRETATION.

(73) INTERPRETATION:

a. a given element must be marked as presupposed (either lexically or by a G-

operator) [e Maximize Presupposition]

b. a new element cannot be marked as presupposed [P Presupposition Failure]

We are now in a position to evaluate the system in place and see whether it can account

for the facts we have considered so far. Let's start with a simple case of a ditransitive con-

struction in which everything is given except for the indirect object. Since in Czech a direct

object follows an indirect object, it is enough if the direct object moves above the indirect

object. The desired interpretation is given in (74). The boxes correspond to elements that

we want to be interpreted as given; the structure is presented in the Czech basic word order.

The relevant reference set is given in (75). I list here and in the following examples only

few candidates that are most relevant for the evaluation. The first candidate is a derivation

in which no G-movement took place and no G-operator was inserted, (75-a). The second

candidate is a derivation with a G-operator inserted above the indirect object but with no

theory system. I am using the notion of constraints as a technical tool for explicit evaluation of derivations.
In the end of the day we will see that for a structure to be felicitous in the relevant context no constraint may
be violated.
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G-movement, (75-b). The third candidate is a derivation with a local G-movement of the

indirect object and a G-operator adjoined immediately below the moved object, (75-c).

The last candidate differs from the previous candidate in that G-movement is not local, but

instead the movement is cyclic and crosses several given elements, (75-d).

(74) Desired interpretation:

IPeterlgave to-Mary
'Peter gave the book to Mary.'

(75) Reference set of(74):

a. No G-operator and no movement:

Peter gave to-Mary book

b. G-operator and no movement:

Peter gaveG to-Mary book

c. G-operator and local G-movement:

Peter gave bookg G to-Mary _
t I

d. G-operator and non-local G-movement:

book gave - Peter - G to-Mary _

The evaluation of the reference set is schematized in (76). As we can see, the derivation

without movement and any G-operator is syntactically well formed but it fails with respect

to the Maximize presupposition maxim (nothing is marked as presupposed). Similarly,

the second candidate fails with respect to the maxim. Even though this time, two given

elements are correctly marked by the operator, there is one given element - the direct

object - which stays unmarked. The third candidate, on the other hand, satisfies both the

syntax requirements as well as the pragmatic requirements. All given elements are marked

and syntax is well formed. The last candidate does well with respect to the interpretation

but the syntax is not well-formed. The reason is that the derivation contains two instances

of G-movement that cannot be licensed. As we can see by comparison with the candidate
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in (75-c), the desired interpretation is obtained without any additional movement. Since

G-movement does not come for free, the candidate in (75-d) loses in comparison with the

candidate in (75-c).

(76) Evaluation of the reference set of (74):

Reference set SYNTAX INTERPRETATION

a. / fails

b. / fails

c. v "

d. fails /

Let's now consider a minimally differing structure in which it is only the direct object

which is given. All other elements are new in the discourse. The relevant reference set is

given in (78). The candidates are the same as in the previous case, (74). It means, there is

a candidate without G-movement and without any G-operator, (78-a), a candidate without

G-movement and with a G-operator, (78-b), a candidate with local G-movement and a G-

operator, (78-c), and finally a candidate with cyclic G-movement and a G-operator, (78-d).

Again, only few relevant candidates are considered.

(77) Desired interpretation:

Peter gave to-Mary book.

'Peter gave the book to Mary.'

(78) Reference set of(77):

a. No G-operator and no movement:

Peter gave to-Mary book

b. G-operator and no movement:

IPeter gaveG to-Mary book

c. G-operator and local G-movement:

IPeter I g book G to-Mary -

t I
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d. G-operator and non-local G-movement:

-]book G gave _ Peter _ to-Mary _
t t I

The evaluation of the reference set in (78) is schematized in (79).

(79) Evaluation of the reference set of (77):

The candidates in (78-a) and (78-b) pattern with the candidates in (75-a) and (75-b). Thus

they fail because the direct object is not marked as given. The candidate in (78-c) is dif-

ferent: it is syntactically well-formed and the direct object is marked as presupposed. The

problem with this candidate is that the G-operator marks not only the direct object as pre-

supposed but also the structurally higher new elements. The reason is that there is no early

terminating point for the operator (the structure is in the past tense and there is no auxiliary).

Thus, the object is forced to move above all the new elements. The cyclic G-movement is

licensed in this case because the relevant interpretation is not available otherwise.

Notice that while in the previous discussion we needed to refer to the presence of a new

element asymmetrically c-commanding the given element, no such constraint is needed

anymore. The locality of the movement is determined by terminating properties of the G-

operator. To appreciate this point, consider the following case where only an object is given

but in the same time, the object is blocked within an infinitive. The relevant reference set

is given in (81).

(80) Desired interpretation:
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Mary managed to-burn chair

'Mary managed to burn the chair.'

(81) Reference set of(80):

a. No G-operator and no movement:

Mary managed to-bum chair

b. G-operator and no movement:

Mary managed to-burn G chair

c. G-operator and local G-movement:

Mary managed chair G to-burnm
t I

d. G-operator and non-local G-movement:

chair G managed T Mary _to-burnm -

t t t I

The reference set contains structures parallel to the reference sets for (74) and (77). Thus,

there is again a candidate without G-movement and without any G-operator, (81-a), a can-

didate with G-operator and no G-movement, (81-b), a candidate with local G-movement

and a G-operator, (81-c), and finally a candidate with cyclic G-movement and a G-operator,

(81-d).

(82) Evaluation of the reference set of (80):

As in the previous cases, the derivations without G-movement are not felicitous. The cru-

cial pair of candidates to compare is the structure in (81-c) and the structure in (8 l1-d). Even

though the object is the only given element - thus this example patterns with (77) - , for
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the object to be interpreted as given it is enough to undergo only local G-movement. The

difference between the derivation of (77) and the derivation of (80) is in differing propo-

sitional domains at which the G-operator can terminate. In the case of the object trapped

within the infinitival VP, as in (80), the relevant propositional domain is the infinitival VP.

Thus, local G-movement to the edge of the VP is enough for obtaining the correct interpre-

tation.

So far so good. But there is an alternative I would like to rule out, namely having the

G-operator as the trigger of syntactic movement. If this were the case, for a to be given,

a would always have to move to G. We have already seen examples of structures in which

G-movement is blocked, such as coordination, which argued against treating G-operator as

a syntactic trigger in a Probe-goal sense. Other relevant structures to consider are structures

in which no G-movement is required, i.e., basic word order structures.

We have already seen in section 1.2 that in a basic word order the partition between

given and new can fall in principle at any position. Consider the example in (83) which lists

the possible positions of the partition within a ditransitive clause with a temporal adverb.

(83) a. Maru'ka viera dala d6tem knihu.
Maru'ka yesterday gave children book
'Yesterday Mary gave children a book.'

b. Maru'ka II viera dala detem knihu.

c. Maru'ka v'era U dala detem knihu.

d. Maru~ka v'era dala I1 detem knihu.

e. Maru'ka viera dala d6tem I knihu.

As we can see, there are four possible partitions available. I argue that the partition posi-

tions correspond to positions in which the G-operator may be inserted. Thus, we now have

a formal tool to understand the basic word order pattern. I argue that the exact position of

the G-operator (or of several G-operators in case there is a terminating point somewhere in

the structure) depends on what is presupposed. In other words, the insertion of a G-operator
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is regulated by the Maximize Presupposition maxim. If a wrong position is selected, either

some given element would not be marked as presupposed or a new element would be in-

correctly marked as presupposed.

To see this in more detail, let's consider a scenario in which the subject and the adverb

are given, the rest is new (Tell me what Mary did yesterday.), (83-c). The relevant reference

set is included into the evaluation table in (84).

(84) Evaluation of the reference set of (83):

Reference set SYNTAX INTERPRETATION

Mary G yesterday gave children book / fails

Mary yesterday G gave children book / /

Mary yesterday gave G children book / fails

Mary yesterday gave children G book / fails

Since there is no G-movement, all candidates are syntactically well-formed. There is, how-

ever, only one candidate which does well with respect to the Maximize presupposition

maxim. The felicitous candidate is the candidate with a G-operator adjoined immediately

below the adverb. Only this position guarantees that both the subject and the adverb will

be presupposed and the rest of the clause will be understood as new. Notice that setting

up the evaluation with respect to the Maximize Presupposition maxim is crucial here. For

the structure to be correctly interpreted it is crucial to know what presupposition is to be

matched. There is nothing in the syntactic module that would have a direct relevance for

the position of the G-operator.

To conclude, we have seen in detail evaluation of several cases involving G-movement

which were set up to test the hypothesis that for choosing the right derivation it is enough

to refer to the G-operator and to the Maximize presupposition maxim. As far as syntax

is concerned, any well-formed derivation is possible as far as it is licensed by semantics

(and pragmatics). Thus by modifying the syntactic system we did not loose anything. The
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question is whether we gained something in the empirical coverage.

4.4 The G-operator and coordination

In the previous section we have seen that the modified system copes well with the G-

movement data.The question is whether the system can account for coordination facts as

well. Recall that there are two relevant restrictions to consider. (i) A given XP must precede

a new XP in a coordination. (ii) A given VP can be trapped in a coordination even if it is

asymmetrically c-commanded by new material. In contrast, a given DP is degraded in

such a configuration and must be pronominalized. The crucial examples are repeated in

(85)-(88). Given elements are in bold font. The structure of the data is schematized in

(89).

(85) Mary had some unpleasant experience with the new teacher and she did not want

to go to the meeting only with her. In order to avoid any conflict,...

a. #Pozvala uOitelku a feditelku. # new > DP & DP
invited.3sg.F teacher.Acc and director.Acc
'She invited the teacher and a director.'

b. Pozvala ji a feditelku.
invited.3sg.F her.Acc and director.Acc
'She invited her and a director.'

c. Pozvala tu u(itelku a feditelku.
invited.3sg.F that teacher.Acc and director.Acc
'She invited that teacher and a director.'

(86) A friend of mine has decided to change her lifestyle. She will read... -- Context

(87) A jeji pfitel bude Eist a pieklidat.--- new > VP & VP
and her friend will read and translate
'And her boyfriend will read and translate.'

(88) #A jeji piftel bude pfeklaidat a fist.- # VP & VP
and her friend will translate and read
'And her boyfriend will translate and read.'
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(89) a. #

aNew
&P

DP &P

& DP

b.

ONew
&P

VP &P

& VP

c. # &P

XP &P

& XP

Let's start with the case in (89-c), i.e., the restriction that a given conjunct must precede

a new conjunct. The crucial point is that for an XP to be marked as presupposed, it must

be an argument of a G-operator. The operator can be attached either (i) immediately above

the given XP, or (ii) it can be attached to the whole coordination, or (iii) it can be attached

below the first conjunct. The corresponding structures are given in (90). The elements in

the scope of the operator are marked by boxes.

(90) G-attachment within a coordination:

a. immediately above the given XP:
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&P

G Conj2

b. to the main clausal spine (to the whole coordination):

UI G

Fconjl &P

& FConj21

c. immediately below the first conjunct:

&P

oj G &P

& Conj2

Let's consider each case in turn. If the G-operator attaches above the second conjunct, as

in (90-a), the SYNTAX constraint is satisfied but the INTERPRETATION constraint is vio-

lated because the given conjunct is not marked as presupposed while the new part of the

coordination is marked as presupposed. Similarly, in (90-b), too many elements are marked

as presupposed resulting in Presupposition failure. Attaching the G-operator immediately

below the first conjunct does not help either, (90-c).

There is simply no way the G-operator could be inserted and the correct interpretation

be obtained without violating either SYNTAX or INTERPRETATION. The only structure

that satisfies both SYNTAX and INTERPREATION is the structure in which the given con-

junct precedes the new conjunct and the G-operator is inserted immediately below the first
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conjunct, as in (91).

(91) &P

Cojl  G &P

& Conj2

The evaluation of these possible structures is schematized in the table in (92).

(92) Evaluation of [XP and XP]

Reference set Syntax Interpretation

(90-a) / fails

(90-b) / fails

(90-c) / fails

(91) / /

As we can see, the G-operator and the Maximize presupposition maxim can take care of

the fact that a given conjunct must precede a new conjunct.

So far so good. Now we have an account of a subset of the coordination generalization,

namely, the word order restriction within a coordination. The remaining question is why

there is a difference between a DP and a VP coordination and why adverbs pattern partially

with DPs and partially with VPs. We know that there is a way to mark a DP conjunct as pre-

supposed in case there is no new material asymmetrically c-commanding the coordination.

Thus, the problem does not lie in the marking itself but it must be related to the presence

of new material. We know that the presence of the structurally higher new material does

not matter in case a DP undergoes local G-movement. But in such a case, the DP is on the

edge of a propositional domain. Based on this fact, I suggest that the difference between

a DP coordination and a VP coordination is a difference in their semantic types. Since a

DP coordination is not a propositional domain, the G-operator may escape from the coor-
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dination and mark the structurally higher new material as given as well. Thus, in case a DP

coordination is not on the left edge of a propositional domain, marking the first conjunct by

a G-operator is impossible because the scope of the operator would always affect a bigger

structure, resulting in an infelicitous interpretation. The only option to avoid the problem

with marking new material by the G-operator is to replace the given DP with a pronoun.

Recall that pronouns do not need to be marked by the operator in order to be given. It is

their lexical entry which gives rise to the required presupposition.

There is, however, one problem with the system in place. It is not clear how we can

guarantee tht the operator within a DP coordination would not mark the predicate the co-

ordination combines with as presupposed. Everything depends on the semantic type we

assume for a DP coordination. If we assume that a DP coordination is a generalized quanti-

fier, then the G-operator would necessarily over-generate. On the other hand, if we assume

that such a coordination is of type e, the operator cannot apply to the first conjunct because

it is not defined for atomic semantic types. I suggest that the problem is avoided if we treat

a DP coordination as a boolean coordination, i.e., a sum of individuals. I leave, however,

the actual implementation for future research.

In contrast to a DP coordination, a verbal coordination may be propositional. If this is

the case, then there is no problem with adjoining the G-operator below the first conjunct.

But can we safely assume that all relevant VP coordinations correspond to a proposition?

Let's consider again the example (1), repeated below as (94).

(93) Many of my friends have recently decided to change their lifestyle...

a. Tak jedna moje kamaridka bude vfc Uist. -- context
so one my friend will more read
'For example, a friend of mine will read more.'

(94) A jeji piftel bude aist a preklidat.
and her friend will read and translate
'And her boyfriend will read and translate.'
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This case is straightforward because we know independently that the future tense auxiliary

bude 'will' selects for a proposition.17 The question is whether the same is true for other

types of verbal coordinations. The most suspicious case is a coordination which is not

selected by a tense auxiliary.

(95) Many of my friends changed their lifestyle several years ago...

a. Tak jedna moje kamaridka vic Eetla. t- context
so one my friend more read
'For example, a friend of mine read more.'

(96) A jeji pfitel Eetl a pieklidal.
and her friend read and translated
'And her boyfriend read and translated.'

Even though the examples in (94) and (96) look parallel, they are not. There is a differ-

ence in their interpretation. The coordination of the future infinitives does not impose any

requirement on the implicit object of reading and translating. In contrast, the past tense co-

ordination requires the implicit objects to be identical. We can see the contrast on a possible

continuation of the discourse in (94), given in (97), and the continuation of the discourse in

(96), given in (98). While it is felicitous to say that he will read something different than

he will translate, it is odd to say that he read something different than he translated.

(97) a. And what will he read and translate?

b. Bude ifst detektivky a pieklidat romainy.
will-he read detective mysteries and translate novels
'He will read detective mysteries and translate novels.'

(98) a. And what did he read and translate?

b. #Cetl detektivky a pfeklidal rominy.
read detective mysteries and translated novels
'He read detective mysteries and translated novels.'

I do not know at this point how to account for the difference between past and future.

Intuitively, the past form of 'read' is not given in the same sense as the future form of 'read'.

'17 put aside the option that the coordination is a coordination of something bigger than VP, i.e., a structure
which originally contained the auxiliary.
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There is something about the shared object that seems to make a difference for givenness.

My hope is that these cases contain coordination reduction and the contrast between im-

plicit objects in past and in future is related to a structural difference. I leave the question

of differences among VP coordinations as a puzzle for future research as well.

For now, let's assume that verbal coordinations are of different types and that it is pos-

sible to reduce all relevant verbal coordinations to propositional domains. We can conclude

that the G-operator can be always adjoined below the first verbal conjunct without leading

to Presupposition failure.

Notice that we have shifted our reasoning about the difference between nominal and

verbal coordination as being related to existence or non-existence of a pronominal coun-

terpart. The existence of a pronominal counterpart is relevant only in an indirect way. The

reason why a verbal coordination asymmetrically c-commanded by a new material is fe-

licitous is not that there is no better tool to mark givenness. The reason is that such a

coordination is a propositional domain. Thus, the G-operator can be safely inserted. The

situation of coordinated DPs is rather different. There is no way to insert the G-operator

without Presupposition failure. Thus, invoking givenness lexically is the only grammati-

cally suitable option the language has.

What about adverbs? Recall that adverbs are sensitive to ordering within a coordination

but they do not need to be pronominalized even if there is a pronominal counterpart avail-

able. I argue that adverbs can be always adjoined at a propositional level. Thus, an adver-

bial coordination is always located on the left edge of a propositional domain. Therefore,

inserting a G-operator below the first conjunct is always felicitous. There is one problem

remaining: we have defined the reference set as a set containing derivations based on the

same numeration and the same assertion. Presumably, DPs and their pronominal counter-

parts are not part of the same numeration. Even though there might be a more principal

solution of the problem, for now I will stipulate that pronouns may be part of the reference
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set as well.18

To sum up, we have seen that the G-operator that we need anyhow in order to mark

presupposition does a lot of useful work for us. Now we have a system that can capture

all the Czech data we have encountered so far. The only tools we need are G-movement,

G-operator and the assumption that the semantic component is able to compute global

comparison of derivations.

4.5 Interpretation of Givenness

In this chapter I have introduced a recursive G-operator whose purpose is to mark a part

of a structure as presupposed. I have not, however, defined yet what it means to be given

in a technical sense. The leading intuition is that given is something that is salient in the

discourse and which gives rise to a presupposition that must be satisfied for the utterance

to be felicitous in the relevant context.

In principle we could adopt various definitions of givenness. I will adopt here Sauerland

(2005)'s definition of givenness. The relevant lexical entries for type e and type et follow.

(99) Lexical entry for Given of type e:

Given = Ax3x & 3i.g(i) = x

(100) Lexical entry for Given of type et:

Given = ftx E De.f(x) = 1Given = Aft
f

where f has a salient antecedent in C

' 8One option would be to treat pronouns as a DP ellipsis, as has been suggested in Postal (1966) and further
developed in Elbourne (2005).
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If Given applies to an element of type < a,t >, Given presupposes the existential closure

of the complement of Given. If Given applies to an element of type e, the lexical entry

requires the element to be evaluated with respect to an assignment previously established

in the discourse. As we will see in section 4.6 these lexical entries are too weak but I will

stay with them for lack of a better alternative. To see how these lexical entries combine

with our current system, consider the following example, after Sauerland (2005).

(101) English version:

a. Q: Who ate a cookie?

b. A: LINA [ate a cookie]-Given

(102) Czech version:

a. Q: Kdo snedl koldiek?
who ate cookie?

'Who ate a/the cookie?'

b. A: Kolahiek snedla II Lina.
cookie ate Lina

'Lina ate a/the cookie.'

In this case, the given part is 'ate a/the cookie'. Let's go step by step through the derivation

and its interpretation. A simplified LF of the Czech sentence in (102-b) is given in (103).

Basic lexical entries are given in (104).
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(103) E

cookie D

ate C

G B

8 A

7 vP

Lina VP

t7 ate t8 cookie

(104) a. [ate] = Ax.Ay. y ate x

b. [Linaj = lina

c. [cookie] = cookie

where lina and cookie are individuals

Let's compute the semantics of the LF in (103) step by step, starting with the denotation of

VP and vP.

(105) (VP] = Ay. f7(x8)(y)

(106) [vPjg = 1 iff

[Ay. f7(x8)(y)] ([Lina]) = 1 iff

[Ay. f7(x8)(y)] (lina) = 1 iff

f7(x8)(lina)

After taking into account lambda abstraction induced by G-movement of the object and the

verb we get the following denotation.

(107) [BI = Af 7.Ax8. f7(x8)(lina)
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Now the G-operator can take the constituent B as its argument because B is not of type t.

The resulting denotation is given in (108). Notice that the G-operator applies in two steps.

First, it induces that there is going to be a given function of type e,et. In the following step,

the operator induces a given individual.

(108) ýC] = G([B]) =

G(Af 7.AXs. f7(x8)(lina))=

Ahe,et: Given(h). G ([Af 7 .AXs. f7(x8)(lina)](h)) =

Ahe,et: Given(h).[G] ([AX 8 . h(xs)(lina)]) =

Age.Ahe,et: Given (g) & Given(h). G ([Ax 8 . h(xs)(lina)](g)) =

Age.Ahe,et: Given (g) & Given(h). G (h(g)(lina))=

Age.Ahe,et: Given (g) & Given(h). h(g)(lina)

This constituent first combines with the verb ate, marking ate as given.

(109) [Dý = [C] ([ate]) =

[Age.Ahe,et: Given (g) & Given(h). h(g)(lina)] ([ate]) =

[Age.Ahe,et: Given (g) & Given(h). h(g)(lina)] (Aw.Az. z ate w) =

Age: Given (g) & Given(ate). lina ate g

In the next step, the structure combines with the object cookie, marking cookie as given.

(110) [E] = J[D (Qcookie]) = I[D(cookie) =

[Age: Given (g) & Given(ate). lina ate g](cookie) =

Given(cookie) Given(ate): when defined = 1 iff lina ate cookie

Let's now explicate what Given(c) and Given(ate) mean, using the lexical entry from (99)

and a slightly modified entry from (100). The reason we need to modify the entry is that

the original entry is of type et but ate is of type e,et.

(111) Giveng(cookie) =

[Ahe : 3h & 3i.g(i) = h. h](cookie) =
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3cookie & 3i.g(i) = cookie. cookie

(112) Given(ate) =

[Afe,et : 3x E De.3y E De. f(y)(x)= I & fhas a salient antecedent . f(y)(x)=l]

( ate]) =

[Afe,et.3x E De.3y E De: f(y)(x) = 1 & f has a salient antecedent . f(y)(x)=l :

fl (Az.Aw. w ate z) =

3w E De.3z E De : w ate z = 1 & f has a salient antecedent . Az.Aw. w ate z

We can now insert these two denotations into the original derivation. The reader may won-

der whether we get the right meaning if we treat givenness of ate and cookie separately.

The intuition is that it is the whole constituent ate cookie that is given. The final meaning

is that the sentence in (102-b) is true only if Lina ate a cookie and if the following presup-

position is satisfied: there is someone who ate a cookie and the cookie has been previously

introduced in the discourse. While the denotations combine by functional application, the

presuppositions just conjoin.

(113) Given(cookie) & Given(ate) when defined = 1 iff lina ate cookie =

(3cookie & 3i.g(i) = cookie)&(3w E De.3z E De : w ate z = 1 & f has a salient

antecedent) when defined = 1 iff lina ate cookie

I leave open for now whether this is the right meaning or whether the presupposition needs

to be strengthened. We know that the weak meaning (conjunction of presuppositions) is

sometimes needed but the open question is whether it is always sufficient.

To sum up, we now have in place a formal system which can account both for syntax

and semantics of givenness in Czech. In the following sections, I will address two remain-

ing questions. First, what is the relation between givenness and deaccenting in English.

Second, what is the role of phonology in the overall system.
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4.6 Givenness versus deaccentation

In literature on givenness there is a disagreement on how to define the exact semantic prop-

erties of givenness. 19 I have not addressed so far the question how G-movement stands

with respect to the conditions on givenness assumed for other languages. Since the lit-

erature on givenness is vast I will concentrate here on literature which explicitly argues

for a direct relation between deaccentation in English and givenness. This is a reasonable

move because the literature arguing for givenness as the default information structure value

(Schwarzschild, 1999; Krifka, 2001; Sauerland, 2005, among others) is based on the claim

that an empirically more accurate theory of English prosody can be built if focus accenting

is eliminated in favor of deaccenting given constituents. 20

I will show in this section that the conditions on deaccenting are weaker than the con-

ditions on G-movement. In other words, not everything that gets deaccented in English,

G-moves in Czech. I will argue that for a Czech constituent a to be given and be able to

G-move two conditions must be satisfied: (i) a must have a salient (contextually entailed)

antecedent, and (ii) there must be an existential presupposition which a satisfies. On the

other hand, in English, for an element to be deaccented it is enough if the element has a

salient antecedent. The main argument will be based on behavior of indefinites in Czech.

Let's start with Schwarzschild's informal definition of givenness, in (114).

(114) Definition of GIVEN (Schwarzschild 1999, p. 151, (25))

An utterance U counts as GIVEN iff it has a salient antecedent A and

a. if U is type e, then A and U corefer;

b. otherwise: modulo B-type shifting, A entails the Existential F-closure of U.

The question that arises is what it exactly means to have a salient antecedent. Consider the

following English examples and the parallel Czech examples.

191 thank Irene Heim for discussing the facts in this section with me and for helping me to sort them out.
2oBut see Krifka (2006a) and Krifka (2006b) for arguments that not everything can be captured by a

givenness-only theory.
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(115) (Schwarzschild, 1999, p. 154, ex. (30))

If a MAN owns a DONKEY, his WIFE owns a donkey.

(116) a. KdyZ mui vlastni OSLA, jeho Zena vlastni OSLA.
when man owns donkey his wife owns donkey
'If a man owns a donkey, his wife owns a donkey.'

b. #Kdy' mu' vlastni osla, osla vlastni jeho zena.
when man owns donkey donkey owns his wife

(117) In general, CHILDREN misbehave. But teachers only SOMETIMES punish

children.

(118) a. Jezev'fci jsou obvykle nevychovanf, ale jenom nekdy
dachshunds.Nom are usually misbehaved but only sometimes
diichodci trestaji JEZEVCIKY.
pensioners.Nom punish dachshunds.Acc
'Dachshunds usually misbehave but pensioners only sometimes punish dachshunds.'

b. #Jezevaici jsou obvykle nevychovani, ale jezevciky jenom
dachshunds.Nom are usually misbehaved but only sometimes
nekdy trestaji dfichodci.
dachshunds.Acc punish pensioners.Nom

The examples in (115)-(118) contain existential indefinites. As we can see, in English, rep-

etition of an existential indefinite is a sufficient condition for the indefinite to be deaccented.

In fact, the indefinites must be deaccented. In contrast, in Czech, such an indefinite does

not undergo G-movement. Furthermore, the indefinite carries the main sentential stress.

Deaccentating is not possible.

As the example in (119) demonstrates, in a non-generic context a plural DP like dachshunds

may undergo G-movement. But if it undergoes G-movement then it is necessarily inter-

preted as a definite description. If there is no G-movement, as in (120), the second occur-

rence of dachshunds must be interpreted as a different group of dachshunds than those who

were misbehaving.

(119) Jezevcfci jsou n6kdy nevychovani, a pak jezevilky
dachshunds.Nom are sometimes misbehaved and then dachshunds.Acc
trestaji diichodci.
punish pensioners.Nom
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a. 'Dachshunds sometimes misbehave and then pensioners punish the dachshunds.'

b. #'Dachshunds sometimes misbehave and then pensioners punish dachshunds.'

(120) Jezevaici jsou nikdy nevychovani, a pak diichodci
dachshunds.Nom are sometimes misbehaved and then pensioners.Nom
trestaji jezevilky.
punish dachshunds.Acc

a. 'Dachshunds sometimes misbehave and then pensioners punish dachshunds.'

b. #'Dachshunds sometimes misbehave and then pensioners punish the dachshunds.'

To summarize so far, existential indefinites do not G-move in Czech and they have no

problem with being accented in a position where an English existential indefinite must be

deaccented. On the other hand, if a plural (recall that Czech does not have overt articles)

undergoes G-movement, it must be interpreted as a definite description.

Generic indefinites behave slightly differently than existential indefinites. They do not

undergo G-movement either but they may be deaccented if something else needs to bear

the main sentential stress. Consider the following examples containing hyponyms.

(121) (Ladd, 1980)

Q: Has John read Slaughterhouse-Five?

A: He doesn't READ books.

(122) a. On knihy NECTE.
he books not-reads

b. On NECTE knihy.
he not-reads books

'He doesn't READ books.'

(123) (Chafe, 1976)

I bought a painting last week.

I really LIKE paintings.

(124) a. Jai mim obrazy RAD.
I have paintings liked
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b. Ja mdm RAD obrazy.
I have liked paintings

'I really LIKE paintings.'

In Czech as in English, the hyperonym primed by the previous context is deaccented. If we

look more closely at the examples, we see, however, that they are rather different. Let's first

consider the example in (121). The answer in (121) is a correction to a proposition entailed

by the question. The question about reading Slaughterhouse-Five entails an answer about

reading books.21 Corrections in general assert that an entailed (or asserted) proposition

is not true. As a result, in this particular example, the negation carries focus accent as a

means of excluding the entailed proposition from the set of propositions compatible with

the common ground.

On the other hand, the example in (123) does not contain any correction. The relevant

utterance is an answer to an implicit question 'Why do you buy paintings?'.22 The implicit

question primes the focus accent on the evaluative predicate like. Even though these two

cases are not identical, they both contain a focused element that needs to be stressed. I

argue that the fact that the generic indefinites are deaccented is not a property of the indef-

inites per se but it is a consequence of their prosodic neighbor being stressed.

If this conclusion is correct, we predict that if there is no focus, hyponyms cannot be

deaccented. As we can see in (125), this is indeed correct. Thus, the fact that the generic

indefinites in the previous examples are deaccented has nothing to do with them having a

salient antecedent. Instead, the lack of sentential stress is a side-product of focusing the

immediately preceding prosodic word.

(125) My son likes gorillas.

a. In general, he likes ANIMALS.

b. #In general, he LIKES animals.

21This follows only if an answer has the same implicature as the question.
221 thank to Danny Fox, p.c., for suggesting to me to treat these cases as containing an implicit question.
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In section 4.7, I will argue that the short movement we observe in Czech is also a result

of a prosodic requirement and it has nothing to do with givenness. For now let's consider

the following example which shows that whatever triggers the displacement of the object

in (122-a) and (124-a) it is not G-movement. As we have seen in the previous chapters, a

given element cannot be asymmetrically c-commanded by a new element within a propo-

sitional domain. If it is the case, the given element must move. As we can see in the

example in (126), in case of generic indefinites accompanied by a focused element, the

indefinites move only locally. Whether there is any new element or is not is irrelevant for

the movement. Thus, we can conclude that this kind of movement is not G-movement.

(126) a. I bought a painting last week.

b. Moje nova priftelkyne obrazy SBIRA.
my new girlfriend paintings collects
'My new girlfriend COLLECTS paintings.'

The question is whether indefinites ever G-move. We have already seen several examples

suggesting the opposite but there seems to be some counterexamples. See, for instance, the

example in (127) and (128).

(127) Q: I've heard you finally sold all used cars from your store. You also had several

Porsches, right? Do you remember who bought a Porsche?

A: Yes. For example, a FRIEND OF MY WIFE bought a Porsche.

(128) a. Porsche si napffklad koupil kamarid mojif eny.
Porsche REFL for example bought friend of-my wife
'For example, a friend of my wife bought a Porsche.'

b. #Kamarid mojif eny si napffklad koupil Porsche.
friend of-my wife REFL for example bought Porsche

The example in (128) contrasts with the example in (130). In both utterances there is a

salient antecedent but only in (128) does the indefinite move. What is the relevant differ-

ence? I want to suggest that the indefinite in (128) is semantically a partitive (a Porsche

from the Porsches in the store). As such it triggers an existential presupposition, in contrast

to the indefinite in (130) which cannot be interpreted as a partitive and therefore cannot
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give rise to an existential presupposition.

(129) Q: Do you happen to know someone who owns a Porsche?

A: Yes, a FRIEND OF MY WIFE owns a Porsche.

(130) a. Kamarid moji 'eny mi Porsche.
friend of-my wife has Porsche
'A friend of my wife has a Porsche.'

b. #Porsche mi kamarid moji 2eny.
Porsche has friend of-my wife

Notice that the partitive interpretation brings about a definite interpretation. There is noth-

ing in our semantics of givenness that would give us the partitive interpretation. The par-

titive semantics seems to be independent of givenness even though it is a precondition for

an indefinite to be treated as given. I leave for future research how exactly givenness and

partitivity interacts.

Another problem that I leave unanswered is how we can restrict the existential presup-

position only to the relevant quantificational domain. Presumably, it is part of our common

background that Porsches exist but this is not enough for a Porsche to be given.

An additional example showing the relation between an existential presupposition and

the inability of an indefinite to undergo G-movement is given in (132).

(131) I have entered Irene's office and I see a Porsche key on her desk. I ask:

a. Q: Who bought a Porsche?

b. A: KAI bought a Porsche.

(132) a. Kai si koupil Porsche.
Kai REFL bought Porsche
'Kai bought a Porsche.'

b. #Porsche si koupil Kai.
Porsche REFL koupil Kai
'Kai bought a Porsche.'
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Why is there no movement in this example? Notice that there is a crucial difference be-

tween the example in (128) and the example in (132). In the example (132) the existence of

a Porsche is only entailed from the context. It has not been asserted that there is a Porsche

that someone bought. Irene could have felicitously answered, for instance, 'There is no

Porsche. I found the key.'

Based on the examples with indefinites, I argue that having a salient antecedent is not

a sufficient condition for treating an element in Czech as given. The condition must be

strengthen by a requirement that a given element must give rise to an existential presuppo-

sition which is already part of the common ground. The new definition is given in (133).

(133) Definition of GIVENfor Czech

An utterance U counts as GIVEN iff

a. it is presupposed that U exists, and

b. it has a salient antecedent A

(i) if U is type e, then A and U corefer;

(ii) otherwise: modulo 3-type shifting, A entails the Existential F-closure

of U.

Adding this condition explains why so many of the examples we have seen so far were

translated by using a definite description. At the same time keeping the original require-

ment on a salient antecedent insures that not every definite description would be treated as

given. Consider the example in (134).

(134) Krdl viera hril 'achy s krailovnou.
king yesterday played chess with queen.
'The king and the queen played chess yesterday.'

The example in (134) is a felicitous answer to the question 'What happened?' in a context

where there is only one king and one queen in a palace. Even though 'the queen' is inter-

preted as definite, there is no G-movement. For 'the queen' to be able to G-move, there

would have to be a salient antecedent like in the example in (135).
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(135) a. The queen was bored all day but then...

b. s krfilovnou hril krail ,achy.
with queen played king chess
'... the king played chess with the queen.'

To summarize this section, I have provided an argument that in Czech for an element to be

given (at least for purposes of G-movement) it is not enough to have a salient antecedent.

A stronger semantic condition is required. Specifically, I have argued that for an element

to be interpreted as given the element must give rise to an existential presupposition. Thus,

the semantic condition on being given in Czech is stronger than the condition on being

deaccented in English.

4.7 A note on phonology and its relation to givenness

Superficially, Czech behaves like languages that require a new element to occupy the most

embedded part of the tree in order to be assigned nuclear stress (Cinque, 1993; Zubizarreta,

1998; Arregui-Urbina, 2002; Szendr6i, 2003). One may wonder whether we are losing

something if we do not refer to phonology at all in the treatment of givenness in Czech.

In this section, I will briefly address this question. I will first review the basics of Czech

sentential prosody. Then, I will show a couple of cases where elements move in order to

satisfy their prosodic requirement. I will argue that this kind of movement is different from

G-movement. Finally, I will briefly address a question of abstract phonology as a trigger of

syntactic movement.

Main sentential prominence in Czech is realized on the first syllable of the last prosodic

word (cf. Gebauer 1900; Skalickova 1956; Dane' 1957; Romportl 1973; Palkovi 1994,

among others).23 Czech, in contrast to English, does not realize sentential prominence by

high tone. Instead, prominence is realized by increased intensity and longer duration. 24

23For further discussion on the Czech sentential prosody and its relation to information structure see Math-
esius 1931, 1937; Trivnf6ek 1937, 1939; Petifk 1938; Petr et al. 1986, among others.241t is, however, possible that what is perceived as prosodic prominence is a high tone on the stressed
syllable of the last prosodic word followed by a low tone (Edward Flemming, p.c.).
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The position of the sentential stress falls on the main word stress. Main word stress falls

on the initial syllable of a prosodic word. In general, odd-numbered syllables are stressed,

giving rise to trochaic rhythm. For an overview of word stress in Czech see van der Hulst

1999, p. 818ff.

Ladd 1996 argues that Czech is a language that does not use pitch accent at all and that

has very rigid phonology. This is significant in the light of the hypothesis that syntax must

adjust to phonology because phonology is not a 'plastic' component of the grammar (cf.

Vallduvf 1990).25 This picture is, however, too simplistic. Czech has other prosodic means

than assigning nuclear stress to the last prosodic word. For example, contrastively focused

words may be prosodically prominent in situ. Also certain lexical items, for instance wh-

words, are independently prosodicaly prominent. But it is true that Czech prosody is more

rigid that the prosody of, for example, English. Thus, we cannot exclude in advance the

possibility that syntax accommodates to prosodic requirements.

The important question with respect to givenness is whether there is a direct relation

between being given and deaccenting. We have already seen in the previous section that

the semantic licensing conditions on givenness are stronger than the licensing conditions

on deaccenting in English, but there is still a possibility that for an element to be given in

Czech, the element must be deaccented. Thus, the question is whether or not G-movement

may be characterized as prosody driven movement.

To be able to answer this question, let's first identify another type of prosody driven

movement in Czech. Such movement is found with inherently stress-less items, for in-

stance nvco 'something'. As we can see in (136), 'something' cannot be the last prosodic

word. The reason is that in this position it would bear the main sentential stress. Crucially,

destressing 'something' in situ is not possible.

(136) a. *ChtEla bych jist neco.
wanted would eat.Inf something

25Czech is supposed to pattern in this respect with languages like Italian and Hungarian.
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b. Chtbla bych neco jist _.
wanted would something eat

'I would like to eat something.'

As we can see in the example in (137), the movement observed in (136) is not indepen-

dent syntactic movement. If we modify the sentence in (136) with a VP adverbial which

surfaces as the last prosodic word, 'something' does not need to move anymore. In fact, it

cannot move. The reason is that now it is the adverbial that bears the main sentential stress.

'Something' is not affected by the sentential prominence.

(137) a. Chtela bych jist nico u Novkifi.
wanted would eat.Inf something at Novak's

b. *Chtela bych nico jist _ u Novdkifi.
wanted would something eat at Novak's

'I would like to eat something at Novak's.'

Furthermore, other lexical items that are semantically similar but at the same time that can

be stressed, such as 'some food', do not move, as can be seen in (138).

(138) a. Cht6l bych jist nejaki jidlo.
wanted would. 1sg eat.Inf some food
'I would like to eat some food.'

b. Cht6l bych jist polivku.
wanted would.lsg eat.Inf soup
'I would like to eat some soup.'

To summarize the observations so far, in Czech sentential prominence is realized only on

the last prosodic word. For an element to be deaccented it is enough to move very locally.

No cyclic movement is required (and licensed).

I have already mentioned that in certain cases it is possible to realize prominence in a

different part of the structure as well. For instance, if something is contrastively stressed,

the immediately preceding prosodic word is deaccented. Thus, we predict that a stress-less

word like 'something' does not need to evacuate the last position if the preceding word is

contrastively stressed. This is indeed correct, as we can see in (139).
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(139) Chci JIST n6co. Ne, PIT neco.
want-I to-eat something no to-drink something
'I want to EAT something, not to DRINK something.'

In general, there is an optionality in whether the contrastive element is stressed in situ or

whether the contrastive element is realized as the last prosodic word, as in (140).

(140) Chci neco JIST, ne PIT.
want-I something to-eat no to-drink
'I want to EAT something not to DRINK something.'

The examples in (139) and (140) are similar to the deaccented examples with hyponyms

from the previous section. Consider again the example from (124) repeated below as (141).

If the contrasted predicate 'like' stays in situ, as in (141-b), it gets stressed and the following

prosodic word 'paintings' get deaccented. On the other hand, if the object 'paintings'

undergo short movement, the predicate is assigned the main sentential stress.

(141) a. Ji mm mobrazy RAD.
I have paintings liked

b. Ja' maim RAD obrazy.
I have liked paintings

'I really LIKE paintings.'

Notice that Czech does not seem to have at all the option of deaccenting an element by

shifting the main sentential stress. The only way something can become deaccented is if

its immediately preceding prosodic neighbor is independently stressed. The question that

arises is whether English givenness is really so different from Czech. As far as I can tell,

it is well possible that deaccenting by shifting the stress is licensed under the same condi-

tions as G-movement in Czech. Other deaccenting cases might be a result of destressing

caused by stressing of the immediately preceding prosodic neighbor. But whether this is a

plausible theory or not must be left for future research.

To conclude, we have identified a type of movement which is purely driven by prosodic

requirements. We can now ask the question whether G-movement is the same type of
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movement or not. If G-movement is motivated by prosody in the same way as the move-

ment observed above, then there are two logical options to be considered: either (i) given

elements cannot be stressed, i.e., they move in order not to bear nuclear stress, or (ii) new

elements move to the position in which they would be marked by nuclear stress.

Neither of these two options seems to be correct. We know from the behavior of 'some-

thing' that for a word not to be stressed it is enough to move very locally. G-movement, on

the other hand, may be cyclic and non-local, thus, option (i) cannot be correct. Similarly, if

a new element needs to bear a nuclear stress, there is only one position that is good enough.

Again, we would expect different behavior than the behavior we find. We would expect

that any structure in which one new element would be the last prosodic word should be

well formed, which is not correct. To conclude, option (ii) cannot be maintained either.

The more interesting question is whether a prosodic account of givenness in Czech

could be maintained if we considered a more sophisticated abstract version of the nuclear

stress rule. My worry is whether it is possible to establish such a rule without referring to

the semantic properties of the relevant elements. Recall from our previous discussion that

the partition between given and new may appear in different parts of the tree. Furthermore,

it is sensitive to the propositional complexity of an utterance. Once we need to refer to

the semantic values then it is not clear what the advantage of having a prosodically driven

system would be. The system would necessarily double the work of the semantic and prag-

matic components.

Recent accounts of information structure in terms of the syntax-phonology interface,

such as Selkirk (1995), Reinhart (1995, 2006) or Szendr6i (2003), do indeed use some form

of semantic diacritics that they introduce into the derivation. Even though my account is

very close to the syntax-prosody accounts it is simpler in that it minimizes the inter-modular

interaction. The only things we need is syntax generating free movement and semantics

choosing from syntactically available structures. The only task left for the phonology in-

terface is to read off the syntactic interpretation by using independently needed prosodic
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rules. 26

4.8 Summary

This chapter completed the previous discussion of the syntax of G-movement by creating a

system of semantic interpretation which both improves the coverage of the syntactic system

and provides an explanation for the empirical generalizations made in the previous chapters.

In particular, I argued that G-movement is movement with semantic consequences in

the sense that syntactic items move in order to create a linear partition between elements

to be interpreted as given and elements to be interpreted as new. We saw that the same

partition can be established not only by G-movement but also by base generation as in the

case of coordinations and basic word orders. I argued that the purpose of the partition is to

create a configuration in which it is possible to insert a given operator.

I argued that in order to account for the Czech data we need a recursive operator which

applies to a non-propositional constituent and turns its sister into a presuposed element.

I proposed that the distribution of the operator should be governed within a comparative

system which compares derivations with respect to the Maximize Presupposition maxim of

Heim (1991). I proposed that the evaluation is done over a set which contains derivations

based on the same numeration and assertion. We saw that the combination of the given

operator and the evaluation component captures all the relevant data.

In the final two sections I addressed the question of how G-movement relates to deac-

centing for givenness in English. I showed that the licensing conditions on G-movement are

stronger in that they require that for an element to be given it must not only have a salient

antecedent but also be existentially presupposed. In the last section I shortly commented

on a worry that we might be losing an important generalization if we do not give any role
26Such a prosodic system is for example that of Wagner (2005).
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to phonology in our system. I argued that this move is indeed harmless: with respect to

givenness, the phonology component behaves only as an interpretative component.
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Appendix A

G-movement is A-movement

To complete the overall picture of properties of G-movement I will address in this appendix

the question of whether G-movement is A-movement or A-bar movement. In particular, I

will argue that G-movement is A-movement in the sense that it creates a new binding con-

figuration. But first I will define what I mean by the A- versus A-bar distinction.

There has been disagreement in the literature about classifying scrambling as A-movement

or A-bar movement. The disagreement lies in how we define the distinction between A-

and A-bar movement in the first place. For approaches that base the distinction on Case as-

signment, there are two basic options: Either (i) only a DP that is assigned Nominative can

move to Spec, TP since T assigns Nominative Case; thus, scrambling of a non-Nominative

DP is by definition movement to a position higher than Spec,TP and must be an instance

of A-bar movement (cf. for example Baker (2003)). Or, (ii) a position like Spec,TP may

be ambiguous between A-movement and A-bar movement depending on whether the DP

that moves there is or is not nominative (see, for example, Bonet (1990); Diesing (1990);

Mahajan (1990)).

On the other hand, it has been argued that A movement and A-bar movement behave

differently with respect to binding (Lebeaux (1988, 1998); Saito (1989); Mahajan (1990);

Chomsky (1993, 1995); Fox (1999); Lasnik (1999)). I will adopt here the binding dis-

tinction over the Case distinction. I will classify as A-movement only movement where
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the pronounced copy is relevant for binding, and as A-bar movement movement where the

pronounced copy is not relevant for binding.' It is outside of the scope of this work to

explain why there should be such a difference between A- and A-bar movement.2

In particular, I will follow recent proposals for Russian (see Lavine and Freidin (2002);

Bailyn (2003, 2004), among others) that movement to Spec,TP in Russian even if it is

movement of an object is always A-movement, i.e., it creates a new binding configuration.

As we will see below, the same holds for G-movement. The examples in the following

sections will partially be modeled after Lavine and Freidin (2002); Bailyn (2004).

Notice that once we tie the A- versus A-bar distinction only to binding, it becomes

non-trivial to distinguish between movement and base generation. If G-elements were base

generated on the left periphery, i.e., they would be something like clitic left dislocation

in Romance (for example, Cinque 1990; Iatridou 1995; Barbosa 1995), we would not be

able to tell from the binding interactions. I will comment on base generation in section A.4.

The argument for A-movement properties of G-movement to Spec,TP is based on bind-

ing interactions, in particular on Condition A, Condition C, and Weak Cross-Over effects.

I am not using other tests for absence of A-bar movement used in Cinque 1990; Iatridou

1995; Barbosa 1995. The reason is that most of the tests are based on the absence or the

presence of a clitic. There is no clitic in G-movement constructions in Czech. However,

as we will see in section A.4 there are constructions that are more similar to clitic left dis-

location in Romance. For closer discussion of these and their relation to contrastive left

dislocation see Sturgeon 2006. Thus, in the following sections I will argue for (1).

(1) G-movement is A-movement.

'I simplify the discussion here. It has been argued that A-movement can reconstruct as well (see, for ex-
ample, an overview in Iatridou 2002). The question of reconstruction is immaterial for the current discussion.
The only relevant difference is whether the pronounced copy counts for binding or not.

2One option is that being A- or A-bar follows from a feature composition of a particular projection, not
from the type of a projection per se. See Nevins and Anand 2003 for an idea in this direction.
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A.1 Condition A

Let's start by looking at Condition A. The condition is given in (2).

(2) Condition A:

A reflexive (or reciprocal) pronoun must be bound within its local domain.

If G-movement is A-movement, G-movement of a DP containing a reflexive pronoun over

its binder, should lead to a Condition A violation. On the other hand, we predict that if

G-movement is A-bar movement, it should not affect the ability of the reflexive pronoun to

be bound.

Even though the predictions are clear, testing for Condition A in Czech is not a straight-

forward task. The reason is that Czech has anaphoric reflexive pronouns that are always

bound by a Nominative argument. As the following examples show, binding of the reflex-

ive pronouns is independent of the actual structural relation between the anaphor and its

binder.3

(3) Nom-Acc verbs:

a. Marie mi rida svoji ko6ku.
Marie.Nom-i has liked her-i cat

b. Svoji ko'ku mi rdida Marie.
her-i cat.Acc has liked Marie.Nom
'Marie likes her cat.'

(4) Nom-Locative:

a. Petr bydlel ve sv6m dom6.
Petr.Nom-i lived in his-i house.Loc

b. Ve sv6m dom6 bydlel jenom Petr.
in his-i house lived only Petr-i

'(Only) Petr lived in his own house.'

3Examples with sebe 'oneself' are not presented as minimal pairs. The reason is that the given counterpart
of sebe is lexicalized as a reflexive second position clitic that never occupies Spec,TP. Focusing the object by
the association with jenom 'only' gives us the desired interpretation in a way that avoids the problem with
using the clitic.
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(5) Nom-Acc:

a. Petr videl sebe.
Petr.Nom saw himself

b. Sebe vid6l jenom Petr.
himself saw only Petr

'(Only) Petr saw himself.'

(6) Ditransitive verbs:

a. Petr dal sv6mu bratrovi knihu.
Petr.Nom-i gave his-i brother.Dat book.Acc

b. Sv6mu bratrovi dal Petr knihu.
his-i brother.Dat gave Petr.Nom book.Acc

'Petr gave his brother a book.'

(7) Ditransitive verbs:

a. Petr dal bratrovi svou knihu.
Petr.Nom-i gave brother.Dat his-i book.Acc

b. Svou knihu dal Petr bratrovi.
his-i book.Acc gave Petr.Nom brother.Dat

'Petr gave his book to (his) brother.'

Fortunately, the facts are different if the binder is a quirky subject, i.e., a Dative argument.

In such a case, binding is possible only if the Dative is in the subject position (Spec, TP);

otherwise, violation of Condition A arises.4

(8) Dative subject:

a. ?Maie bylo lito sv6ho psa.
Mai'a.Dat-i was sorry her-i dog.Gen

b. *Sv6ho psa bylo lfto Maie.
her-i dog.Gen was sorry Maia.Dat-i

'M"ia felt sorry for her dog.'

(9) Dative subject:

4 To my knowledge, the asymmetry between Nominative and Dative subject has not been reported in
literature yet. I have no explanation for the binding difference.
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a. Maii bylo Ifto sebe.
Maia.Dat was sorry herself.Gen

b. *Sebe bylo lifto MWii.
herfself.Gen was sorry Mila.Dat

'Mdia felt sorry for herself.'

We see that G-movement causes a Condition A violation which suggests that G-movement

is A-movement.

Further evidence comes from possessive pronouns that are anaphorically bound by a

non-subject element but that are not morphologically marked as reflexive. Consider the

examples in (10) and (11). 5

(10) a. *Jejf koka mi rida Marii.
her-i cat.Nom has liked Marie.Acc-i

b. Marii mi rida jeji kocka.
Marie.Acc-i has liked her-i cat.Nom

'Mary is loved by her cat.'

(11) a. ??Jeho pritel6 obdivujf Petra.
his-i frinds.Nom admire Petr.Acc-i

b. Petra obdivuji jeho pfitel6.
Petr.Acc-i admire his-i friends.Nom

'His friends admire Petr.'

As we can see such a possessive pronoun is felicitous only if the R-expression coindexed

with the pronoun undergoes G-movement over the pronoun. Thus, the R-expression is in

a position from which it can bind. It follows that the position must be an A-position and

G-movement is A-movement.6

5There is a difference in level of unacceptability between the examples in (10) and (11). David Pesetsky,
p.c., suggested that the difference in acceptability might come from inaliable versus non-inaliable possession
relations. At this point I do not have an explanation for the gradual differences in judgments. For now,
however, the crucial point is that there is a consistent difference depending on c-command relations between
relevant pairs of arguments.

6As David Pesetsky, p.c., pointed out the argument is not conclusive because the same result in grammati-
cality would be captured by a theory relying only on linear precedence. Even though this objection is relevant
with respect to Condition A, it does not apply to other binding facts presented at this section.
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A.2 Condition C

This section will comment on Condition C. The Condition C is defined in (12).

(12) Condition C:

An R-expression (= proper name or definite description) must be free.

What kind of interactions do we expect with respect to G-movement and Condition C?

First of all we need to establish that Czech is sensitive to Condition C. I will show this

on movement of a pronoun over a coindexed R-expression. If such a pronoun moves over

a coindexed R-expression, it should cause a Condition C violation. The reason is that

A-movement creates a new binding position. If the pronoun undergoes A-movement, it

binds from its surface position. On the other hand, if the pronoun undergoes A-bar move-

ment, Condition C would not be violated because the pronoun would be able to reconstruct.

I will demonstrate the interaction on OVS examples. Before we approach to the actual

test, a note on an OVS order is required. In an OVS order, there are two available parses for

the position of the object. (i) the object can either occupy an A-position, or (ii) it can oc-

cupy an A-bar position. I argue that these two positions differ in two aspects: (i) they have

different intonational contour (an element in an A-bar position is contrastively stressed and

the following material gets deaccented; no such change in the intonational contour is ob-

served with A-position); (ii) in the cases without contrastive stress and deaccenting the verb

must linearly precede the subject; as for the other type, the verb can either precede or fol-

low the subject (capitalized letters mark contrastive stress). Thus, if there is an optionality

between OVS and OSV order then the object could have not undergone A-movement.

(13) Non-contrastive intonation:

a. Petra vid6la Marie.
Petr.Acc saw Marie.Nom

b. *Petra Marie vid6la.
Petr.Acc Marie.Nom saw

'Marie saw Peter.'
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(14) Contrastive intonation:

a. PETra vid61a Marie.
Petr.Acc saw Marie.Nom

b. PETra Marie vid61a.
Petr.Acc Marie.Nom saw

'It was Peter whom Marie saw.'

I suggest that the non-contrastive type corresponds to A-position, i.e., Spec,TP. The obliga-

tory OVS order is a result of moving the object to Spec, TP and leaving the subject lower in

the structure (presumably within vP; for a similar argument see, for example, Bonet 1990;

Diesing 1990; Miyagawa 1997; Bailyn 2003, 2004). On the other hand, the contrastive

pattern corresponds to A-bar movement, i.e., to movement to a position higher than Spec,

TP.7 Spec, TP is then still available for the subject to move there, resulting into OSV order

that is not available otherwise. Notice that the subject movement is optional because the

EPP-like requirement may be satisfied by the A-bar moved argument but the subject might

still have an independent reason to move (for example, for scope).

With this contrast in place, we can test Condition C. The following examples corre-

spond to the left-most element being in an A-position, i.e., the intonation is not contrastive

and the OSV order is excluded. All degraded sentences get improved if the linearly first

element gets contrastively stressed, i.e., if it occupies, as I argue, an A-bar movement posi-

tion:

(15) a. Novi Petrovi zn•mnf ho piredstavili fediteli.
new Petr's-i friends.Nom him.Acc-i introduced director.Dat

b. *Jeho piedstavili novi Petrovi znmir m iediteli.
him.Acc-i introduced new Petr's-i friends.Nom director.Dat

'Petr's new friends introduced him to the director.'

71 have not been able to pinpoint the exact position of the contrastive element: it is plausible that a
contrastive element is adjoined to TP or that there is a syntactic position between TP and CP that can be used
as a landing site for contrastive elements.
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The relevance of the example in (15) is supported by examples with long distance move-

ment. Long distance movement in Czech is always contrastively stressed, i.e., it always tar-

gets an A-bar position. Unsurprisingly, in such a configuration, Condition C is not violated

because the moved element may reconstruct.

(16) JEHO, chceme, aby novi Petrovi znaimi pfedstavili fediteli.
him.Acc.TOP-i want-we that new Petr's-i freinds.Nom introduced director.Dat
'We want Petr's new friends to introduce HIM to the director.'

To make the argument sound I need to show that reconstruction from an A-bar position

is in fact obligatory. An optional reconstruction would be compatible with the view that

A-movement can under certain circumstances reconstruct as well. As we can see in the

next example, this is correct. If 'Petr's book' had the option not to reconstruct, it could be

a strategy to avoid Condition C violation. Such a strategy is not available, though.

(17) *PETROvu knihu ho Marie prosila spilit.
Petr's-i book,Acc him.Acc-i Marie.Nom to-burn
'Marie begged Peter to burn his book.'

We have seen that Czech is sensitive to a Condition C violation and we can now approach

to testing G-movement. Since pronouns do not undergo G-movement, we must look at an

opposite relation, i.e., cases where an R-epxression crosses a coindexed pronoun. If in the

original structure, coindexation of the pronoun and the R-expression causes a Condition

C violation, we predict that G-movement of the R-expression might save the Condition C

violation in case it is A-movement. In contrast, if G-movement is A-bar movement we do

not expect to find any improvement with respect to Condition C.

As we can see on the examples in (18), G-movement can indeed save a Condition C

violation. Thus, we can conclude that with respect to Conditon C, G-movement behaves as

A-movement.

(18) a. *Marie a oni vid6li Petrovii pf~itele.
Marie.Nom and he saw Petr's friends.Acc
'*Marie and hei saw Petr'si friends.'
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b. Petrovi pritele videla Marie a one.

Petr's friends.Acc saw Marie.Nom and he

'*Marie and he2 saw Petr's2 friends.'

A.3 Weak Cross-Over Effect

Finally, let's look at Weak Cross-Over effect (WCO), defined in (19).

(19) Weak Cross-Over:

A pronoun can only be bound from an argument position.

As can be seen in (20), no WCO violation arises in case of G-movement of 'every girl'.

The example in (21) is here as a control. Long-distance movement leads to a WCO vi-

olation. The contrast shown in (20) and (21) supports the argument that G-movement is

A-movement because it creates new binding relations.

(20) a. *Jeji pes miluje kaidou holditku.
her-i dog.Nom loves every girl.Acc-i

b. Kaidou holdiaku miluje jeji pes.
every girl.Acc-i loves her-i dog
'Every girl is loved by her dog.'

(21) *KAZdou hol'iku, chci, aby miloval jeji pes.
every girl.Acc.TOP-i want-I that loved her-i dog
'I want every girl to be loved by her dog.'

A.4 A note on base generation

So far I have been assuming that the linear partition between given and new elements is

achieved via movement. However, it has been suggested in literature that elements on the

left periphery that do not have A-bar properties are base generated in their surface posi-

tion. This argument has been in detail made for Romance left clitic dislocation structures

(Cinque 1990; Iatridou 1995; Barbosa 1995). Even though these structures show sensitivity
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to syntactic islands, i.e., they appear to undergo movement, the above cited authors argue

that the island sensitivity is a result of a presence of a binding chain that is either entirely

independent of movement, or it arises from a short movement within the left periphery.

One could argue that Czech G-movement is just another instance of base generation (no-

tice that the left dislocated elements in clitic left dislocation constructions are given as well)

and that the various word orders are base generated as they are. Another line of such an

argument has been made in connection with scrambling by Haider (1988); Bayer and Ko-

rnfilt (1994); Kiss (1994); Neeleman (1994); Neeleman and Reinhart (1998), among others.

In this section, I present two objections to a base-generation approach. The first objec-

tion is that the base generation hypothesis does not make clear predictions about the final

word order and it would have to be combined with another system that would determine

the final word order. We have seen in chapter 2 and 3 quite a few examples that suggest a

derivational nature of the reorderings found in Czech. Furthermore, it is not clear how to

model the relation between head movement and the locality restriction on G-movement in

a base generation system. I take the previous discussion as sufficient for making this point.

Another point is that Czech has, aside from G-movement, structures that are at least

superficially similar to clitic left dislocation structures in Romance and Greek.

(22) a. Whom did Mary see drunk?

b. Petra (*ho) videla Marie opil6ho.
Petr.Acc him.Acc saw Marie.Nom drunk.Acc
'Marie saw Petri drunki.

(23) Ten Petr, Marie *(ho) videla opil6ho.
the Petr.Nom Marie him.Acc saw drunk.Acc
'As to the Petri, Marie saw him, drunks.'

As we can see in (22), in the case of G-movement, the given DP Petra is accusative and

there is no occurrence of a clitic. In contrast, the same argument appears in (23) in Nom-

inative case (default case). Accusative case is assigned to a clitic. The clitic is obligatory
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in this structure.8 '9 Another difference between G-movement and clitic left dislocation in

Czech can be found in embedded contexts. While structures with G-movement can be

freely embedded, as seen in (24), clitic left dislocation is possible only in a matrix environ-

ment, (25).

(24) Maminka ffkala, ze Petra (*ho) vid6la Marie opil6ho.
mother.Nom said that Petr.Acc him.Acc saw Marie.Nom drunk.Acc
'My mother said that Marie saw Petri drunki.

(25) a. *Maminka i'kala, 'e ten Petr, Marie *(ho) vid6la opil6ho.
mother.Nom said that the Petr.Nom Marie him.Acc saw drunk.Acc

b. *Maminka h'kala, ten Petr, ze Marie *(ho) vid6la opildho.
mother.Nom said the Petr.Nom that Marie him.Acc saw drunk.Acc

c. *Ten Petr, maminka Hikala, ie Marie *(ho) vid~la opil6ho.
the Petr.Nom mother.Nom said that Marie him.Acc saw drunk.Acc

'As to the Petri, my mother said that Marie saw himi drunks.'

I suggest that the Case differences and the status of a clitic, combined with the restrictions

on embedding of clitic left dislocation structures, support the hypothesis that G-movement

is indeed movement. As we have seen, Czech has other syntactic strategies that are more

similar to Romance or Greek clitic left dislocation but G-movement is not one of those.

A.5 Summary

To conclude, we have seen that G-movement can be characterized as A-movement in the

sense that the position to which element a G-moves functions as a new binding posi-

tion. To support the argument, I have provided examples showing interactions between

G-movement and Condition A, Condition C and Weak Cross-Over effect. In the final

section, I have briefly addressed the question whether the reordering I have attributed to

G-movement might be in fact base generated.

8 More details on this structure and other left dislocation strategies in Czech can be found in Sturgeon
2006.

91t has been argued that clitic left dislocation does not always require a clitic (if the left-dislocated element
is the subject or an adjunct) (Cinque, 1990). I control for this possibility by dislocating only objects.
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